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Executive summary 
 

Introduction and background 

 
This report describes a survey of livelihoods and forest use amongst an indigenous ethnic group (the 
Phnong) conducted during February-August 2002 in southern Mondulkiri Province, Cambodia. The 
area is inhabited by many small Phnong communities, is experiencing high immigration by ethnic 
Khmer people near its borders and is also included in a large commercial logging concession held by 
Samling International. In 2002 the area was also declared a special Biodiversity Conservation Area by 
Ministerial Decree and has become the target for active conservation efforts. The current study 
provides some of the information necessary to find effective compromises between these differing land 
and resource uses.   

The overall goal was to develop an understanding of the demographic trends and main 
livelihood activities of Phnong communities in the study area. The positive and negative connections 
between various livelihood activities and wildlife conservation were identified wherever possible. Early 
in the study it became clear that the most important activity for detailed study was the practice of resin-
tapping. Hunting of wild animals is a relatively minor part of most peoples’ livelihoods but has 
disproportionate conservation impacts, so this activity was also studied in some detail. 
 The study area forms the middle part of the Biodiversity Conservation Area (or core area). 
Most of the core area is moderately hilly and covered with a mosaic of lowland deciduous and 
evergreen forest types plus small areas of shifting cultivation.  
 The Phnong are a part of the Mnong ethnic grouping who speak the Phnong (or Bu Nong) 
language. "Phnong" is sometimes used as a derogatory blanket term for Cambodian ethnic minorities 
but is used with pride by the studied population to describe themselves. They have been in the area 
since long before colonial French times, living in small rural villages and following a mixed livelihood 
of shifting cultivation and collection of forest products. They have long been socially disadvantaged.  
 Population density in the core area in the 1960s was probably slightly lower than that today 
but in 1970 the whole population of the core area and its surroundings was moved out by the Khmer 
Rouge. Significant numbers of families only started returning from 1988 onwards, nearly 20 years 
later. From about 1996 forest concession activities began in the study area, including heavy logging of 
several coupes and improvement plus realignment of the Snuol-Sen Monorom trunk road. Legal 
logging has been suspended since 1999 due to national forestry policy. 
 The core area supports important populations of many wildlife species threatened with global 
extinction including Gaur, Banteng, Elephant, Tiger, smaller cats, bears, primates and Green Peafowl. 
According to surveys in 2000 hunting is the biggest threat to these species. Hunting was severe through 
the 1990s, especially once logging activities began. It is less now that the logging teams have gone and 
most guns have between confiscated under a national programme, but shooting and snaring remain 
major threats to wildlife. Shifting cultivation is not thought to be a threat at present. Intensive logging 
would be harmful to many species, especially if combined with heavy hunting, but sustainable logging 
together with hunting controls and protection of existing local livelihoods might be compatible with 
wildlife conservation.  
 
Methods 

 
Research methods included a desk study of relevant literature and laws and fieldwork using a mix of 
Rapid Rural Appraisal and ecological techniques, especially the following: 

• semi-structured interviews with key informants (traders and groups of resin-tappers); 

• structured family interviews (using a carefully pre-tested questionnaire); 

• forest visits to groups of resin trees, collecting two types of information - the locations of outer 
groups of resin trees around each village and the characteristics of a random sample of groups (tree 
size, tapping practices, damage levels etc.). 

An emphasis was placed on cross-checking key information using more than one method. Studies 
covered four administrative village units (Ph. Pu Char, Ph. Kati, Ph. Andong Krolung and Ph. Roka 
Thmei) including 14 settlements in total.  
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Results 

 
Demography 
 
The 14 settlements contain 211 families, 970 people. Ninety percent of families were interviewed. 
About 95% of families in the study area are ethnically Phnong. The villages were established at various 
times during 1930-1960. After the 1970 forced migration most were re-established from 1988 onwards 
but Ph. Roka Thmei was only re-established in 1998.  

In each existing village immigration showed an early peak followed by a decline and it now 
seems to be almost zero in three of the villages. Ph. Roka Thmei is expected to show small net 
immigration in the coming years, whilst in Ph. Kati there has been net emigration over the past 2 years. 
This may be related to the lack of available resin trees for any newly arrived families. However, 
significant fresh immigration by Phnong is expected at newly established or planned settlements which 
have available land for paddy rice. These sites are often critical habitats for wildlife conservation. Most 
of these people will come from the Memong area to the north.  

There has been negligible immigration by Khmer people to the study area so far but it has 
been heavy in areas just to the west. There is a risk of them moving into the study area in large 
numbers, especially along the main roads. The possible future cessation of the logging concession 
contract may make this much easier. 
 The population trend due to births was not studied, but it is expected to be growing. 
 
Livelihood comparison 
 
Almost all families consider themselves primarily rice farmers. They view other activities as 
supplementary, even though rice production may be a minority of total family income. Shifting 
cultivation is practised by 86% of families (usually of hill rice mixed with vegetables, using a ten year 
fallow period). Areas of cultivation and fallow are small relative to the area of forest, and shifting 
cultivation is not currently thought to have significant negative environmental impacts in the study 
area. Only 24% of families have rice paddies, almost all in Ph. Pu Char, the one village on flatter 
ground. About 5% of families do not farm. Overall rice sufficiency is 4.6 months per year, with village 
averages ranging from 2.6-6.1 months. Low productivity is due to the scarcity of paddy, poor soils, 
irregular rainfall, low-input techniques and losses to wild animals. Many subsistence needs other than 
rice (e.g. vegetables, fish, rattan, bamboo) are collected from the forest. 
 Rice deficits are covered by cash income from other activities, and this usually leaves a small 
or moderate net income for other purposes. None of the villages is wealthy, but they maintain a 
moderate standard of living compared to many rural Cambodian communities. The main reason for this 
is their freedom to collect and sell resin, which provides them with a good income that is relatively 
stable from year to year. 
 Cash income was divided into major and supplementary sources. The only common, major 
source was resin-tapping (162/189 families interviewed). Eight families keep shops, 14 reported doing 
some wage labour and a handful draw police, teacher or commune chief salaries. About four families 
are thought to get significant income from hunting large mammals. 
 Supplementary incomes were diverse within and between villages but together provide much 
less income than resin-tapping. Common types were transporting resin short distances; hunting 
lizards/turtles for sale; gathering malva nuts ('samraong'); collecting hard resin from Shorea spp.; and 
growing small areas of cash crops (e.g. cashew, beans, fruit trees). If resin-tapping were to stop, none 
of them could expand to replace the lost income, except, perhaps cash crop planting. If economically 
feasible this would probably take years and would require extensive forest clearance. 
 
Resin-tapping 
 
Overview 
 
Liquid resins mostly come from Dipterocarpus species - D. kerrii in Malaysia, D. alatus and various 
other species in Laos, Cambodia and Thailand. The resin is used domestically for low-grade lighting 
and commercially for boat caulks, paints, varnishes and probably also as an ingredient in perfumes. The 
latter use began for D. kerrii in the 1970s and led to dramatic price rises; this probably also applies to 
the Cambodian species. Cambodian resin is mostly exported unprocessed. 
 A tap is cut in medium or large trees and burnt briefly each week to stimulate fresh resin flow. 
Past reports suggest that tapping does not harm the tree and can continue for decades, but precise data 
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are rare. Commercial tapping in Cambodia has been done since the 1930s and probably much earlier, 
but reportedly only began in the study area in the late 1980s. However, trees have been tapped there for 
family use for many decades. Tapping is widespread in north and north-east Cambodia and is believed 
to be a key source of income for many people, but published data are lacking. 
 Tapping by villagers is unrestricted but export (and possibly transport) by traders requires 
permits. Resin trees have some legal protection from logging but there are large loopholes and great 
numbers have been felled recently across the country. Future legal changes may increase protection but 
also raise the possibility that villagers may require (and be denied) permits to tap.  

In the study area traditional ownership is held by the first person to find and tap a tree. The 
trees can then be given, inherited or sold within and between villages. Other forest resources amongst 
the trees are not 'owned' in the same way, but young or exhausted resin trees are. 
 Some villages have access to a wide selection of traders and can shop around for the best 
prices, whilst in other places poor road access, debt ties and/or buyers' monopolies reduce prices for the 
tapper. Prices also vary seasonally, the stated reason being that rainwater contaminates wet season 
resin, but other factors may also be acting. Traders move out of the study area both east and west, to 
several border crossings.  

Trees suitable for resin-tapping grow widely but patchily across the study area in Evergreen, 
Semi-evergreen and Mixed Deciduous Forest types. People mostly travel a few km on day trips to tap 
resin; about 10% of tree groups require overnight stays in the forest. Tapping areas mapped for three 
villages hardly overlap with each other or their neighbours, but they do all meet one another and there 
are thought to be very few untapped trees remaining. Tapping areas of some other villages overlap 
much more. Tapping areas tend to enclose most of the areas of forest used regularly by that village for 
other purposes, but this is coincidence rather than the result of planning or special agreements. It 
happens because people mostly visit the forests nearest to their village. There is no strong customary 
control on the areas one may fish, hunt or collect other forest products. 
 
Economics 
 
Overall 86% of families tap resin and they own an average of 77 trees/family (range 52-135 in different 
villages). Dipterocarpus alatus makes up 92% of trees (according to interviews) or 97% (according to 
forest visits); the remainder are almost all D. intricatu . The three villages where mapping was done are 
estimated to use about 14,000 trees across 32,000 ha of forest - averaging 0.44 trees/ha (including some 
unsuitable deciduous forest). The yield per tree is 30-40 litres per year.  

s

 Dry season prices were mostly 21,000-23,000 Riel/30 litre container (9,000-13,000 in one 
village) falling to 8,000-18,000 Riel/30 litres in the wet season. Mean income per family was $340/year 
(range of means $299-377 across the four villages). Total resin income across the four villages is 
approximately $61,000/year. 
 If we subtract each family's reported rice-buying needs from their resin income then net 
incomes available for other purchases are mostly $1-200/family/year. To this can be added a modest 
amount from supplementary activities. 
 
Effects of logging 
 
Legal and illegal logging of resin trees has been heavy in the study area. The four villages reported 
losses of 30%, 26%, 20% and 0% of trees that they were tapping before logging began. Some families 
lost 100% of their trees. Some trees have been found and tapped since logging, but they are few and are 
mostly smaller, less productive trees. Some unsuccessful efforts were made to prevent felling of tapped 
trees; some tappers received compensation of $1.25-2.5/tree, but many did not. Changes in availability 
of other forest products was not studied. 
 After four years the villages have still not been able to replace much of the income lost 
through logging. The main alternatives have reportedly been to increase the area of shifting cultivation, 
to increase the hunting of turtles and lizards for sale and to look for more wage labour, but all of these 
are limited. 
 If logging continues as planned, all resin trees larger than 60 cm dbh will probably be cut, 
leaving only the smallest, least productive 22% of currently tapped trees. This will cause more severe 
hardship than has been experienced so far. 
 
Impacts of tapping and yield 
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Over 2500 trees were measured and examined. For currently productive trees mean diameter at breast 
height was 82 cm, mean basal area was 0.59 m2 and these varied little between villages. The smallest 
tree tapped was 33 cm diameter but 96.5% were >45 cm diameter and 78% were >60 cm. Tappers only 
select large, healthy trees. Tapped trees range up to over 2 m diameter. The larger trees give more resin 
and there is no upper limit to this. 
 Resin-tapping does not cause significant damage to the trees (except in very rare cases) or a 
significant increase in mortality. Damage was recorded on a 4-point scale. Among active taps 93% 
scored 1 or 2, indicating either no damage or some limited burning of the outer bark. Only 7% had an 
area with the bark gone and the wood becoming burnt, but this was usually only a small area. There 
was no evidence that trees tapped for longer had higher damage scores. Only four tapped trees were 
seen to have died, two for reasons probably related to tapping. This is a very small percentage of the 
total number observed. Negative effects such as reduced growth or fruiting might be occurring but 
would be very hard to measure and they were not examined in this study. 
 Individual taps eventually stop yielding and are replaced with new ones. The mean number of 
active taps per tree is 1.14; 85% of trees have only one, 11% two and 1% have more (3-5 taps). Taps 
are replaced very gradually - only 13% of trees have any exhausted taps so far, after periods ranging 
from 4 to 10 years. 
 About 2% of trees have never produced resin despite being tapped, usually because they were 
found to have a hole in the centre, or were simply too small. So far a further 6% have started giving 
resin and then stopped after a few months or years. It is not clear whether the number of exhausted 
trees is still increasing, but it is such a small proportion that it is not a significant current management 
issue. There was no evidence that exhausted trees were sick or damaged and the reason they became 
exhausted is unclear. 
 Mean tree size was strongly related to yield per tree in that group - big trees are markedly 
more productive. Many other factors clearly play a part too, but these were not identified. Duration of 
tapping is probably an important factor determining yield but data were inconclusive. Some tappers 
report declines in yield compared to when they first started, but it is not clear whether these will 
continue to zero or just level off. Other research approaches will be needed to understand this subject. 
 
Hunting 
 
Hunting is illegal, so information on it was only collected when it would not interfere with questioning 
on other subjects. It can be divided into two classes. 
 

• Hunting of large mammals by specialist hunters 
 
This kind of hunting has high impacts on the most threatened species (e.g. Tiger, Gaur, Banteng, 
bears). Much is done by visitors to the area, often soldiers or police, who use both guns and snares. 
Hunting by local residents is also significant, and is often done by a relatively small number of Phnong 
men borrowing guns from local soldiers or police. A few local residents get significant income from 
this activity but most get little or no benefit. Resin-tappers rarely carry guns, crossbows or bows on 
tapping trips, and this type of hunting is mainly done on separate special trips. 
 

• Hunting of small or large animals by non-specialists 
 
Some pigs are snared around chamkars. Although this is probably the biggest source of wild meat eaten 
it is much less significant than fish for most people. Turtles and monitor lizards are caught with dogs 
for food or sale, mostly in the early rainy season. Much of this hunting is done during resin-tapping - 
dog owners always take their dogs with them on tapping trips. 
 
Commercial electrofishing is also done in the small rivers around two of the villages. In one of these it 
is causing serious fish shortages for resident families. 
 

Conclusions 

 
There is an opportunity to co-operate with resident Phnong communities over conservation issues. This 
is because they are present at low densities and are almost all currently following a livelihood (resin-
tapping plus small-scale shifting cultivation) with few, if any, significant environmental impacts. 
Current levels of shifting cultivation are also thought to be having low impacts, although this has been 
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studied in less detail. Their livelihoods also give them an interest in preventing forest clearance or 
degradation by other groups, at least for the time being. 
 Although the interests of Phnong communities overlap widely with conservation interests, 
there are important points of difference that require negotiated solutions. These include: 

• the issue of continuing immigration, especially by families wanting to establish rice paddies at new 
settlements in critical habitats. 

• the longer-term question of intrinsic population growth, which will cause a steady increase in 
pressure on resources. 

• increasing material aspirations. These cannot be satisfied by expanding or intensifying resin 
production since all suitable trees are being tapped at what are thought to be maximum levels. 

• increasing interest in cash-crop agriculture. This may result in increased forest clearance and 
possibly enable further immigration by other Phnong families. 

• hunting of turtles and lizards with dogs. This is having moderate conservation impacts on some 
species. 

• hunting of threatened large animals by a minority of families. 
 
A resumption of logging in the area in the future could potentially causes many impacts of wildlife and 
local communities. Looking specifically at resin-tapping it is clear that the incomes of most families in 
the study villages would decline very drastically following logging and there is no locally-available 
alternative that could replace this income. Destructive activities such hunting of threatened species 
would probably increase as a result of logging, and shifting cultivation might increase to a level where 
it was causing significant harm. 
 

Recommendations 

 
In order to maintain the conservation value of the area the following steps are suggested: 
 
1) Continue and expand current conservation activities by the joint team from the Department of 
Forestry and Wildlife/Ministry of the Environment/Wildlife Conservation Society. These include 
patrolling, monitoring and high-level liaison.  
 
2) Plan to prevent the impacts of resumed logging. If logging is to be resumed, develop a clear 
strategy that acknowledges and prevents or fully mitigates impacts on local peoples' livelihoods and on 
wildlife. 
 
3) Deal with some specific, urgent management problems. These are as follows: 
 

A) Immigration and paddy expansion at critical sites 
 

• Liaise with the District governor with the aim delaying, preventing or redirecting the 
establishment of a new village at Buy Phlok. 

• Investigate the best way to slow, prevent or even reverse the establishment of new paddies at 
Trapeang Khlong and Trapeang Royiaw. 

• Conduct research to find out when the old village of Ph. O Tamarr may be re-occupied, and 
exactly where it is. 

• Try to clarify the future of Ph. O Pour, which the District authorities are apparently planning to 
move. 

• Conduct rapid demographic surveys of the remaining unstudied villages in the core area to 
identify which are currently growing and to collect reports of plans to establish other villages. 

 
B) Hunting by outsiders in the Ph. Roka Thmei area 

 

• This reportedly involves regular visits by soldiers or policemen from Memong. Investigation 
and follow-up actions can be done by the area patrol teams. 

 
C) Electrofishing in Ph. Pu Char and Ph. Roka Thmei 

 

• This reportedly being done by outsiders in Ph. Pu Char and by local residents in Ph. Roka 
Thmei (1). Investigation and follow-up can be done by the area patrol teams. 
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4) Start a program of long-term community-based work in Phnong villages 
  
The aim should be to develop a constructive, long-term working relationship that makes it possible to 
discuss and resolve conflicts between community wishes and conservation objectives. Although this 
should build upon existing traditional beliefs and respect for the forest where possible, material benefits 
are likely to be the main motivation for these communities to make compromises for conservation.  
 The outreach team needs to conduct a background review of the literature and to visit the field 
sites of other organisations with similar objectives.  
 Initial village-level activities should concentrate on confidence building and exchanging ideas. 
Priorities held by the communities should be identified, and assistance given in resolving a small but 
significant problem. This should hopefully lay the basis for tackling larger problems and agreeing 
conservation measures to be conducted by the villages.  
 It is important to communicate closely with the NGO Satrey Santepheap Daoembei Parethan, 
which is also active in forestry and community development in the same general area. 
 
5) Conduct further research. Suggested topics are as follows: 
 

• Is there any way that resin quality can be improved, and thus prices?  

• What are the long term trends in resin yield from tapped trees? 

• What are the opportunities for village-level processing to improve prices? 

• What are the trade routes and marketing constraints? 

• What roles do wild meat and fish play in the diets of Phnong communities? 

• What are the cultural and medicinal roles of wild animals in Phnong culture? 

• What is the agricultural potential of the area? 

• What is the environmental effect of forest fires in the area? 
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xagt,Úg bMputénextþmNÐlKirIénRbeTskm<úCa . enAtMbn;enHmanshKmn¾CnCatiPñgtUc²rs;enA 

ehIy k¾manCnCatiExµrcUlmktaMgTIlMenA enAtMbn;Cit²enaHpgEdr EdlrYmbBa¢ÚlTaMgenAkñúg 

tMbn;éRB sm,Tanrbs;Rkumh‘unéRBsm,TanpgEdr. enAéf¶TI 12 Ex sIha qñaM 2002 tMbn; 

éRB sm,TansamlIjRtUv)anRbkasCatMbn;GPirkSCIvcMruHedayRbkasrbs;rdæmRnþIRksYgksikmµ 

rukçaRbmaj; nig ensaT ehIyEdlkøayCatMbn;eKaledAsMrab;kic©RbwgERbgkñúgkarGPirkS . kar 

sikSanaeBl fµI²enH)anpþl;nUvBt’mand¾mansar³sMxan;sMrab;EsVgrknUvkarsMrbsMrYlrvagkareRbI 

R)as;dIxus²Kña. 

TisedAénkarsikSaenHKWedIm,IeFVIkarGPivDÆn_ nig karyl;dwgGMBIninñakarsßitiRKYsar nig 

skmµPaBkñúgCIvPaBrs;enAsMxan;²rbs;shKmn¾CnCatiPaKticPñgkñúgtMbn;sikSa. TMnak;TMng 

TaMgviC¢man nig GviC¢manrvagskmµPaBkñúgCIvPaBrs;enAepSg²Kñanig karGPirkSstVéRBRtUv)an 

eFVIGtþsBaØaN tamEdlGaceFVIeTA)an. tamry³karsikSaCMhandMbUg)anbgðajya:gc,as;fa 

skmµPaBsMxan;bMputsMrab;karsikSalMGitKWkarecaHC½r.   karbr)aj;stVéRBKWmancMENktictYc 

enAkñúgCIvPaBrs;enArbsRbCaCn k¾b:uEnþvak¾manplb:HBal;CavismamaRt dl;karGPirkSpgEdr 

dUcenH skmµPaBenHk¾RtUv)ansikSalMGitxøH²Edr .  
tMbn;Edl)ansikSasßitenAEpñkkNþaléntMbn;GPirkSCIvcMruH b¤tMbn;sñÚl. enAtMbn;sñÚl 

PaKeRcIn KWCatMbn;PñMehIyRKbdNþb;edayéRBel,aHTMnab nig RbePTéRBeRsagsßitenACadMu² 

ehIybEnßmtMbn;ksikmµBenrcrtUc²CaeRcIn. RbePTéRBeRsagRKbdNþb;PaKeRcInenAEpñkEdsßit 

enACitRBMRbTl;evotNam PñgKWCaEpñkmYyénRkumCnCatimñg EdlniyayPasaPñgb¤ b‘Ung. Pñg 

CYnkalRtUv)aneK eRbIsMrab;niyaykñúglkçN³RbmafsMrab;CnCatiPaKtickm<úCaenH k¾b:uEnþBakü 

enHRtUv)aneRbIRbkbedayemaTn³PaBedIm,Ierobrab;BIxøÜnBYkeKpÞal; enAeBlEdlRkumeyIgeFVIkar 

sikSaBIcMnYnRbCaCn. BYkeKrs;enAkñúgtMbn;enHtaMgBIsm½yGaNaniKm)araMgmkemøH edayrs;enA 
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esckþIsegçb

esckþIepþIm



   

kñúgPUmitUc²nigmanCIvPaBrs;enAedayBwgEp¥kelIksikmµBenrcr nigrukrkpl-GnupléRBeQI          

epSg². BYkeKmankarcaj;eRbobenAkñúgsgÁmtaMgBIyUrmkehIy. enATsvtSqñaM1960 

dg;suIetRbCaCn enAkñúgtMbn;enHGacmancMnYnRbEhlnwgbc©úb,nñenH b:uEnþenAqñaM 1970RbCaCn 

TaMgGs;Edlrs;enAtMbn; sñÚl nigtMbn;CMuvijRtUv)anCMelosecjedayrbbExµrRkhm . RbEhl 

enAqñaM 1996 skmµPaBrbs; éRBsm,Tan)ancab;epþImenAkñúgtMbn;edayrYmmanTaMgkareFVIGaCIvkmµ 

enAtambNþaéRBKubmYycMnYn kartP¢ab; nig kareFVIeGayRbesIreLIg nUv bNþajpøÚvrvagsñÜlnig  

Esnmenarmü. enAqñMa1999 Rkumh‘un)anp¥akkareFVIGaCIvkmµ éRBeQI GaRs½yedayeKalneya 

)ay éRBeQIrbs; raCrdæaPi)al. 

 tMbn;sñÚledIrtYnaTIya:gsMxan;kñúgkarRTRTg;nUvbNþaRbePTstVsøab nig fnikstVEdl 

TTYlrgnUvkarKMramkMEhg edaydac;BUCenAkñúgBiPBelakEdlrYmman³ xÞIg TenSag dMrI xøa 

BBYkGMbUrxøatUc² xøaXµMú BBYkBanr nig ek¶ak . eyagelIkarsikSaRsavRCavenAqñaM 2000 

karbr)aj;KWCakarKMramkMEhgd¾xøaMgkøacMeBaHBBYkstVTaMgenH. karbr)aj;manlkçN³F¶n;F¶rekIt 

eLIgkñúgTsvtSqñaM 1990 CaBiess enAeBlEdlskmµPaBeFVIGaCIvkmµéRBeQI)ancab;epþIm . 

k¾b:uEnþenAeBlbc©úb,nñenH skmµPaBkñúgkarbr)aj;enAsl;tictYcb:ueNÑaHenAeBlEdlBMumanRkum 

eFVIGaCIvkmµ éRBeQI ehIy kaMePøIgPaK eRcIn RtUv)aneKdkhUtedaykmµviFIdkhUtGavuFrbs;Cati 

k¾bu:Enþkarbr)aj; nig dak; GnÞak;enAEtCakar KMramkMEhgya:gxøaMgkøacMeBaHstVéRB . 

bc©úb,nñenHkareFVIksikmµBenrcrBMuTan;mankarKMramkMEhgenAeLIyeT . kareFVIGaCIvkmµéRBeQI 

ya:gxøaMgkøanaMeGaymanplb:HBal;ya:gF¶n;F¶rdl;BBYkRbePTstVCaeRcInCaBiess ebImankar 

br)aj;ya:gkøaMgkøaCabEnßmeTotenaH . k¾b:uEnþkareFVIGaCIvkmµéRBeQIRbkbedaynirnþrPaB 

edayP¢ab;CamYy nUvynþkarkñúgkarRtYtBinitü nig karkarBarkarbr)aj;EdlekIteLIgenAkñúg 

CIvPaBrs;enArbs;RbCaCnkñúgRsukGac RsbeTAnwg karGPirkSstVéRB . 

viFIsaRsþ  

viFIsaRsþkñúgkarRsavRCavrYmmankarsikSaRsavRCavnUvbNþaÉksarBak;B½næ Éksarc,ab;  nig 

kareFVIkargarenAnwgmUld§anedayeRbIR)as;nUvbec©keTskarvaytMélCnbTedayrh½s¬RRA¦  

nig  bec©keTseGkULÚsuICaBiess bec©keTsdUcxageRkamRtUv)aneRbIR)as;dUcCa ³ 

- kareFVIsMPasn¾Bak;kNþaleRKagkarCamYyGñkpþl;Bt’mansMxan;²dUcCa³GñkCMnYjnigRbCaCn 

EdlRbkbrbrecaHC½r . 
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- kareFVIsMPasn_edayeRKagkarCamYyRKYsarRbCaCnkñúgPUmi¬edaykareRbIR)as;nUvsMnYrsakl,gCa 

mun eday RbugRbytñ½¦ . 

- karcuHsikSaenAéRBedayBinitüpÞal;nUvbNþaRkumedImC½r edayRbmUlnUvBt’manBIrRbePTKW TI 

taMgrbs;RkumedImC½rsßitenAq¶ayCageKbMputEdlCakmµsiT§irbs;PUminimYy² nigPinPaKlkçN³ 

én RkumedImC½rKMrUEdl)aneFVIkareRCIserIsedayécdnüdUcCa³ TMhMénedImec,aHC½rrebobec,aHC½r 

kMritkñúgkarxUcxatrbs;reNþAC½r .l.  

karsikSaenHRtUv)aneFVIya:gl¥itl¥n;CamYyGñkpþl;Bt’mansMxan;²edayeRbIR)as;viFIsa 

RsþCaeRcIn . karsikSaenHepþateTAelI4 PUmisMxan;²Kw PUmi BUcar PUmikaTI PUmiGNþÚgRkLwg nig 

PUmi rkarfµIEd;lenAkñúgPUmi4enHmanPUmitUc²epSg²KñasrubcMnYn 14 PUmi. k¾b:uEnþlT§plénkar 

sikSaRtUv )anEbg EckCa4 PUmib:ueNÑaHdUcCa³ cMnYnRbCaCn kareFVIkareRbobeFobnUvCMerIs 

kñúgCIvPaBrs;enA karsikSalMGitelIkarecaHC½rnigkarGegátelIkarbr)aj;. kñúgcMeNam 14 PUmi 

tUc²enaHrYmman 211 RKYsarnigmanmnusScMnYn 970nak;. EdlkñúgcMnYnenHmanRbCaCncMnYn 

90° Edl)an eFVIsMPasn¾kñúgtMbn;Edl)ansikSamanRKYsarcMnYnRbEhl 95° KWCaCnCatiPñg. 

bNþaPUmiTaMgGs;enHRtUv)anbegáIteLIgenArvagcenøaHqñaM 1930-1960 . eRkayqñaM 1970 

RbCaCnTaMgGs;RtUv)anCMelosecjBIPUmiTaMgbgçM. cab;BIqñaM 1988 bNþaPUmiPaKeRcIn)an 

begáIteLIgvijCabnþbnÞab; elIkElgEt PUmirkarfµIEdl)anbegáIteLIgvijenAqñaM 1998 . 

enAPUminimYy²RbCaCnvilRtLb;mkrs;enAPUmikMeNItvijmancMnYneRcInenAeBldMbUgehIy 

)anfycuHCabeNþIr² mkdl;bc©úb,nñenHPUmicMnYnbIBMumanmanRbCaCncUlmktaMgTIlMenAeToteLIy. 

k¾b:uEnþPUmirkarfµIGacnwgmanGñkmktaMgTIlMenAbEnßmeTotenAqñaMeRkay EtmancMnYn tictYc . 

b:uEnþenAPUmikaTIRbCaCnEdlcUlmktaMgTIlMenAcugeRkaybMputekItmaneLIgtaMgBIqñaMmunmkemøH

bBaaðenHRbEhlmkBICab;Bak;B½n§nwgkgVHxatedImC½renAkñúgéRBsMrab;RKYsarEdlmktaMgTIlMenAfµI. 

eTaHbIya:gNak¾edaykarmktaMgTIlMenArbs;RbCaCnCaCnCati Pñg EdlmancMnYnKYreGaykt; 

sMKal; nwgGacekItmanenAkEnøgtaMglMenAEdlbegáItfµI b¤ eRKagbegáIteLIg EdlenATIenaH 

mandIRKb;RKan;sMrab;eFVIERsEdltMbn;TaMgGs;enH KWCaCMrksMrab;karGPirkSstVéRB . RbCaCn 

PaKeRcInEdleRKag nwg mkrs; kñúgenAkEnøgenHmkBIEb:kemm:g;.  

manRbCaCnExµrtictYcb:ueNÑaHEdlcUlmkrs;enAkñúgtMbn;Edl)ansikSak¾b:uEnþmancMnYneRcIn 

enAEb:kxaglic. CakarRbQmmuxnwgeRKaHfñak;RbsinebImanRbCaCneRcIn rs;enAkñúg tMbn;Edl 
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)ansikSaCaBiessenAtampøÚvFM².naeBlGnaKtkic©snüaéRBsm,TanGacnwgRtUvQb;EdlGac

naMmanskmµPaBkñúgkarTRnÞancUleTArs;enAkñúgtMbn;enHmanlkçN³gayRsYl. cMnYnRbCaCnenA 

tMbn; ekIn eLIgya:gqab;rh½seTaHbICaBMu)ansikSaGMBIkMeNInRbCaCnk¾ eday . 

 

kareRbobeFobeTAnwgCIvPaBrs;enA 
 

esÞIrEtRKb;RKYsarTaMgGs;cat;TukxøÜneKCaksikrEdl Bwg Ep¥k ya:gsMxan;elIkar eFVI 

ERscMkar BYkeKcat;TukskmµPaBepSg²CakarbnÞab;bnSMb:ueNÑaH eTaHbICaplitplRsUvpþl;plcM 

NUld¾tictYcebIeRbobeFobeTAnwgplcMNUlepSg²sMrab;RKYsark¾eday. manRKYsar RbCaCn 

cMnYn 86° Rbkbrbrksikmµ Benrcr ¬CaTUeTAeFVIenAtMbn;PñM nig daMbEnßmbEnøepSg²eTot kardaM 

RsUv cMkar enH manryHeBlxYbvilCYbvijRbEhl 10qñaM¦. manRKYsarRbEhl 24° 

b:ueNÑaHEdl eFVI ERs ehIyesÞIrEtTaMgGs;sßitenAPUmiBUcar EdlCaPUmimYy EdlmandITMnab 

ehIymanRKYsarRbEhl 5° Edl BMueFVIERs.CamFümRsUvEdlGachUb)anRbEhl 4>6 

Exb:ueNÑaHkñúg1qñaM EdlCarYmman cab;BI 2>6 eTA 6>1ExeTAtamPUmiepSg²Kña. plitpl 

RsUvTabenHKWedaysarkgVHxatdIERs dIxVH CICati ePøog Føak;BMueTógTat; yfapl nigkar 

)at;bg;edaystVéRBbMpøaj. eRkABIRsUvRbCaCn)anrk RtI pl-GnupléRB eQIepSg²eTotsM 

rab;RTRTg;CIvPaBrs;enAdUcCa³ bEnø epþA b¤sSI .l.  

R)ak;cMNUlEdl)anmkBIkarecaHC½r rW skmµPaBkargarepSg²eTot KWsMrab;bMeBj 

bEnßmnUv kgVHxatGgársMrab;briePaK . dUcenHehIyEdlnaMeGayR)ak;cMNUlenAsl;tittYc b¤ 

mFümsMrab;bMeBjtMrUvkarepSg².BMumanGñkPUmiNamYyCaGñkmaneTb:uEnþBYkeKmanCIvPaBrs;enA

mFümebI eRbobeFobeTAnwgshKmn¾CnbTepSg²eTot. R)ak;cMNUlRtUv)anEbgEckCa RbPB 

sMxan; nig RbPB bnÞab;bnSM . CaTUeTARbPBcMNUlsMxan;)anmkBIkarlk;C½r ¬man 162 

RKYrsarEdl Rbkbrbr ecaHC½rkñúgcMeNam 186 RKYrsar Edl )aneFVI sMPasn¾ ¦. man 8 

RKYsarEdllk;dUrbnþicbnþÜc 14 RKYrsar lk;kMlaMgBlkmµCab:UlIsCaRKUbeRgon  b¤emXMu 

EdlmanR)ak;ebovtS. manRbEhl 4RKYsar EdlRtUv)anKitfamancMNUl )anmkBIkar 

br)aj;stVFM². R)ak;cMNUl bnÞab;bnSMepSg²eTotmanPaBxus²Kñarvag GñkenAkñúgPUmi nig 

BIPUmimYyeTA PUmimYyeTot k¾b:uEnþ plcMNUlenH mancMnYntictYcNas;ebIeRbobeFobeTAnwg 

cMNUlEdl)anmkBIkarlk; C½rTwk. bNþaplcMNUlbnÞab;bnSMTaMgenHrYmmankardwkCBa¢ÚnC½r 
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TwkkñúgcMgaypøÚvCit² karcab; RtkYt GnSg b¤ GeNþIk sMrab;lk;karebHEpøsMrg erIsC½rcug nig 

kardaMdMNaMEdlGaclk;)anR)ak; ¬]³ sVaycnÞI sENþkexov nig dMNaM hUbEpø¦. RbsinebI 

eKbBaÄb;karecaHC½rKWBuMman muxrbrNaEdlGacBRgIkbEnßmedIm,ICMnYs nUvplcMNUl Edl)an 

mkBIkarlk;C½r)aneLIy b:uEnþRbEhleKeRCIserIsykkardaMdMNaMsMrab;lk;. RbsinebIGaceFVI 

eTA)annigBuMGs;R)ak;eRcIn ehIykargarenHRbEhlTamTareBlevlaeRcInqñaM ehIyGacnaMeGay 

mankarkab;éRBBRgIkbEnßm . 

karecaHC½ r 

Tid§ PaBTUeTA 
 

C½rTwkPaKeRcIn)anmkBIBBYkGMbUreQITal ¬Dipterocarpus sp.¦ . BBYk Dipterocarpus 

kirri enAkñúgRbeTsma:eLsuIBBYk Dipterocarpus alatus ¬eQITalTwk¦nig BBYkRbePT 

eQIepSg² eTotenAkñúgRbeTsLavkm<úCanigéfLgd¾. enAkñúgRsukeKeRbIC½rTwksMrab;eFVI cnøúH 

dutbMPøWnig kareRbI R)as;EpñkBaNiC¢kmµsMrab;³ bit TUklab Ev:nI ehIyRbEhlCavtßúpSMsMrab; 

eFVITwkGb; . kareRbI R)as; C½rTwkdMbUgbMput cab;epþImkñúgTsSvtü qñaM1970 ehIy)anmkBIeQI 

RbePT Dipterocarpus kirri ehIytMélekIneLIgKYreGaycab;GarmµN¾EdlGacnaMeGay 

Cab;Bak ;B½n§nwgRbePT C½rTwkenA km<úCaEdr .   

C½rTwkrbs;RbeTskm<úCaesÞIrEtTaMgGs;RtUv)annaMecjedayBMu)anEkécñeLIy.  RbCaCnec,aH 

reNþA C½r enAnwgedImeQIEdlmanTMhMmFüm b¤ FM ehIydutkMedAkñúgry³eBlya:gxøICaerogral; 

s)aþh_ edIm,I CMrujeGayTwkC½rfµI²hUrmkkñúgreNþA r)aykarN_mun²)anniyayfa karecaHC½rBuM 

pþl;plGa Rkk; dl;edImC½reTehIyGacGnuvtþbnþ)ankñúgryHeBlCaeRcInsibqñaM k¾b:uEnþBMuman 

Tinñn½yBitR)akdeT. karecaHC½rsMrab;eFVIBaNiC¢kmµkñúgRbeTskm<úCacab;epþImeLIgenAmunTsvtSqñaM 

1930 k¾b:uEnþtam dwgenAtMbn;Edl)ansikSa cab;epþImkñúg TsvtSqñaM 1980 . eTaHbIya:gNa 

k¾eday enAtMbn;enH edImeQITalEdlRtUv)an)aneKecaHC½rsMrab;eRbI R)as;kñúgRKYsar 

Gs;ry³eBlCaeRcInTsvtSmkehIy. karecaHC½rRtUv)anrIkraldalenAEb:kxageCIg nig \sanþ 

énRbeTskm<úCaehIyvaKW CaRbPBcMNUld¾sMxan;sMrab;RbCaCnkm<úCaCaeRcIn k¾b:uEnþTinñn½y 

sMrab;cgRkgCaÉksarenAxVHxat enAeLIy . 
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kareecaHC½r
TidæPaBTUeTA



   

 karecaHC½rsMrab;GñkPUmiBuMRtUv)aneKdak;kMhitenAeLIyeTk¾bu:EnþkarnaMecj¬kardwkCBa¢Ún¦ 

edayQµÜjTamTarkarGnuBaØatþi. edImec,aHC½rRtUv)ankarBaredayc,ab;edayBuMGnuBaØatiþeGaykab; 

eLIybu:EnþmanedImEdlec,aHC½rCaeRcInRtUv)aneKpþÜlrMlMnaeBlfµI²enHenABaseBjRbeTs.  na 

eBlGnaKtc,ab;mankarpøas;bþÚrGacnaMeGayekIneLIgnUvkarkarBaredImC½rk¾b:uEnþTamTareGayGñk    

Rsuk sMukarGnuBaØatþiedIm,IecaHC½r . 

enAtMbn;Edl)ansikSa tamlkçN³RbéBNPaBCakmµsiTæiKWpþl;eGayGñkEdlrkeXIj 

nig ecaHedImC½rmuneKCam©as;edImC½r . edImC½rGacRtUv)aneKpþl;eGay bnþekrþ×mrtk b¤ 

lk;enAkñúgPUmib¤rvagGñkPUmiepSg²eTot.FnFanéRBeQIepSg²eToteRkABIedImC½rKWBuMRtUv)aneK 

kan;kab;eLIy k¾b:uEnþ BYkeKkan;kab;edImeQITaltUc²  nigedImeQITalEdlGs;Twk . 

 enAtamPUmixøH²GñkPUmiGaceFVIkareRCIserIsGñkTijC½rTwk)anya:gl¥ehIyBYkeKGacedIr

saksYrtMélBIQµÜjepSg²BIKñaedIm,IeRCIserIsykGñkEdlpþl;tMéléføCageKEtenAkEnøgepSg² 

eTotGaRs½yedaypøÚvlM)akbMNulb¤GñkTijmanEtmñak;EdlCaehtunaMeGaytMélcuHTabsMrab;Gñk 

ecaHC½r. tMél TwkC½rk¾ERbRbYltamrdUvkalpgEdr EdlehtuplsMxan;KWenArdUvePøogTwkePøog 

cUlkñúgTwkC½r k¾b:uEnþ GacmanktþaepSg²eTotrYmpSMEdr . RckRBMEdnTaMgxagekItnigxaglic 

CaeRcInKW CaRcksMrab;naMC½r ecjBItMbn;Edl)ansikSa .  

 edImC½rEdlsmRsbsMrab;karecaHC½rduHya:geRcIn k¾b:uEnþpþMúþCaduM²enABaseBjtMbn;sikSa 

kñúgtMbn;éRB eRsag éRBBak;kNþaleRsag nig RbePTéRBre)aHcMruH RbCaCnPaKeRcIneFVIdMeNIr 

CaeRcInKILUEm:Rt  kñúgmYyéf¶edIm,IeTARbmUlTwkC½rehIykñúgenaHmanRkuménedImC½rRbEhl10° 

Edlm©as;sñak;enAeBlyb;enAkñúgéRBeBlRbmUlplC½r. enAtMbn;ecaHC½rEdl)aneFVIEpnTIsMrab; 

PUmiTaMgbIenHBuMRtYtsIuKñarvagPUmiTaMgbIenHb¤PUmiEdlenACab;KñaeT k¾b:uEnþenAkñúgtMbn;nimYy²esÞIrEt 

TaMgGs;RtUv)aneKecaHCr½ehIyenAsl;tictYcbMputEdlBuMTan;)anecaH. tMbn;ecaHC½rrbs;PUmi 

epSg²eTotKWmanPaBRtYtsIuKñaeRcIn. tMbn;EdlecaHC½renHk¾GacbBa¢ak;)anCatMbn;EdlRbCaCn 

eRbIR)as;sMrab;eKalbMNgepSg²eTotEdr k¾b:uEnþenHKWCatMbn;EdlmanlkçN³CYnKñaEtb:ueNÑaH 

BMuEmn)anmkBIkarelIkCaKMeragEpnkarb¤karyl;RBmCaBiesseT. vaekIteLIgdUcenH)anBI 

eRBaH RbCaCnPaK eRcIncUleTAkñúgéRBNa EdlsßitenACitPUmiBYkeKbMput. enAkñúgtMbn;enH 

BMumankarRtYtBinitütamlkçN³RbéBNIcMeBaH karensaT karbr)aj; b¤ karrukrkGnupléRBeQI 

epSg² eToteLIy . 
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esd§ kic©  

 

 manRKYsarcMnYn   86°éncMnYnRKYrsarTaMgGs;EdlRbkbrbrecaHC½rehIyRKYsarnimYy² 

manedImC½rCamFümcMnYn 77 edImkñúgmYyRKYsar ¬mancab;BI 52-135 edImtamPUmiepSg² 

Kña¦. BBYkGMbUreQITalTwkmanrhUtdl; 92° énRbePTeQIEdlRbCaCnecaHC½r 

¬tamkarsMPasn¾¦  nig manrhUtdl; 97° ¬tamkarcuHemIlenAéRBpÞal;¦ cMENkenAsl;KW 

BBYkRtac ¬Dipterocapus intricatus¦. enAkñúgPUmiTaMgbIenHEdl)aneFVICaEpnTI)an)a:n; 

RbmaNeXIjfa manedImec,aHC½rRbmaN 14 000edIm  EdlRtUv)aneRbIR)as; nigsßitelIépÞdI 

éRBcMnYn 32 000 hita CamFümcMnYn 0/44 edImkñúgépÞdImYyhita ¬rYmbBa©ÚlTaMgé®Bel,aH 

xøHEdlBMumanedImC½r ¦  EdlTwkC½rmanBI 30-40 lIRtkñúg mYyqñaM . 

tMélC½rTwkenArdUvR)aMgmancab;BI 21 000-23 000 erolkñúg 30lIRt¬b:uEnþenAPUmi 

mYymantMél EtBI 9000-13000 erolkñúg 30lIRt¦ ehIytMélC½rTwkcuHtMélenAsl;BI 

8000-18000erol kñúg 30lIRtenArdUvePøóg. plcMNUlCamFümkñúgmYyRKYsarKW 340 

duløa kñúgmYyqñaM ¬mancab;BI  299- 337 duløakñúgmYyRKYsarsMrab;kñúgPUmibYnEdl)ansikSa¦. 

plcMNUl srub Edl)an mkBI karlk;C½rkñúgPUmiTaMgbYnenHmanRbEhl 61000duløa 

kñúgmYyqñaM. PUmicMnYnbIEdl )aneFVICaEpnTIrYc ehIy)anbgðajfacMNUlmancMnYn 1/9duløakñúg 

mYyhitakñúgmYy qñaM ¬mancab;BI 0/9-2/2duløatam PUminimYy² ¦ b¤ 3/6duløakñúgmYyedImkñúg 

mYyqñaM ¬manBI 2/4- 4/9 duløa¦ . RbsinebIeyIgdkRsg;ykBt’manGMBIkarTijGgársMrab; 

bMeBjtMrUvkar edayykcMNUl)anmkBIkarlk;C½rTwkKWmanBI 1 eTA 200duløakñúgmYyRKYsar 

kñúgmYyqñaM edaybEnßmnUvcMNUl)an mkBIkareFVIkargarbnÞab;bnSM epSg² eTot . 

 

karb:HBal;mkBIkareFVIGaCIvkmµ é RBeQI 

kareFVIGaCIvkmµéRBCaBiesseQITalTwkedayRsbc,ab;nigminRsbc,ab;manlkçN³F¶n;

F¶rNas;enAtMbn;sikSa . GñkPUmi)anpþl;Bt’manfamanRKYsarxøH)an)at;bg;edImC½r 26° eTA 

30° éncMnYnedImC½rTaMgGs; EdlBYkeK)anecaHmuneBlcab;epþImeFVIGaCIvkmµéRBeQI RKYsarxøH 

)an)at;bg;edImC½rrhUtdl;100°. manedImC½rxøHRtUv)aneKrkeXIj nig ecaHenAeBlEdlman 

GaCIvkmµeQI k¾b:uEnþmancMnYntictYc ehIymanTMhMtUcnigpþl;pltic. RbCaCnEdlCam©as;edIm 
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esdækic©

karb:HBal;mkBIkareFVIGaCIvkmµéRBeQI



   

C½r)aneFVIkartva:edIm,IkMueGayeKkab;rMlMedImec,aHC½rEtRtUvbraC½y. m©as;;edImCr½xøH)anTTYl 

sMNgBIr 1/25 - 2/25 duløakñúg1edIm k¾bu:Enþm©as;edImCr½ PaKeRcInBuM)anTTYlsMNgenHeT. 

bMlas;bþÚrnUvplitpl epSg²eTotBuM)ansikSaeT. 

eRkayry³eBl4 qñaMGñkPUmienAEtBuMTan;GacmanlT§PaBedIm,Irk muxrbr NaEdl Gac 

CMnYsnUv plcMNUlPaKeRcInEdl)an)at;enAeBlEdleFVIGaCIvkmµéRBeQI. CMerIssMxan;;epSg² 

eTotEdlRbCaCn)aneFVIKWkarBRgIknUvépÞdIsikmµBlcr begáInkarbr)aj;BBYkstV éRBdUcCa³ 

RtkYt GnSg nig GeNþIksMrab;lk;nigEsVgrkkargarsMrab;eFVIbEnßmk¾bu:EnþkargarTaMgGs;enHman 

kMritkMnt;. 

RbsinebIkareFVIGaCIvkmµéRBeQIenAEtbnþtamEpnkarenaHedImCr½TaMgGs;EdlmanGgÁt;;

p©itFMCag 60 s m nwgRtUveKkab;edaybnSl;TuknUvedImCr½tUc²pþl;plTab Edlbc©úb,nñenHman 

RbEhlCa 22° énedImec,aHCr½TaMgGs;.bBðaaenHnwgbNþaleGaymanplvi)ak ya:gF¶n;F¶r 

CageBlknøgeTAeTot . 

 

Tidñ PaBé nCIvsaRsþ nigTinñ pl 

 

manedImCr½Cag 2500 edIm RtUv)anvas;EvgnigBinitüemIl. bc©úb,nñenHedIm ec,aHC½r 

Edlpþl;plmanGgÁt;p©itCamFümenAkMBs;Rtg;RTUgmanTMhM82 sm nig brimaRtmFüm KW 0-59 

smEdlTMhMTaMg Gs;enHxusEbøkKñaBIPUmimYyeTAPUmimYy. edImec,aHC½r tUcbMputEdleKecaH 

Cr½man TMhMGgát;p©it 33sm k¾bu:EnþmanedImec,aHC½rcMnYn 96°manGgát;p©itFMCag 45 s m nig 

78° man Ggát;p©itFMCag60sm. Gñkec,aHCr½eFVIkareRCIserIsykedImC½rEdlmanTMhMFMehIy 

mansuxPaBl¥. edImeQIEdl)anecaHCr½manGgát;p©itrhUtdl;Cag 2Em:Rt. CaTUeTAedImeQIFM 

pþl;TwkCr½eRcIn ehIy BuMmankMrit GMBITMhMedImeQIenHeT . 

enAeBlreNþACr½NamYyQb;pþl;pleKnwgecaHreNþAfµIbEnßmeTotenAelIedImdEdl. 

cMnYnreNþACr½EdlenApþl;plCamFümmancMnYn 1/4 reNþAkñúg1edIm ehIymanedImCr½cMnYn 

85°Edl manreNþAEtmYy 11°man2 reNþAkñúg1edIm nig 1° maneRcInreNþAkñúg1edIm ¬2 -5 

reNþA¦. reNþACr½nwgRtUveKCMnYsbnþicmþg²mkdl;bc©úb,nñenHmanreNþACr½cMnYn13° EdlQb; 

pþl;pleRkayry³eBlBI 4 -10qñaMeTAmuxeTotGacmanreNþACr½eRcInnwg Qb;pþl;pl. 
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TidæPaBénCIvsaRsþnigTinñpl



   

 manedImCr½RbEhl 2° EdlBuMpþl;TwkesaHenAeBlcab;epþImecaHdMbUg BIeRBaHedImCr½ 

RbePT enHmanRbehagenAkNþalb¤edImtUc². mkdl;eBlenHmanedImCr½6°EdlenAeBl 

ecaH dMbUgpþl;Twk Cr½k¾bu:EnþQb;pþl;enAeRkayry³eBl 2-3Ex b¤ eRcInqñaM. eyIgBuMGaceFVIkar 

)a:n;Rbma:N GMBIrcMnYnedImeQIEdlGs;Twknwg enAEtbnþekIneLIg k¾bu:EnþvamancMnYnPaKrytic 

tYcEdlvaBuMEmnCabBðaakñúgkarRKb;RKgsMxan;enAeBlbc©úb,nñenaHeT.  BuMmanPsþútagEdlfaeQI 

EdlGs;TwkRtUv)an QWb¤xUcxatehIymUl ehtu EdlbNþaleGayGs;TwkKWBuMTan;c,as;. 

 RkumsikSa)anEbgEckcMNat;fñak;reNþACr½Ca 4 fñak; ehIykñúgcMeNamreNþAEdlpþl;Cr½ 

TaMgGs;man 93°  EdlsßitkñúglMdab;fñak;1nig2 EdlcMNat;fñak;;enHbB©ak;GMBI reNþAEdlBuM 

TTYlrgkarxUxatb¤mankareqHsMbkxageRkAénreNþACr½tictYc.manreNþAcMnYn 70°EdlsMbk 

xageRkAeqHGs;rhUteqHdl;eQIxagkñúg k¾bu:EnþbBaðaenHekIteLIgkñúgRTg;RTaytUcbu:eNÑaH. BuM 

manPsþútagEdl bB©ak;fareNþACr½EdleKecaHry³eBlyUrmankMritxUcxatdl; reNþAx<s;enaH 

eT. manedImeQIEdl eKecaHCr½cMnYn 4bu:eNÑaH Edlgab;kñúgenaHman2edIm EdlRbEhl 

mkBIkarecaHCr½. enHKWCa cMnYnPaKryd¾tUcbMputkñúgcMeNam edImCr½TaMgGs;Edl)ansikSa 

dUcenHebIeyIgelIkElgkrNIEdlekItmanedaykMrbMputenHeyIgGacbB©ak;)anfa karecaHCr½BuM 

bNþaleGaymankar xUcxatCaduMkMPYn dl;eQIeTb¤bNþaleGaysøab;dl;edImeQIeT EtGac 

manplb:HBal;dl;kar lUtlas; b¤Epøpáa rbs; edImeQI k¾bu:EnþmankarlM)ak)a:n;sµaneGayRtUv. 

TMhMedImeQImanTMnak;TMngya:gxøaMgCamYyTinñplrbs;edImeQInimYy²enAkñúgRkumeQI 

tamkarkt;sMKal;edImeQIFMpþl;pleRcIn. k¾bu:EnþmanktþaCaeRcInepSg²eTotEdlrYmcMENk kñúg 

bBaðaenHEdr k¾bu:EnþBuM)aneFIVkarsikSaelIbBaðaenHeT. ry³eBlkñúgkarecaHRbEhlCaktþad¾ 

sMxan; kñúgkarkMnt;nUvTinñplbu:EnþTinñn½yBuMTan;R)akd. Gñkec,aHCr½xøH²)anR)ab;GMBIkarfycuH 

nUvTinñplTwkCr½ebI eRbobeFob eTAnwgeBlecaHdMbUgk¾bu:EnþBuMR)akdfaetITinñplTwkC½renAEtbnþ 

fycuHrhUtdl; Gs; rW enA RtwmkMritNamYy bBaðaenHTamTaeGaymankarsikSaCabEnßmeTot 

edIm,IeGayyl;kan;Etc,as;. 

 

kabr)aj;  

 

karbr)aj;CakarelñµIsc,ab; dUcenHkarRbmUlBt’manGMBIkarbr)aj;KWeFVIenAeBlEdl    smRsb  
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nigBuMb:HBal;dl;sMnYrEdlsYrelIRbFanbTepSg²eTot.karbr)aj;EckecjCa 2RbePT³ 

 karbr)aj;stVFM²edayGñkCMnajkñúgkarbr)aj; 

karbr)aj;edayGñkRbma:j;CMnajmanplb:HBal;ya:gxøaMgdl;BBYkstVEdlTTYlrgkar

KMramkMEhgdUcCa³ xøa xÞIg TenSag nigxøaXñúM . karbr)aj;PaKeRcIneFVIeLIg edayGñkmk 

BIxageRkAtMbn; enH CYnkalCaeyaFa b¤ bU:lisEdleRbIR)as;TaMgkaMePøIgnigGnÞak;. 

 karbr)aj;edayRbCaCnkñúgPUmik¾manlkçN³KYreGaykt;sMKal;EdrCaerOy²eFVIeLIgeday 

BYkbursCnCatiPñg EdleTAx©IkaMePøIgBIeyaFa b¤ bU:lisenAmUldæan. manGñkPUmitictYcbu:eNÑaH 

EdlTTYlplcMNUlBIrkarbr)aj;enHk¾bu:EnþPaKeRcInTTYl)antictYcb¤Gt;)anTTYlesaH. Gñk 

ecaHCr½BuMEdlykkMaePøIg sña FñÚ b¤ GnÞak; tamxøÜneLIyenAeBlEdlBYkeKeTAkab;reNþACr½ehIy 

karbr)aj;eRcIneFVIeLIgenAeBlepSg. 
 

 kar)aj;stVtUcb¤stVFM²edayGñkminEmnCMnajkñúgkarbr)aj;  

RCUkéRBxøH²RtUvcab;)anedaydak;GnÞak;enACuMvijcMkar. RCUkéRBCaRbPBsac;stVéRB d¾sMxan; 

sMrab;briePaK bu:EnþvamancMnYnticCagebIeRbobeFobkarbriePaKRtIedayRbCaCn. RbCaCneRbI 

EqásMrab;rkGeNþIknigRtkYt enAeBlEdleKeFVIdMeNIreTAkEnøgedImC½r edIm,IbriePaKniglk;. 

karqk;RtIsMrab;lk;eFVIeLIgenAtamPUmiEdlsßitenAEk,rGUr manPUmiBIrEdlTTYlrg nUvskmµPaB 

qk;RtI  Edl)anbNþaleGayGñkPUmimankgVHxatRtIya:gxøaMgsMrab;briePaK. 

 
snñ idæ an  

 

 eyagtamkarsikSa)anbgðajfa eyIgGacman»kasedIm,IshkarCamYy shKmn¾ 

CnCatiPñg elIbBaðaénkarGPirkS.BIeRBaHnaeBlbc©úb,nñenHRbCaCnTaMgGs;enaHmandg;suIet 

TabenAeLIyehIyBYkeKPaKeRcInmanCIvPaBBwgEp¥keTAelIkarecaHCr½ ehIyGacmanskmµPaB 

tictYcb:ueNaÑH EdlnaMeGayb:HBal;brisßan. edayRbCaCnTaMgGs;manCIvPaBedayBwgEp¥kelI 

FnFanFmµCatidUcenH KWGacTajnUvcMNab;GarmµN_rbs;BYkeKedIm,ICYykñúgkarkarBaréRBeQIBI 

karkab;b¤bMpøicbMpøaj BIRkumd¾éTeTotnaeBlbc©úb,nñenH. eTaHbICaplRbeyaCn¾rbs;shKmn¾ 

CnCatiPñgmanlkçN³dUcKñaCamYynwgplRbeyaCn¾xagkarGPirkS k¾edayk¾mancMNucsMxan;² 

EdlxusEbøkKñaehIyEdlTamTareGaymandMeNaHRsayeday karcrcar. EdlbBðaaenHrYmman ³ 
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snñidæan



   

bBðaaénkarbnþeFVIGenþaRbevsn_CaBiessbNþaRkumRKYsarEdlcg;eFVIERsenAkEnøgtaMgTIlMenAfµIkñúg 

tMbn;CMrkstVéRBsMMxan;² 

     bBaðanaeBlGnaKtEdlCab;Tak;TgnigkarekIneLIgéncMnYnRbCaCnEdlGacbNþaeGayekIn 

eLIgnUvKMnabelIFnFanTaMgenH. 

   karekInLIgnUvtMrUvkarxagEpñksMPar³ EdltMrUvkarTaMgenHminGacbMeBj)anedaykarBRgIkb¤ 

bEnßmplitkmµCr½TwkeGaykan;EtxøaMgkøaEfmeTot)aneLIyedaysaredImCr½TaMgGs;RtUv)aneK 

ecaHrYceTAehIy. 

     begáItnUvcMNab;GarmµN_eTAelIdMNaMksikmµEdlGaclk;)anR)ak;.ebIeFVIdUcenHGacnaMeGay 

ekIneLIgnUvkarkab;éRBecjsMrab;dMadMNaMehIyGacTak;Taj nUvGenþaRbvsn¾cUlmktMbn;enHeday 

RKYsarCn CatiPñgepSg²eTot. 

        karcab;GeNþIknwgRtkYt edayeRbIEqár EdlskmµPaBenHGacmanb:HBal;xøH²dl;karGPirkS 

nUvRbePTstVxøHEdr. karbr)aj;stVFM²EdlTTYlrgkarKMramkMEhgedayRkumRKYsarCnCatiPaK 

tic. 

karcab;epþImbnþeFVIGaCIvkmµéRBeQInaeBlGnaKtenAkñúgtMbn;enHbNþaleGaymanplb::H 

Bal;ya:gF¶n;F¶rdl;stVéRBnigsmaKmn_kñúgRsuk.ebIsinCaeyIgRkeLkemIlEteTAelIkarecaHC½r 

enaH)anbgðajya:gc,as;faR)ak;cMNUlrbs;RKYsarCaeRcInenAkñúgPUmiEdl)ansikSamankar Føak; 

cuHya:gkMhukeRkayeBlEdlmanGaCIvkmµéRBeQIrYcmkehIyBuMmanCMerIsNaepSgd¾éTeTotEdl 

GacCMnYsnUvcMNUlenHeT.   skmµPaBkñúgkarbMpøicbMpøajdUcCaksikmµBencrnigkarbr)aj;nUvRb 

ePTstVEdlTTYlrgkarKMramkMEhgGacRbEhlekIneLIgedaysarkareFVIGaCIvkmµéRBeQI . 

 

karpþ l;Gnusasn_ 

 

1- bnþnigBRgIknUvskmµPaBGPirkSnaeBlbc©úb,nñenHedayrYmKñarvagnaykdæanrukça-Rbmaj; 

RksYg brisßannigGgákarsmaKmGPirkSstVéRB. skµPaBTaMgenHrYmmankarl,atkarRtYtBinitü 

karTak; TgkMritx<s;. 

2-eFVIEpnkaredIm,IkarBarnUvplb:HBal;edaykareFVIGaCIvkmµeQIeLIgvij³RbsinebIkareFVIGaCIvkmµ 

eQIcab;epþImdMeNIrkareLIgvij eyIgKYreFVIkarGPivDÆn_nUvyuT§saRsþeGay)anc,as;las; EdleFVI 
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karpþl;Gnusasn_



   

eGaymankarTTYlsÁal;nigkarBarb¤bn§ÚbnßaynUvplb:HBal;elICIvPaBrs; enArbs;RbCaCn nig 

stVéRB. 

3- edaHRsaynUvbNþabBðaakñúgkarRKb;RKgeGaycMTisedAnigCabnÞan;dUcxageRkam³ 

k- bBaÄb;kareFVIGenþaRbvsn¾nigkarBRgIkdiERsenAtMbn;sMxan;² 

eFVITMnak;TMngCamYyGaCJaFrRsukedayepþateTAelIkarBnüa 

karkarBarkMueGaybegáItPUmi CafµIenA b‘y Pøk. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

sVHEsVgrknUvviFIsaRsþl¥bMputsMrab;bnßykarBarb¤bEgVrnUvkarbegáItvalERsfµI²eTot 

enARtBaMg xøúgnigRtBaMgryav. 

eFVIkarRsavRCavedIm,IrkeGayeXIjnUveBlevlaBitR)akdNaEdlPUmiGUrtama:GacRtUv 

)anbegáIt eLIgvij ehIyenATINaBitR)akd. 

sakl,gedIm,IbBa©ak;eGay)anc,as;las;GMBIGnaKtrbs;PUmi GUrb:r EdlGaCJaFr 

Rsuk manEpn karedImI, erIPUmienHecj. 

eFVIkarsikSaedayrh½s elIcMnYnRbCaCneGayrenAtambNþaPUmiEdlBuMTan;)ansikSa 

enAkñúgtMbn;sñÚl edIm,IkMNt;eGay)anGMBIkMeNInrbs;RbCaCn  nigedIm,IRbmUlBt’ 

manGMBI KMerag nwgbegáItPUmifµI². 

x-eFVIkaresuIbGegátnigeFVIskmµPaBeTAelIr)aykarN¾sþIBIkarb)aj;edayGñkmkBIxag       

eRkAenAtMbn;PUmirkafµI. 

esckþIraykarN¾rYmbB©ÚalnUvvtþmanrbs;eyaFab¤bU:lismkBIem:gm:g;nigextþ. 

karsuIbGegátenHGaceFIVeLIgedayRkuml,atenAkñúgtMbn;. 

K-eFVIkaresuIbGegátnigeFVIskmµPaBelIr)aykarN¾sþIBIkarqk;RtIenAPUmiBUcar nigPUmirkarfµI 

tamr)aykarN¾bgðajfa skmµPaBelµIsenHeFVIeLIgedayGñkmkBIxageRkAsMrab; 

PUmi BUcarnig GñkkñúgPUmisMrab;PUmirkafµI EdlkaresuIbGegátenHeFVIeLIgedayRkum 

l,atkñúg tMbn;. 

4- cab;epþImkmµviFIskmµPaBkargarenAnigsmaKmn¾Edlmanry³eBlEvgenAkñúgbNþaPUmirbs; 

CnCatiPñg 

eKalbMNgenHKWedIm,IksagnUvTMnak;TMngkargarEdlmanry³eBlyUrGEgVgEdlnaMeGay 

mankagayRsYlkñúgkarBiPakSanig edaHRsaynUvCMelaHrvagesckþIR)afñarbs;shKmn¾nig 
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eKalbMNgénkarGPirkS. kareFVIdUcenHKYrEtEp¥kelICMenOnigkareKarBman lkçN³RbéBNI 

Edl manRsab;sMrab;éRBNaEdlGaceFVI)an . lTæplkargarNaEdlCaRbeyaCn¾sMrab;GñkPUmi 

nigEsþgeLIgpÞal;² RbEhlCakarCMrujTwkcitþd¾sMxan;bMputsMrab;shKmn¾kñúgkarsMrbsMrYledIm,I 

GPirkS. 

 RkumGñksikSaenAmUldæanRtUvbegáIteLIgnUvkarsikSaRsavRCavÉksarepSg² nigeFVI 

TsSn³  kic©sikSaeTAkan;tMbn;epSg²eTotrbs;GgÁkarEdlmaneKalbMNgdUc²Kña . 

eyIgKYrEtbegáIteLIgnUvskmµPaBepSg²enAtamPUmiEdlKYrepþateTAelIkarksagnUvTMnukcitþnig

karpøas;bþÚreyabl;Kña.bNþabBaðaCaGT§iPaBEdlelIkedayshKmn¾KYrEteFVIkMnt;sMKal;nigpþl; 

CaCMnYykarkñúgkaredaHRsaynUvbNþabBaðatUctac k¾bu:EnþCabBaðaKYreGaykt;sMKal;. eFVIdUcenH 

GacCakarcab;epþImbgðajnUvTMnukcitþsMrab;karedaHRsaybNþabBaðaFM²nigÉkPaBelIviFankarkñúg  

karGPirkS EdlbegáIteLIgenAtamPUmi. 

CaRbkarsMxan;kñúgkareFVITMnak;TMngya:gCitsñitCamYYyGgÁkar RsþIsnþiPaBedIm,Ibrisßan. 

Edl)ancUlrYmya:gskmµkñúgkarGPivDÆn¾éRBeQInigsmaKmn¾enAtMbn;dUcKña. 

5- bNþaRbFanbTdUcxageRkam KYrEteFVIkarRsavRCav³ 

       etImanviFINaEdlGacbegáItnUvKuNPaBrbs;Cr½TwknigtMélrbs;va?  

       etIeFVIdUcemþcedIm,IeGayplitplCr½Twkmanry³eBlyUrGEgVg. 

      etIGñkPUmiRtUveFVIdUcemþcedIm,IEkécñC½rTwkkñúgPUmiedIm,IbegáIntMélrbs;va? 

       etImanRckBaNiC©kmµnigkardak;kMritEpñkTIpSarGVIxøH? 

       etIsac;stVéRBnigRtImansar³sMxan;ya:gdUemþcenAkñúgCIvPaBrs;enArbs;CnCati Pñg? 

       etIstVéRBedIrtYnaTIdUcemþccMeBaHvb,Fm’ nigfñaMsgáÚvrbs;CnCatiPñg? 

       etIenAkñúgtMbn;mandMNaMksikmµCaskþanuBlGVIxøH? 
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Conventions 
 

Village names 

It is difficult to define exactly what is meant by a 'village' in the study area. Settlements are widely 
scattered and range from large groups of 30 or more houses down to tiny seasonal hamlets with 1-3 
huts. A single 'village chief' tends to be responsible for one larger settlement and several smaller sub-
villages and hamlets, some of which may be 2-3 hours walk away. Confusingly, the same name may be 
used both for the main settlement and for the whole network of settlements administered by a single 
village chief. In this report we use the term village in the administrative sense, which means that we 
surveyed four villages, covering a total of 14 named settlements. Table 1 shows the system of names 
we use for these settlements.  

Table 1 System of names used for the settlements in the study area 

Village Ph. Pu Char Ph. Kati Ph. Roka Thmei Ph. Andong Krolung 

Main 
settlement 

Ph. Pu Char (1) Ph. Kati (1) Ph. Roka Thmei (1) Ph. Andong Krolung (1) 

Other 
settlements 

Ph. Pu Char 
Thmei 

Ph. Kati Thmei 
Ph. O Tron 

Ph. Dam Sway 
Ph. O Reang 

Ph. Pu Chu (1) 
Ph. Pu Chu (2) 
Ph. Pu Clair 
Ph. Pu Poanh 
Ph. O Pour 

Ph. = Phum (village) 
 
Usually in this report we discuss all the settlements in one village together as a single unit, so we 
mainly use the names in the first line of the table. If the main settlement needs to be distinguished from 
the other, smaller settlements we add a (1) to the name. 
 No standard system of transliteration exists for Khmer places names, so we often had to make 
our own decisions about spellings. American 1:50,000 topographic maps are followed here where 
possible, but they show few modern place names and are sometimes inconsistent.  
 
Use of the word Phnong  

The term Phnong is used here to refer to the fairly small indigenous ethnic group who predominate in 
the study area and who speak Bu Nong, a language in the Mon-Khmer language family. In their own 
language they refer to themselves as the Bu Nong but Phnong is the form of this name that is in most 
common use amongst Khmer-speaking and English-speaking people and is thus felt the most 
appropriate for this report. The issue is discussed further in Section 2.2.4. 
 The term Phnong (or Pnong) has often also been used as a general term for all indigenous 
ethnic minorities in Cambodia, but this is a careless misuse of the term by people who are not able to 
differentiate the different minorities involved (e.g. Lebar et al. 1964, M. Guerin and P. Swift pers. 
comm. 2002). As a result of its use as a general term for all supposedly ‘backward’ minority groups, 
the term Phnong is sometimes used by prejudiced Khmer speakers in a way that has negative 
connotations of stupidity or ignorance. However, the name is used in a positive way by Phnong 
communities themselves, who take pride in their ethnic identity. For this reason the term is used 
throughout this report. 
 
Definition of a family 

‘Family’ is used in this report as a synonym for ‘household’ – that is a group of people, mostly or all 
close relatives, who live in the same house and are economically interdependent, sharing income, 
agricultural tasks and meals. The families given in the lists that were provided to us by each village 
chief usually fitted this definition well, so we were able to use those lists with little modification. 
However, a few ‘families’ in those lists were made up of a single elderly person who in fact no longer 
lived alone but had joined the household of a son or daughter. For the purposes of our analysis we 
merged these one-person families with the larger household that now supports them.  

Multiple families living under the same roof but using separate groups of resin trees were 
treated as separate families since the shared part of their incomes (e.g. from communal rice cultivation) 
is probably less than the independent part. However, in some situations like this the degree of sharing 
may be higher than assumed here, reducing the vulnerability of some of the poorer households, and this  
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would have an influence on issues such as the degree of rice deficit or cash income deficit for 
individual families. 
 
Definition of a group of trees 

Individual trees are mostly aggregated into groups for analysis. A group is defined primarily in terms of 
the traditional ownership of the trees. All the trees in one geographical area (as defined by the tapper, 
mainly depending on access considerations) and belonging to one family are considered a single 
‘group’. The shape, size, dispersion and degree of overlap with neighbouring groups varies widely.  
 
Definition of chamkar 

The term chamkar is here used to refer to all upland cultivation practised by rural communities in the 
study area. It is used in contrast to paddy rice cultivation. Chamkar in this area is almost entirely done 
as shifting cultivation, usually of hill rice inter-cropped with vegetables. Apparently in some parts of 
the country a distinction is made between permanent upland gardens (chamkar) and shifting upland 
cultivation (chamkar boh neh joh) but this is not the case in our study area. Permanent upland gardens 
(e.g. of cashews) are a very recent development here. 

Abbreviations and Acronyms 
dbh diameter at breast height - standard measure of tree diameter 
DFW Department of Forestry and Wildlife 
HP Hout Piseth 
HM Hang Mary 
MAFF Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 
MoE Ministry of Environment 
Ph. Phum (= village) 
PP Phet Phaktra 
TDE Tom Evans 
WCS Wildlife Conservation Society 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
 
This report describes a survey of livelihoods and forest use amongst an indigenous ethnic group (the 
Phnong) conducted during February-August 2002 in southern Mondulkiri Province, Cambodia. During 
2000 this area was identified as a site of high conservation significance by a joint survey team from the 
Wildlife Conservation Society Cambodia Program (WCS), the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fisheries (MAFF) and the Ministry of the Environment (MoE) (Walston et al. 2001). The area has 
since become the target for active conservation efforts and the current study was designed to support 
that process.  

The area is inhabited by many small Phnong communities, is experiencing high immigration 
by ethnic Khmer people near its borders and is also included in a large commercial logging concession 
held by Samling International. In 2002 the area was also declared a special Biodiversity Conservation 
Area by Ministerial Decree. To find compromises between these differing land uses will require 
innovative solutions and these need to be built on a clear understanding of the situation on the ground. 
The current study provides some of the necessary information, and gives pointers for the next steps to 
take. 
 This final report supersedes the two interim reports already published (Evans 2002, Evans et 
al. 2002) since most of the analyses they contained have now been expanded and updated. 
 

1.2 Objectives 
The overall goal was to develop an understanding of the livelihoods of Phnong communities in the 
study area. This understanding is necessary as a basis for future collaborative work with the 
communities, aimed at improving wildlife conservation in the area. The positive and negative 
connections between various livelihood activities and wildlife conservation were identified wherever 
possible. 
 The three main objectives were: 
 

1. To obtain clear information on past, present and future demographic trends in the area. 
2. To identify the main livelihoods practiced by Phnong communities and their relative significance. 
3. To obtain a detailed understanding, quantified where possible, of the most important livelihood 

activities identified in objective 2. 
 

Early in the study it became clear that the most important activity for detailed study was the practice of  
resin-tapping, and most research effort was therefore spent on this subject. Hunting of wild animals is a 
relatively minor part of most peoples’ livelihoods but has disproportionate conservation impacts, so this 
activity was also studied in some detail. 
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2     The study area and its surroundings 
 
The study area is shown on Error! Reference source not found.. It forms the central part of the 
recently declared Southern Mondulkiri Biodiversity Conservation Area (hereafter referred to as the 
‘core area’). This core area in turn lies within a very large timber concession held by a Malaysian 
company, Samling International.  
 

Figure 1 Location of study area. 
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2.1  Physical geography  
The area is described in detail by Walston et al. (2001), so only a brief outline is given here. The core 
area lies at 100-700 m (mostly 200-500 m) on the western slopes of the Sen Monorom Plateau, one of 
the southernmost ranges of the Annamite Mountain chain. In the north-west it includes areas of 
lowland plain dotted with seasonal pools but most of the area is made up of gently to moderately hilly 
terrain rising towards the southeast (Error! Reference source not found.). Most of the watercourses 
are seasonal but there are a few permanent streams, mainly flowing from southeast to northwest. These 
streams mostly drain into the Mekong via the Prek Chhlong or the Prek Te. 
 

Figure 2 Village names and relief 
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The climate is strongly seasonal with a single long dry season from approximately November 
to April and a rainy season from May to October. Annual rainfall in the area is approximately 2000-
2500 mm, according to maps in Javier (1997). The rainy season is believed to be longer and more 
intense in areas closer to the Vietnamese border, with areas further northwest becoming progressively 
drier. 
 Most of the area consists of little-disturbed forest, but some limited areas have been heavily 
modified by people, especially on the margins and near existing settlements. Modified habitats include 
gardens, rice paddies, shifting cultivation fields, secondary regrowth after shifting cultivation and 
extensive stands of bamboo. On the eastern edge of the core area many hilltops are covered in short, 
uniform fields of grass that are burnt annually. This habitat has long covered large parts of the main 
Sen Monorom plateau (Wharton 1966) and is presumably a result of prolonged, heavy human use. 
 The ecological classification of natural habitats in Indochina is still in a state of flux and the 
forest types recognised by the most recent review (Rundel in prep.) still lack wholly satisfactory 
objective definitions. A recent pilot study (Zimmermann and Clements in prep.) has taken a step 
towards developing a biologically relevant habitat typology for the core area but this is not yet ready 
for widespread application. Several habitat maps do exist for the area (e.g. national landuse cover 
maps, concession inventories and 1:50,000 national topographic maps) but none corresponds exactly 
with the categories that a biologist would choose, so they need to be interpreted with great caution. For 
illustration Figure 3 shows the habitats as mapped by the national land use survey but there is little 
information available on how the named habitat types were defined (J. Walston pers. comm.). 
  

Figure 3 Habitat types and key wildlife areas 
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Using the broad habitat types recognised by Rundel (in prep.) and Walston et al. (2001), 
natural forest types in the core area range from open, low stature Deciduous Dipterocarp Forest to tall, 
dense Evergreen Forest. There are also extensive areas of Mixed Deciduous and Semi-evergreen forest, 
and these four main types occur in a complex mosaic of intergrading patches that appears to be 
determined by altitude, rainfall, aspect, soil type and levels of human disturbance. The proportion of 
Semi-evergreen and Evergreen forest in the mosaic increases from northwest to southeast so that the 
northwestern border is heavily dominated by Deciduous Dipterocarp Forest whilst the belt along the 
Vietnamese border is almost entirely Evergreen forest. In the middle part, where the study area lies, 
Semi-evergreen and Deciduous Dipterocarp forest are both common, with smaller but significant areas 
of Mixed Deciduous Forest. 

There are a moderate number of static wetlands (in Khmer, ‘trapeangs’) in the study area, with 
more in flatter parts of the core area further north. These are predominantly shallow grassy marshes, 
sometimes with a pool of permanent water, sometimes without, but in either case flooding more deeply 
and extensively in the rainy season. Their vegetation has not been studied. 

 

2.2 Human geography 
 
2.2.1   Historical 

 
The upland ethnic minorities in general are thought to have occupied northeast Cambodia for at least 
2000 years (White 1996) but information on specific groups is lacking. The sparse data from pre-
colonial times suggest that these groups lived at low densities and practised a traditional lifestyle of 
shifting cultivation and harvesting forest products, many elements of which would be familiar to people 
today. They have long been politically and socially disadvantaged (ADB 2000). The area was variously 
claimed by several neighbouring kingdoms and experienced some slaving raids before the time of 
French colonisation (White 1996), although the significance of these has perhaps been exagerrated (M. 
Guerin pers. comm. 2002).  
 During the French colonial era Mondulkiri received little active development, with few if any 
large plantations, and it remained sparsely populated (Meyer 1979). However, the French did build a 
road linking Sen Monorom with Kompong Cham, which must have improved trading opportunities. 
One of the military posts on this road, Poste Gatille, later became the civilian settlement of Ph. Kati, 
one of our study villages. There was initially some armed resistance to French control of the region and 
the Phnong in particular were noted as having a warrior-like reputation (White 1996). The study area 
lies in a zone that the French had no control over during the period 1914-1933 following the killing of 
some French civil servants and Khmer militia and settlers by Phnong people (M. Guerin pers. comm. 
2002) 
 The French and later the independent Sangkum Reastr Niyum regime operated a gradual 
policy of education and increasing administrative control over the Phnong and other groups, with the 
long term goal of incorporating them into mainstream society (‘Khmerisation’; Meyer date 1979, White 
1996, Melville 2000). This included sending over 250 families of Khmer settlers to Mondulkiri (White 
1996). This process was not entirely welcomed by the ethnic minorities (Meyer 1979, White 1996) but 
was apparently carried out in a relatively benign way and cases of brutality or repression were 
exceptions, at least at first (Melville 2000). Meyer (1979) considered that the process was conducted in 
an increasingly harsh, exploitative and arrogant way, leading up to a series of incidents at a rubber 
plantation in Ratanakiri in 1968 which caused an uprising. However, there was much less friction in 
Mondulkiri during this period, perhaps because there were fewer settlers and no large plantations. 

Mondulkiri was only established as separate province in 1962 (according to the Royal 
Ordinance examined by M. Guerin, pers. comm. 2002) and was formerly the district of Chhlong Leu in 
Kratie Province. According to Melville (2000) the provincial administration in the early 1960s was 
based at O Reang (presumably the current district town of O Reang, just east of the study area). 
However, Meyer (1979) states that Sen Monorom was the capital. At some point in or shortly after the 
French period an airstrip was established at Buy Phlok (10 km west of modern-day Ph. Roka Thmei). 
People in Ph. Roka Thmei reported to us that Buy Phlok was the site of the provincial capital during the 
1960s but this seems unlikely as the main road did not pass nearby.  
 Past population trends in the area are not clear but it seems numbers have always been small 
with several shifts in the main centres of population. French military censuses during 1937-1942 found 
about 1 person/km2 in the Poste Gatille area and seem to have been fairly thorough (M. Guerin pers. 
comm. 2002). Population growth rates at that time were probably low or zero, due to severe infant 
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mortality, so the overall numbers during the 1960s were presumably not much higher. Nonetheless, 
local population density close to Buy Phlok during the 1960s was markedly higher then than it is now; 
some current villages were larger and the sites of several other large villages are no longer occupied. 
The local population density along the main road through Ph. Kati was also higher than today – for 
example Melville (2000) reports that by 1962 18 villages had been brought from the forest interior to 
live along the road between Lapalki (=Labake) and Ph. O Reang.  

The province fell under Khmer Rouge control in 1969-70 and all inhabitants of the core area 
were translocated to Koh Nyek District to attempt collectivised paddy farming. For long there were no 
permanent settlements in the core area, although there was presumably some activity by Khmer Rouge 
and Vietnamese loggers and hunters. Former residents were only able to return to the core area from 
the late 1980s onwards, by which time mortality had seriously reduced their numbers. A detailed 
discussion of the pattern of return is given in Section 0. 
 Samling International began their operation in-country in about 1995. Work on upgrading the 
Snuol-Sen Monorom trunk road took place during 1997-1998. This had a significant effect on the core 
area since it allowed much easier access to the region. A major realignment of the road was also carried 
out in the core area, opening up a large stretch of previously inaccessible forest to vehicle-based 
hunting and harvesting. This was followed by extensive logging operations, mainly in the area between 
the new road and the Vietnamese border but also in several other places. 
 
2.2.2    Current 

 
Administratively the study area falls in Sre Preah Commune (Keo Seimaa District: Ph. Kati and Ph. Pu 
Char), and Sen Monorom Commune (O Reang District: Ph. Roka Thmei and Ph. Andong Krolung). 
Several other communes of Keo Seimaa district are also represented in the core area. Known 
settlements in and around the study area are shown on Error! Reference source not found.. Some 
smaller settlements may still be unrecorded, but most have probably been found. The system of names 
and their orthography is discussed in the ‘Conventions’ section. 

Inhabitants of the study area are almost all ethnic Phnong (see ‘Conventions’ and Section 0 for 
a discussion of this term). As far as is known, all other villages in the northern part of the core area and 
in areas along its eastern boundary are also dominated by Phnong. To the north, the Memong area is a 
gold-mining boom town so both Phnong people and many recent non-Phnong immigrants are present, 
apparently living in separate parts of the town (M. Guerin pers. comm. 2002). Along the western side 
of the core area the situation is more complex. There are many many Phnong households but there are 
also some villages of the Stieng indigenous ethnic minority and one (Ph. Sre Ambouy) made of people 
resettled from a former Khmer Rouge stronghold in northern Cambodia. Recent Khmer immigrants 
make up a large and growing part of the population just west of the core area; they are concentrated 
near the market towns of Keo Seimaa and Labake, and also along the main road through Snuol Wildlife 
Sanctuary from Snuol to Labake. 
 
2.2.3   Notes on the culture and status of the Phnong ethnic group 

 
The Phnong are one of more than 20 small ethnic groups occupying the four north-eastern provinces of 
Cambodia and collectively referred to as hill-tribes, indigenous minorities or, in Khmer, ‘chunchit’ or 
‘Khmer leu’ (upland Khmer). They are often the same as, or related to, ethnic groups occurring in the 
southern highlands of Vietnam, where they are called montagnards, or southern Laos, where they are 
called Lao Theung. In Cambodia these groups total over 100,000 people according to official figures 
but they were seriously under-recorded by recent national censuses (Hean Sokhom pers. comm. 2002) 
and there may be many more. The official figure represents about 1% of the national population but a 
much higher proportion of the sparsely populated north-eastern provinces – in Mondulkiri about 70% 
of the population belongs to these ethnic minorities (ADB 2000). 
 Despite their cultural diversity these groups share many socio-economic features (White 1996, 
ADB 200). In particular they are isolated from mainstream society by culture, language, geographical 
distance and prejudice so they tend to have low access to employment opportunities and public services 
such as health care and education. Health and education indicators are consistently low in these 
communities, when reliable data are available. They also have limited access to agricultural land 
suitable for growing paddy rice, being in hilly areas far from the plains, so they tend to prefer hill-rice 
cultivation. The relative productivity of upland and lowland rice-growing systems in Cambodia is a 
matter of some debate (Nesbitt 1997) and depends greatly on details of local soil and climate but it 
seems clear that it is difficult for a typical family in North-east Cambodia to achieve rice self-
sufficiency by growing hill-rice. The effect this has on family welfare is usually offset by the free 
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access most have to extensive forests where they can collect wild foods or products for sale. For this 
reason, although their communities are poor, more extreme poverty can be found in those non-minority 
villages in densely-populated lowland areas where a large proportion of people are landless, and where 
no forest ‘safety net’ remains (Hean Sokhom pers. comm. 2002). 
 Cambodian Phnong live mainly in Mondulkiri with small numbers in Kratie and Ratanakiri 
Provinces. They apparently number in the thousands, but accurate figures are lacking. French estimates 
from 1942 suggested about 10,000 Phnong in Cambodia (M. Guerin pers. comm. 2002). ADB (2000), 
citing recent unpublished data from the Ministry of Information, list an official figure of 5,323 Phnong 
in Cambodia but this is felt to be a serious underestimate (Hean Sokhom pers. comm. 2002). In 
addition, several thousand Phnong live as coffee farmers just over the border in Vietnam, having fled 
there in the 1970s (Hang Mary pers. obs.). 
 Much of the description of the Mnong ethnic group by Lebar et al. (1964) is likely to apply to 
the Phnong The following notes are based on our own observations, especially those of Hang Mary 
who is ethnically Phnong and lives in the nearby commune of Bu Sra. Most Phnong live in small rural 
villages. Their traditional administration was based on tribal chiefs and respected elders within each 
village. This system has largely been superseded by the governmental system of village chiefs. Phnong 
communities apparently have little history of organisation between villages (for example military 
alliances, or acceptance of a supreme chief), but members of nearby villages are often related by birth 
and marriage and generally live on peaceful terms. Members of a village who break customary laws 
may be liable to fines or other sanctions, as decided by the village elders. 
 The Phnong are noted as skilful forest people and they have long hunted and collected forest 
foods and commodities to supplement their agriculture. Most Phnong families farm hill rice as their 
main form of agriculture, but in areas where paddy rice cultivation is feasible it is often adopted. The 
upland fields are typically managed through shifting cultivation and rice may be intercropped with a 
wide variety of other vegetables. The Phnong have a complex set of rituals for the various stages of 
shifting cultivation, from plot selection through to grain storage. These rituals form part of their animist 
religious beliefs. White (1996) also notes the existence of small sacred forest areas that are treated with 
great respect. 
 Generally a man is the head of the household but both male and female children typically 
inherit part of the family’s wealth. As well as practical items, wealth is stored in various forms, in 
particular livestock, ceremonial gongs and large traditional wine jars. The traditional style of house 
(illustrated by Melville 2000, page 44) is built without legs and has a large thatched roof almost 
reaching the ground. This style has mostly been abandoned in the study area but a few remain in Ph. 
Roka Thmei (1). 
 
2.2.4   The many names of the Phnong 

 
The naming of the ethnic group that dominates in southern Mondulkiri is variable in the literature. For 
example, White (1996) and ADB (2000) call them the Phnong or Pnong whereas Melville (2000), 
describing the 1960 situation, maps the Biet Phnorr from this area and the Biet for northern Mondulkiri. 
He also mentions the Prea and Mnong from this province. The historian M. Guerin (pers. comm. 2002) 
states “Pnong does not mean anything. It is a Khmer word made from Bu Nong. The Khmer use it to 
call specifically the Bu Nong (Mnong group), the Rehong (Mnong group), the Biat (Mnong group) but 
also all the highlanders. The people who you will work with might be Bu Nong, Bu Rehong, Bu Biat or 
Stieng.” To add to our confusion, a comprehensive survey of ethnic groups in South-east Asia in the 
1960s (Lebar et al. 1964) lists no ethnic group for our area of interest other than the Stieng (who now 
occupy eastern Kratie Province) but does describe the Mnong from adjoining Vietnam. This group has 
been described by several different authors (cited in Lebar et al. 1964) each of whom names a different 
set of sub-groups, including the Bunor, Nong, Preh, Prong and Bu Dong. No subgroup is reported to be 
called Pnong but one of the languages spoken within the Mnong group is called Pnong (others include 
Biet, Preh, Nong and Rohor). It is beyond the scope of the present study to resolve this confusing 
nomenclatural situation. 
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2.3 Wildlife conservation values, threats and conservation 
activities 

 
The wildlife conservation value of a site is often assessed according to the presence and abundance of 
species that are globally threatened with extinction (as listed by Birdlife International 2001 for birds 
and IUCN 2000 for other vertebrates). Initial surveys during 2000 (Walston et al. 2001) found 
internationally significant numbers of many such species, including Tiger Panthera t gris, Asian 
Elephant Elephas maximus, Banteng Bos javanicus, Gaur Bos gaurus, Yellow-cheeked Gibbon 
Hylobates gab iellae, Douc Langur Pygathrix nemaeus, Green Peafowl Pavo muticus, Germain’s 
Peacock Pheasant Polyplectron germainii, Red-headed Vulture Sarcogyps calvus and Lesser Adjutant 
Lep optilos javanicus. Subsequent surveys have revealed many other threatened species, including 
Marbled Cat Pardofelis marmorata, Asiatic Black Bear Ursus thibetanus, Giant Ibis Pseudibis gigantea, 
White-backed Vulture Gyps bengalensis and Orange-necked Partridge Arborophila davidi (J. Walston . 
Tan Setha and T. Clements pers. comm. 2002). The core area represents the most important (or only) 
site in Cambodia for some of these species. Some very vulnerable large mammals have apparently 
become extinct in the area through hunting (Javan Rhinoceros Rh noceros sondaicus, Eld’s Deer 
Cervus eldii, Hog Deer Axis porcinus and Kouprey Bos sauvelii) but otherwise the area supports an 
almost intact fauna, something that is now true for few sites in the region. 
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 Some of the threatened species prefer mainly evergreen habitats and others prefer deciduous 
areas but it is often impossible to make this distinction, because many (e.g. ungulates, large carnivores, 
Green Peafowl) use different parts of the habitat mosaic on a daily or seasonal basis. The significance 
of the area stems from a combination of the high habitat quality, the large extent of habitat and the 
presumed low levels of hunting over recent decades relative to most other parts of Indochina. The 
habitat is continuous with even larger tracts of deciduous forest in Phnom Prich Wildlife Sanctuary to 
the north and smaller areas of evergreen forest types in Snuol Wildlife Sanctuary (Cambodia) and Bu 
Gia Map Nature Reserve (Vietnam) (Walston et al. 2001). 
 One aim of the wildlife surveys during 2002 was to identify the most important parts of the 
core area. An extensive system of transects was set up to record animal signs and sightings, allowing 
objective comparisons to be made. Clements (in prep.) discusses the results; our Figure 3 shows the 
areas that he identified as being of highest conservation significance. Note that most of the study area is 
in this class, as are areas between the study area and Vietnam. Sectors north, east and west of the study 
area are of lower relative significance, although still important. 
 Threats to wildlife were discussed in detail by Walston et al. (2001) and also considered by 
Clements (in prep.). They identified intensive logging as a major potential threat but suggested that 
well-managed concession-based logging on a sustainable basis might be a better alternative to the 
unregulated illegal logging that could replace it. This was especially true as some of the most important 
species in the concession were expected to be quite tolerant of the habitat changes caused by logging. 
Overall, they considered that the biggest threat was from hunting and the wildlife trade. The area of 
shifting cultivation was so small that this was not believed to be a serious conservation issue. Resin-
tapping was also mentioned as an area of potential concern that needed further study, both because it 
was possible the trees were being harmed and because resin-tappers might hunt a lot whilst doing their 
rounds. 
 The absence of villages and so of hunting during the 1970s and 1980s is likely to have 
contributed to the high surviving wildlife populations but hunting during the 1990s was high and many 
species have entered rapid declines. In particular Tiger, Gaur and Banteng used to be seen in much 
larger numbers than is now the case, according to local reports. Through the 1990s guns were widely 
available and hunting by returning local communities was probably high. Once Samling began field 
operations the improved road access and large numbers of people living in the forest fostered even 
higher levels of hunting – for example one of us (HP) worked in a logging camp in the area for several 
months in 1997 and knows of at least ten Gaur, one Tiger, one bear and many Sambar and wild pigs 
killed by members of the camp during that time. Although logging is also expected to have caused 
some habitat damage for many species, it is generally the case in the tropics that the associated high 
hunting levels cause far more damage to threatened species (Putz et al. 2000). 
 In about 1998 the national gun confiscation campaign greatly reduced the availability of guns 
in the study area. Although aimed at improving civil security it is likely to have reduced hunting levels 
too, especially for species that cannot be caught by other means such as snaring. However, since many 
concession staff and all village police officers retained their weapons, hunting with guns continued. 
 The Samling concession suspended logging in 1999 as a result of nationwide increases in 
timber royalty rates. Although they were granted a felling permit for 2001 they chose not to log in that 
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year due to a temporary ban on felling tapped resin trees, their main target species (E. Galabru pers. 
com. 2002). In January 2002 a nationwide suspension on logging was declared pending development of 
better forest management plans and environmental/social impact assessments. This suspension remains 
in force at the time of writing, but decisions are expected by the start of 2003 for most concessions. 
Therefore, Samling have not been actively logging in the study area since early 1999.  

Samling initially kept a strong field presence and hunting by their staff remained a serious 
concern. In June 2001 a collaborative agreement between WCS, DFW and Samling was set up that 
aimed to prevent concession staff from hunting, transporting or purchasing wild animals (WCS 2001). 
However, the Samling field presence continued declining so that only a tiny skeleton staff remained by 
mid 2002.  

This combination of events has slowed damage to the habitat and greatly reduced one of the 
main sources of hunting pressure, but significant hunting by other groups continues, as does piecemeal 
logging. In response to this and other problems, joint law-enforcement patrols were begun in early 
2002. These involve staff from the central and provincial offices of the Department of Forestry and 
Wildlife (DFW), provincial police and provincial army staff, with funding from WCS under the 
authority of DFW. These patrols continue at the time of writing and form the main means of combating 
hunting and illegal logging at present. Community-based activities aimed at forming co-operative 
agreements with Phnong communities are expected to start in the next few months. 
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3     Methods 

3.1 Desk studies 
 

These included a literature review, a review of relevant laws and discussions with various specialists. 
For the literature review a search was made of online databases available at Oxford University (Web of 
Science, TreeCD, Kew Record) whilst in Cambodia, Peter Swift and Andrew Cock shared their large 
collection of literature. The following legal documents were examined: existing Land Law and Forest 
Law, draft Forest Law, draft sub-decree on Community Forestry, several legal orders of lesser standing 
and three recent reviews of all of these documents (White and Case 1998, Sigaty et al. 2001, Global 
Witness 2002).  

3.2 Fieldwork 
 
We wished to gather clear, reliable information over a large number of families and several villages. To 
do this we used many of the techniques of Rapid Rural Appraisal (see e.g. Chambers 1994). Among 
these the most important were semi-structured key informant interviews, structured family 
questionnaires, and forest visits.  

Questionnaires are the simplest and most popular way to produce data in this type of study but 
they can easily give inaccurate and misleading data unless they are designed and used critically (Gill 
1993). To avoid this the questionnaire was developed with great care (see below). Our decision to use 
other methods as well not only increased the range of data we could collect but also allowed many of 
the results of the questionnaires to be cross-checked. The methods were mainly developed during a 
pilot phase of two weeks at the start of the fieldwork; further improvements were made throughout the 
survey period as our understanding of the local situation improved.  

In addition to using these specific methods, we also lived and slept in each village for many 
days, talking informally with people there and observing day to day life. This gave good opportunities 
for rapport-building, for answering the villagers’ questions about our work and for discussing in more 
detail interesting points that arose from the more formal surveys. 
 
3.2.1   Semi-structured interviews with groups and key informants 

 
A group discussion was conducted at the start of work in each village. These typically involved 10-20 
people, mostly heads of households and mostly chosen by the village chief. These people discussed and 
answered questions on pre-prepared topics over 2-3 hours in an informal setting. In addition, the forest 
visits (see below) enabled us to hold extended informal discussions with resin-tappers. To collect 
information on trade, three individual interviews of c. 30 minutes each were also conducted with local 
resin traders in Keo Seimaa and Lapake. 
 
3.2.2   Structured family interviews 

 
These involved talking with the family member who was most familiar with the family’s resin trees 
(typically the father). We aimed to interview every family present in the village during our stay; most 
interviews were done at the respondent’s home in the mornings and evenings when people had more 
spare time. All questions were asked in the Khmer language by native speakers and after the pilot phase 
most interviews were conducted by a single Cambodian interviewer, to make the atmosphere as 
unthreatening as possible.  

The questionnaire is given in Appendix 1. It usually took 15-30 minutes to complete, and it 
was deliberately kept this short and simple to increase the reliability of the answers. Informants (and 
researchers) often lose interest when answering long questionnaires, leading to answers being omitted 
or ill-considered (Gill 1993). 

All the questions were pretested in group settings and during informal discussions before 
being finalised; all respondents were able to give quick, clear, confident answers to these questions. 
This was an essential step because many questionnaires ask poorly-designed questions that people find 
difficult to answer but feel obliged to answer anyway out of politeness (Gill 1993, Chambers 1994). An 
example might be to ask a woman how many frogs her family consumes in a year – it would be almost 
impossible for anyone to recollect this information with any precision. 
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Some minor changes were made to the questionnaire as the survey progressed, and where 
necessary some of the earlier families were partially re-interviewed to keep the data uniform. 

Despite pre-testing, later cross-checking (Section 0) showed that answers were erratic and 
unreliable for one question used ("When did tapping begin in each group of trees?").  
 
3.2.3   Forest visits 

 
Groups of resin trees were visited to collect more precise information about them. After an initial 
period of pilot surveys a two-part sampling process was used.  
 
1. Mapping the extent of forest used by each village for tapping. For this, the outermost group of 

trees in each direction was identified from interview data and subsequent discussions. This was done 
partly by estimating the general location from descriptions of nearby landmarks (using topographic 
maps), and partly by asking informants if they knew of other members of the village who tapped 
trees further out in that direction. From these outer groups we selected the minimum number that 
would let us map the boundary to within +/- 1-2 km accuracy (or often better) in all directions. These 
groups were then visited and mapped with a GPS. Enough points were mapped to show the extent 
and shape of the area but not the location of every tree.  

 
2. Random sampling of groups. This is necessary to get statistically representative information. Once 

a list of all the groups of trees in the village had been compiled from the family questionnaires a 25% 
sample was chosen at random for detailed measurements. Each group was then visited and mapped in 
the same way as described in the previous paragraph. For each tree the following data were noted: 
species, size (girth at breast height, gbh), number of active resin taps, number of abandoned resin 
taps, damage score (for each hole, following Ankarfjard and Kegl 1998) and the number of years the 
tapper had been using the tree. Because of time constraints we were rarely able to make these 
measuring trips coincide with routine resin-collection trips, except during the initial pilot survey. 

 

3.3 Survey timing, personnel and coverage 
 
3.3.1   Timing 

 
Fieldwork was conducted during February-June 2002, as shown in Table 2. 

Table 2 Dates of main fieldwork in the study villages 

Dates Village 

20-27 February; 11 March-6 April; 17-25 June Ph. Kati 

26 April-13 May Ph. Roka Thmei 

27 May-16 June Ph. Andong Krolung 

16-17 February; 26-30 June Ph. Pu Char 

 
3.3.2   Personnel 

 
Table 3 shows the survey participants and their roles. 

Table 3 Participants in the research 

Name Role Abbreviation in text 

Tom Evans Survey design and data analysis, 
participant in fieldwork 

TDE 

Hout Piseth Fieldwork team leader HP 

Phet Phaktra Field researcher PP 

Hang Mary Field researcher HM 

 
HP and PP acted as Khmer-English translators for TDE. HM is ethnically Phnong and acted as a 
Phnong-Khmer translator. Most fieldwork with men was conducted in Khmer, since almost all were 
happy to use this language. Supplementary discussions with women were mainly conducted by HM in 
Phnong. 
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3.3.3   Coverage 

 
Of the c.30 Phnong-dominated settlements known to exist in or bordering the core area 14 were 
surveyed. For most of these settlements forest visits were also made to directly observe aspects of 
forest use. Together these areas form a large part of the southern half of the core area. There were no 
significant limitations to note.  
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4     Results 

4.1 Overview of results 
 
4.1.1   Demography 

 
The description of livelihoods begins with an analysis of demographic patterns (Section 0) since these 
set the scene and partly dictate the trends for all other human activities.  
  
4.1.2   Comparison of major livelihood options 

 
Interview data are used to identify the most important livelihoods in the area, both in terms of the 
number of families practising them and the relative importance to those families. This begins with a 
discussion of rice farming (Section 0), which is the first choice for almost all families. It is followed by 
a review of additional occupations which people have to follow to compensate for the low levels of rice 
production (Section 0) . Some of these additional occupations are more significant than others; resin-
tapping is by far the most important of these. 
 
4.1.3   Detailed study of resin-tapping 

 
Most of the remaining sections deal in detail with aspects of resin-tapping. These include a review of 
published information (Section 0) and the legal situation (Section 0), description of tapping practices 
and trade (Section 0) mapping of areas where trees are tapped (Section 0), estimation of the economic 
value of tapping (Section 0) and losses caused by logging (Section 0) and finally biological aspects 
such as damage to the trees and trends in productivity (Section 0). 
 
4.1.4   Hunting and electrofishing 

 
The final section of the results is devoted to hunting of wild animals and electrofishing (Section 0). 
Hunting is the principal threat to the survival of many key species in the area and it was essential for 
future management efforts that the involvement of Phnong communities in hunting was better 
understood. Electrofishing is a damaging practice that is causing immediate hardship for some families 
in the study area. 
 

4.2 Village demography 
 
4.2.1   Village sizes  

 
The complexity of settlement names in the study area is discussed in the ‘Conventions’ section, above. 
The description of settlements is further confused by the fact that many families have houses in more 
than one place. For example, they may live in one of the larger settlements but also have a smaller 
house that is in a hamlet closer to the family's resin trees and is used one or two nights a week. Some 
other second houses are near to remote rice paddies and are occupied only in the wet season. A few 
people in Ph. Roka Thmei divide their time between this village and distant Memong. In this report, 
wherever possible, people have been treated as living at their main residence. 
 Each village chief held a list of families compiled in either 2000 or 2002 depending on the 
village. We modified this list on the basis of interview results and detailed discussions with the chief. 
 Table 4 describes key demographic facts for the four study villages. 
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Table 4 Key demographic data for the four study villages 

Village All 

villages 

Ph. Pu 
Char 

Ph. 
Kati 

Ph. Andong 
Krolung 

Ph. Roka 
Thmei 

Number of 
settlements 

14 2 3 6 3 

No of families  211 49 40 85 37 

No of individuals 970 230 180 390 170 

No of families 
interviewed 

189 48 38 71 32 

% of families 
interviewed 

90 97 95 84 86 

Year established - pre 1960 1930 pre 1930 pre 19601 

Year re-founded - 1984 1987 1989 1998 
1Originally named Ph. Bang-rayay 
 
The villages thus contain 40-85 families with 170-390 people, but the average settlement size is only 
15 households or 70 people. Almost all inhabitants are ethnically Phnong, with only 1-3 families of 
Khmer or mixed ethnicity (Khmer-Phnong or Vietnamese-Phnong) in each larger settlement and none 
in the smaller settlements. These non-Phnong families are often those running the village store(s); they 
rarely collect resin from the forest.  
 
4.2.2   Village history 

 
The four villages have a similar history. All of the main settlements were founded before 1960 (Ph. 
Kati and Ph. Andong Krolung as long ago as 1930) although not always on exactly the same site as 
they now stand. For example, the settlements of Ph. Andong Krolung were scattered in the forest until 
the 1960s, when the government asked them all to move to be near the road. 
 As noted in Section 0, in 1969-1970 all of the study villages were forcibly moved to Koh 
Nyek district. After the Vietnamese invasion of 1979 it became possible for the survivors and their 
descendants to move away from Koh Nyek to places like Sen Monorom and Memong, but still they 
could not return to their old homes in the study area because of security problems. The first family 
eventually returned to Ph. Pu Char in 1984, but nobody joined them until 1988; the first people began 
returning to Ph. Kati and Ph. Andong Krolung about the same time, but Ph. Roka Thmei only became 
safe in 1998, four years ago. Thus the area was virtually uninhabited by Phnong people for almost 20 
years, although there was presumably some military and logging activity by Khmer Rouge and 
Vietnamese forces. Current residents were able to provide us with almost no information about what 
happened in the area whilst they were absent. 
 
4.2.3   Immigration patterns 

 
Figure 4 shows the approximate pattern of recent return migration by Phnong families. The charts show 
the number of currently resident households that arrived in each village in each year. Note that there are 
three limitations to the data: 

1. The number of individuals arriving in each year is not known, only the number of households.  
2. Full data on families that have arrived and then left are not available but these are believed to be a 
fairly small percentage.  
3. A few families moved between study villages and so the combined chart does not give an exact 
picture of when people first arrived in the study area. 
 

Figure 4 Patterns of return immigration in four Phnong villages 
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However, these points are not thought to change the general patterns. The key feature is that in each 
village an initial surge of immigration (mostly by returning families) has gradually died away and the 
rate is now close to zero in all four cases. Small peaks following the main wave often show the 
establishment of new hamlets by later immigrants. In Ph. Kati only one family has arrived and six have 
left in the past two years, so the village is probably shrinking. In Ph. Roka Thmei equal numbers of 
families left and arrived, whilst in Ph. Pu Char three arrived but none left, so the village is growing 
slightly. Recent departures were not noted for Ph. Andong Krolung. 
 People appeared to return along two different routes. They returned via Sen Monorom to Ph. 
Kati, Ph. Pu Char and Ph. Andong Krolung, but via Memong to Ph. Roka Thmei. Almost all reports of 
expected future immigration were of people coming from Memong to Ph. Roka Thmei or areas further 
north. 

This gradual return to natal areas is different from the traditional habit of the Phnong of 
shifting their villages frequently over short distances within a traditional village area as a response to 
death, disease or disaster. All those asked about this habit said it was a thing of the past since families 
now have too much invested in their well-built houses and prefer to stay put. 

Population changes due to births and deaths were not examined by this study. Births are 
presumed to exceed deaths here as they do in most rural areas of Cambodia and so even without 
immigration the population is expected to continue growing. In the longer term this is likely to lead to 
increasing pressure on land and forest resources. However the rate of growth is unknown so it is not 
known how important this is as a conservation issue. 
 
4.2.4   Future migration patterns 

 
Interviews gave some information about planned population movements around Ph. Andong Krolung 
and Ph. Roka Thmei in the near future (Figure 5). Sites are listed in Appendix 2: some involve 
movements of families already in the core area, others probably involve fresh immigration. The Buy 
Phlok area has significant densities of wild cattle and other key wildlife species, as did the Trapeang 
Royaaw and Trapeang Khlong sites until settlement began there, so these movements are likely to 
cause conflicts with wildlife conservation. 
 

Figure 5 Sites where future immigration and emigration by Phnong households is expected 
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4.3 Comparison of livelihoods 
 
4.3.1    Rice-growing 

 
Almost all families in the study area are primarily subsistence rice-growers. They view other activities 
as additional to farming. Table 5 summarises some key statistics about rice-growing for each village. 

Table 5 Agricultural indicators for each village 

Indicator  All 

villages 

Ph. Pu 
Char 

Ph. 
Kati 

Ph. Andong 
Krolung 

Ph. Roka 
Thmei 

Notes 

% of families with 
rice paddies 

24 65 22 1 16 Usually 0.5-1.5 ha. 

% of families with 
shifting cultivation 
(chamkar) 

86 61 91 99 91 Usually 0.5-1.5 ha. 
A few of these grow 
no rice, only 
vegetables. 

% of families with 
rice paddy but not 
chamkar 

9 31 3 0 0  

% of families with 
neither paddy nor 
chamkar 

5 8 6 1 9  

Mean rice sufficiency 
per year (months of 
rice/family) 

4.6 6.1 2.6 5.3 3.1 Mean across all 
families in village, 
including those 
planting no rice. 

 
The villages are mostly very similar. In all four the cultivation of hill rice as part of the upland farming 
system called chamkar is very common – it is practiced by 91-99% of families in the three villages on 
hilly terrain. In the fourth village, Ph. Pu Char, chamkar is less popular and this is because the flatter 
terrain allows over 60% of families to grow rain-fed paddy rice, which is apparently more productive.  
 Chamkar practices are similar to those seen elsewhere in north-east Cambodia in almost all 
respects (White 1996, Javier 1997). They also match those observed in the northeast during the period 
1959-1960 by Melville (2000). Field plots are small, often quite distant from the village and often 
including vegetables intercropped with rice. No fertiliser is used and fields are rotated, with a 2-3 year 
cultivation period followed by approximately ten years fallow in the study area. Old fallows are 
preferred for chamkar since the smaller trees are much easier to clear.  
 Annual rice sufficiency is low in all villages - on average most families run out of rice a few 
months after the harvest and have to buy rice for the rest of the year. Even in Ph. Pu Char, with its 
extensive paddies, yields only average six months' worth of rice per family, whilst in Ph. Kati and Ph. 
Roka Thmei yields are only half this. Rice sufficiency is much higher in Ph. Andong Krolung than in 
Ph. Roka Thmei despite the fact that families cultivate similar sized plots – this may be due to better 
rainfall, soils or some other factor. 

In all villages crop depredation by wild animals (especially pigs and parakeets) was reported 
to be a significant problem; a big cat also killed several cattle in Ph. Kati in 2001.  

Some fruit and vegetables are grown for food in the chamkar and others are collected from the 
forest around the village. Continued access to these wild sources of food is probably important to help 
people keep a balanced and healthy diet and to compensate for bad harvest years (E. Galabru pers. 
comm. 2002) but this subject was not examined in detail in the present study. The occasional sale of 
surplus produce is considered a minor, supplementary livelihood activity (Section 0). 

Despite the low agricultural production most families are able to use incomes from additional 
livelihood activities to buy the extra rice they need. Most also have some leftover income for other 
purchases. To give three examples: 

• about 42-56% of the families in each village own either a motorbike or an oxcart,  

• many have cows (23% of families) or buffalos (31% of families, with a high of 71% in Ph. Pu 
Char, the richest of the four villages). One family owns an elephant. 

• a moderate number of families have well-built wooden houses with metal roofs.  
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Ownership of giant ceremonial winde jars and the making of public sacrifices would also have been 
good indicators of relative family wealth but these were not recorded during the current study due to 
time constraints. 

The level of income remaining after rice needs have been satisfied is discussed in more detail 
in Section 0. 

Sources of dietary protein are discussed in Section 0. 
 
4.3.2   Additional livelihood activities 

 
Interviews allowed us to identify the various additional opportunities people have found, and to 
separate them into two broad classes.  

• Major sources of income are those that potentially enable a family to satisfy the rice needs that are 
not met through farming, and perhaps to have enough left over from this to cover other necessities. 
The income may be cash, or people may be paid directly in rice. 

• Supplementary sources of income are those that by themselves appear to make only small 
contributions to household needs. 

 
Reported sources of income are shown in Table 6 (major activities) and Table 7 (supplementary 
activities).  
 

Table 6 Number of families reporting various major sources of income 

 All 

villages 

Ph. Pu 
Char 

Ph. Kati Ph. Andong   
Krolung 

Ph. Roka 
Thmei 

Total interviews 189 48 38 71 32 

Resin collection 162 37 36 61 28 

Shopkeepers/resin 
middlemen 

7-8 1 1-2 2 3 

Wage labour 14 5 1 6 2 

Police salary 5 1 3 1 1 

Teacher 2 1  1  

Commune chief 1 1    

(Tiger Team Project 
patrols) 

(2)?  ? (2) (1, retired) 

Hunting mammals 
for sale 

[4?] 0? [2?] [2?] 0? 

[ ] = activity not reported in family interviews but known to occur from other evidence 
 
The clearest feature of this table is the overwhelming importance of resin-collection among the major 
livelihood activities. In view of its importance, this practice was studied in more depth and the results 
are given in Sections 0-0. Apart from this practice, or sometimes in addition, the following livelihoods 
are pursued by small numbers of people: 

• shop keepers/small-scale traders. The shopkeepers were all Khmer or Vietnamese in the four 
study villages. 

• paid jobs (police, teachers, commune chief). When finalised, the commune chief salary is 
expected to be $300/year, but police and teachers earn much less. 

• daily wage labour, for example weeding other peoples' fields or working on road crews. One or 
two people in Ph. Roka Thmei collect resin for absentee tree owners and these have been included 
under the same heading. Some people reporting wage labour do it only as a supplementary 
activity. 

• some scouts and observers were formerly paid $50/month by the national Tiger Team 
Conservation Project but this scheme has ceased to operate in the area.  

• specialist hunters targeting large mammals. This livelihood is discussed in more detail in Section 
4.11. 
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Table 7 Number of families reporting various supplementary sources of income  

 All 

villages 

Ph. Pu 
Char 

Ph. Kati Ph. Andong   
Krolung 

Ph. Roka 
Thmei 

Total interviews 189 48 38 71 32 

a) Services      

Transport resin 1 [+] [+] [+] [+] [+] 

Village militia >5 [+] [+] 2 [+] 

Headman's salary 4 1 1 1 1 

Birth attendant 1 1    

b) NTFPs      

Lizards and turtles >40 10 [+] 17 [>10] 

Malva nuts 22-37 5 15-30? 2  

Hard resin 17    17 

Electrofishing  [3]    [3] 

Bamboo 1+ [2+] 1   

c) Handicrafts      

Basketry  4? 2  2  

Building ox-carts 2   1 1 

Brewing 1    1 

Making knives 1    1 

d) Produce      

Plantation crops2 15+?  [>10] 4 + 

Vegetables 11 1 1 8 1 

Sell rice surplus 2 2    

Pig selling  2 1  1  

[  ] = activity not reported in family interviews but known to occur from other evidence 
 + = total number of families unclear 
1 By motorbike, oxcart or, for one family, elephant. 
2 Cashews, fruit trees or beans. 
 
There is a wide diversity of supplementary sources of income. Taken together they probably provide 
the villages with some valuable security against fluctuations in the resin market or increased family 
income needs. However, if the income from resin was lost it is very unlikely that most of these other 
sources of income could expand to replace it. The only exception in the long term may be agricultural 
produce, as discussed below. 
 
Services 

The only common practice in this category is transporting resin from small settlements to 
places that traders visit. Data on this were unclear since nobody apart from the one elephant owner 
mentioned it in the formal interviews. However, fees for transporting by motorbike or ox-cart were 
mentioned in other discussions.  
 
Non-t mber Forest Products (NTFPs) i
 Apart from liquid resin, a surprisingly low variety of NTFPs was reported to be sold. The 
main ones varied between villages.  

• Dogs are used in all villages to find monitors, turtles and other small wildlife which are either 
eaten or sold. This common practice is discussed in more detail in Section 0. 

• Malva nuts (probably from Scaphium lychnophorum) are collected around the O Ngeuy by almost 
every family in Ph. Kati, although in interviews only about half of the families reported the 
activity. Very few people reported this activity in other villages, although it seems likely that 
people from Ph. Andong Krolung are also able to travel to the collecting area quite easily, and 
they may have under-reported their involvement. Fruit is only available in large quantities every 
3-4 years, most recently in 2002. Individual collectors search for fruiting trees and either collect 
fallen fruit or fell the trees. They are involved in a competitive scramble with many people 
visiting the area from elsewhere so there is wide variation in the success of individual collectors. 
Typical incomes reported in a good year were equivalent to only about 3 months of resin income - 
averaged over poor years as well this represents a limited contribution to total family or village 
income. 
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• Hard resin falls from the branches of Shorea trees in deciduous forests. Only people in Ph. Roka 
Thmei commonly reported collecting it. It is found in small quantities, fetches a low price and 
takes a long time to search for (1-5 kg/day, worth 500R/kg).  

• Bamboo was reportedly a significant trade commodity in Ph. Pu Char in the past, but stocks are 
now low following a mass flowering and die-off of the species used.  

 
Handicrafts  

These are practised on a very small scale, mostly for consumption within the village. 
 
Produce 
 Agricultural surpluses (vegetables, fruit, pigs, chickens, rice etc.) are sold on a very small 
scale within the villages. However, some families have begun to grow small plantations of commercial 
species and this has the potential to become a much larger activity. The commonest choice is cashew 
trees although some fruit trees and green beans are also being planted on old chamkar. Some families 
have a few cashew trees planted at the edges of their chamkar gardens whilst others have fields with up 
to 200 trees.  

The fact that cashews are hard and non-perishable makes them a good cash-crop for such a 
remote area with such poor roads. Planting them is a recent development and both these planters and 
other families in the villages are watching closely to see how profitable the crop will be. If early 
success is maintained and markets remain strong it seems likely that the crop will be rapidly and widely 
adopted.  
 

4.4 Resin tapping – review of published information 
 
4.4.1   Product types and species involved 

 
Many species of trees in the family Dipterocarpaceae across South-east Asia produce marketable 
resins, some collected as solids, others as liquids (Howes 1949, Ashton 1982, Shiva and Jantan 1998). 
Some solid resin is collected in Laos and Cambodia from Shorea species and is called or chong in 
Khmer (Dy Phon 2000) or kisi in Lao (Foppes and Kethpanh 1997). However, compared to liquid resin 
it appears to be relatively insignificant in the economies of many villages so far visited in north-east 
Cambodia (e.g. Baird et al. 1996, Bann 1997, Forest Policy Reform Project 1998, So et al. 2001, 
Section 0 above).  

j

s

Liquid resins are the main product of interest to us. Technically the product is an oleoresin, 
since it contains an essential oil (volatile) fraction, but in this report it is simply called resin, which is 
the name in everyday use. It is also often called wood oil or dammar, the latter being a Malay word that 
is sometimes confusingly restricted to solid resins. Liquid resins are called chor tuk in Khmer (Dy Phon 
2000) and nam man yang in Lao (Foppes and Kethpanh 1997).  

In mainland South-east Asia liquid resins come mainly from Dipterocarpus species. Little 
original research has been published on the biology, techniques or economics of tapping Dipterocarpus 
resins, presumably because it is a relatively low-value product. Much of the limited existing literature 
concerns D. kerrii growing in Peninsular Malaysia, and although this species also occurs in southern 
parts of Thailand, Vietnam and Burma it is not reported from Cambodia (Smitinand et al. 1980).  

Smitinand et al. (1980) list nine species in the genus in Cambodia. At least six are tapped for 
resin in Cambodia (Dy Phon 2000) but their quality relative to D. kerrii is unclear. However Smitinand 
et al. (1980) state in passing that the resins of D. alatus, D. turbinatus, D. intricatu  and D. kerrii are all 
of similar quality. 

The evergreen species D. alatus is believed to be the main source of resin in both Laos 
(Ankarfjard and Kegl 1998, Foppes and Ketpanh 1997) and Cambodia (various informants, pers. 
comm. 2002), whilst both D. alatus and D. turbinatus are significant in Thailand (Smitinand et al. 
1980). D. alatus is a widespread and often common species, occurring from Bangladesh to southern 
Vietnam and northern Peninsular Malaysia in lowland evergreen and semi-evergreen forests 
(Smitinand et al. 1980).  

The Cambodian vernacular names for Dipterocarpus species are numerous and confusing. For 
example, Smitinand et al. (1980) list five Khmer language names for D. alatus, and two of these, plus a 
sixth, are used in the official DFW table of timber types and royalty classes. Most other species also 
have several recorded names, many of them using the generic Khmer term chhouteal plus various 
classifiers. Given this variability it is probably unsafe to determine the species being used in a given 
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area on the basis of names reported in interviews; direct observation of the trees is needed, together 
with botanical assistance. Appendix 3 discusses local names used in the study area. 
 
4.4.2   End uses 

 
The raw resin has long been used for illumination and waterproofing boats in rural Laos and Cambodia. 
Some part of the oleoresin is also used in paints, lacquers and varnishes (Gianno and Kochumenni 
1981, Ankarfjard and Kegl 1998 and many other authors). According to Gianno and Kochumenni 
(1981), Gianno (1986) and Shiva and Jantan (1998) the volatile fraction (gurjun balsam) of D. kerrii 
can be used in perfume manufacture and its widespread adoption for this use after 1974 led to a great 
increase in the demand for international trade and a parallel leap in the price of resin. It is thought that 
this new high value end use also applies to the Cambodian species, since Foppes and Kethpanh (1997) 
report that most Lao D. alatus resin was exported via Thailand to India and that some is destined for 
perfume manufacture in the Arab world. However, we have not found confirmation of this key fact 
from other sources.  
 The wood of Dipterocarpus species is commercially valuable, although not of the highest 
quality (Dy Phon 2000, Gardner et al. 2000). It is classed as Grade 2 by the DFW in Cambodia. It is 
highly sought after by most Cambodian timber concessions, in part because it is ideal for the plywood 
factories that these companies have invested in (E. Galabru pers. comm. 2002). 
 
4.4.3   Productivity and sustainability 

 
The trees release resin in response to injury. Tappers cut a backward sloping hole in the trunk where 
resin can pool and then briefly light a fire to stimulate better flow. A few days later the resin can be 
scooped out, a new fire set and the process repeated (Ankarfjard and Kegl 1998 and pers. obs.). Data on 
the long-term effects are scarce, but anecdotal reports based on interviews suggest that most trees can 
continue yielding resin for decades (e.g. Gianno 1986, Ankarfjard and Kegl 1998, Enfield et al. 1998, 
Foppes and Kethpanh 2000). This may depend on the intensity of tapping – but it is rarely clear 
whether the trees have been tapped continuously over many years, and how frequently tapping took 
place. Gianno (1986) explicitly notes that periods of unrest or low prices allowed trees at her Malaysian 
study site to rest during some earlier decades and this also seems likely to have been the case in many 
parts of Cambodia. 

It seems likely that the abnormally high levels of resin production may cause the tapped trees 
to divert some resources from growth, survival or reproduction but this remains speculation and no 
relevant studies have been conducted (Soerianegara and Lemmens 1993). A study of over 300 trees in 
Laos found very limited, surface damage on the great majority of trees examined (Ankarfjard and Kegl 
1998) but was not able to study other aspects of sustainability. 

Ibrahim et al. (1987 and 1990) tested the use of 10% sulphuric acid solution on shallow bark 
scratches to stimulate resin flow in D. kerrii. They found that it gave initial yields comparable to the 
traditional pit and fire techniques used by Malaysian ethnic minority groups. However, we have traced 
no subsequent published report of this technique being used commercially. 
 
4.4.4   Trade patterns 

 
Judging from official archives, resin has been traded in Cambodia since at least French colonial times 
(A. Cock pers. comm. 2002). The official Code Forestière (Department des Eaux, Forêts et Chasse, 
Phnom Penh) dating from 1930 contains a detailed Annex describing resin-tapping procedures and 
regulations. There is also a published reference from the 1880s of the ‘Phnongs’ owing the Cambodian 
king a tribute of four tonnes of resin every three years (M. Guerin pers. comm. 2002). It is not clear 
whether this source refers to the Phnong of southern Mondulkiri or the Phnong as an umbrella term, but 
it is still a remarkable indication that resin trade from some parts of the north-east has been taking place 
on a large scale for over 100 years.  

Trade from Mondulkiri appears to flow into Vietnam (Nhiel and Be 1996, Walston et al. 2001, 
this study). Trade flows from other parts of Cambodia remain unclear in the literature, but information 
from Mr Ly Jubiang indicates that resin from Ratanakiri passes directly to Vietnam, from Stung Treng 
passes into Laos and from Preah Vihear, Kompong Thom etc. passes through Kompong Cham or 
Phnom Penh to Vietnam. Recent exports from Laos mostly flowed into Thailand and then to other 
countries such as India (Foppes and Kethpanh 1997, 2000) until 1996 when (for unknown reasons) the 
Lao government banned trade other than the re-export of imports from Cambodia (Enfield et al. 1998, 
Foppes and Kethpanh 2000).  
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As discussed in Section 0, tapping for trade did not take place in the villages of the study area 
before 1970; it was reportedly only after villagers returned in the late 1980s that traders came looking 
for resin in the area. Whether this was due to an improving road network, loss of trees in other areas or 
the apparent increase in demand during the 1970s remains unclear. 
 Village resin-tappers in both Laos and Cambodia usually sell the raw resin. The Cambodian 
and Lao traders refine it by crude filtration but further processing (e.g. distillation of the essential oil) is 
done after export, at least in Laos (e.g. Ankarfjard and Kegl 1998). 
 
4.4.5   Socio-economic significance of resin-tapping 

 
Recent observations suggest that resin-tapping is a widespread and often dominant livelihood activity 
throughout northern and northeastern Cambodia (A. Cock, P. Swift, E. Galabru, Uck Kim Nary, J. 
Walston and Hean Sokhom pers. comm. 2002, authors pers. obs.). A national review of the situation is 
in preparation (A. Cock and P. Swift pers. comm. 2002). Tapped resin trees are commonly logged, both 
legally and illegally (e.g. Global Witness 2002) and this is likely to be having significant detrimental 
effects on the livelihoods of tappers. Following loss of resin trees there are anecdotal reports of 
increases in shifting cultivation, hunting and illegal logging to replace lost income, but published 
studies are lacking. 

Resin-tapping seems to be a rare and declining activity in some neighbouring countries. For 
example, 20 years ago Smitinand et al. (1980) could already say ‘tapping was once a big home industry 
that kept tens of thousands of Thai rural inhabitants employed’. Takeda et al. (1996) report that it is still 
an important activity for some people in Northeast Thailand, but has ‘declined drastically’. Whether 
this is due to better employment alternatives or felling of resin trees for timber is unclear. Similarly, 
speaking of Malaysia and Indonesia, Ashton (1982) said ‘the oleoresin of Dipterocarpus .. is still used 
locally for caulking and varnish, being formerly an export commodity’. Gianno (1986) noted that 
tapping had declined in Malaysia, largely due to the logging of suitable trees, and despite price rises 
during the 1970s. 
 

4.5 Resin-tapping – the current legal situation 
 
4.5.1   Legal controls on tapping and trade 

 
To the best of our understanding the tapping of resin trees is fully legal and there are no restrictions 
upon it. However, some concessionaires dispute the right of people to use trees that were first tapped 
after the concession was granted. 

There are some legal controls on the transportation of resin but a full review was outside the 
scope of this study. According to Ly Jubiang (pers. comm. 2002), no permits are required from central 
government but provincial permits must be obtained. For example, traders taking resin through Sen 
Monorom town and exporting at Dak Dam border crossing have to obtain a permit for each shipment, 
and pay a tax of 300,000 Riel per tonne to the Provincial DFW office (HM, pers. obs.). Traders passing 
through Keo Seimaa are believed to require a different set of permits and pay a different set of fees. An 
ongoing study of resin trade issues is likely to provide some clarification on this subject. 

There have been large seizures of illegally traded resin during 2002 and this together with 
other evidence suggests that government control of the sector is beginning to tighten significantly (E. 
Galabru pers. comm. 2002). For example, one reading of the upcoming new Forestry Law is that all 
collection of resin for sale is likely to require permits (e.g. Articles 24-27, see Appendix 4), which 
could result in a dramatic change in the freedom of rural families to practise this livelihood (E. Galabru 
pers. comm. 2002). 
 
4.5.2   Legal controls on felling of tapped trees 

 
At the time of writing the new Forestry Law was close to being passed. This will govern future disputes 
over resin trees but has no bearing on past events. Forestry practice over the past ten years has been 
governed by a wide variety of laws, decrees and official orders This is considered ‘an incomplete and 
antiquated patchwork that provides numerous loopholes for the commission of forest crimes’ (Global 
Witness 2002). White and Case (1998) went further and stated that ‘In spite of general prohibitions on 
certain harvesting activities, the laws appear to allow practically any harvesting activity...so long as 
relevant authorities can be persuaded to issue the proper permits’. The laws rarely specify what the 
‘proper permits’ are, leaving a great deal of discretion in the hands of senior officials. 
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Both the cited reviews state that the Forest Practice Rules (Kret no. 35, June 25 1988) form the 
principal law governing forestry activities. The Rules exemplify the problems noted above. In 
particular, Article 17(g) states that ‘[It] shall be forbidden …g. to fell the trees that people have tapped 
for resin…’ whereas Article 18 states that ‘…the felling of resin trees, shall be permitted only if there is 
authorization from the Ministry of Agriculture’, suggesting that such authorization can be given, in an 
unspecified way and by unspecified parties.  
 A subsequent set of Instructions on the Implementation of Kret no. 35 (8 November 1988) 
tried to clarify the issue by offering seemingly contradictory advice, specifying that tapped trees larger 
than 1.20 m in diameter ‘are to be considered too old and must be exploited and removed.’ These trees 
may be felled without consulting the tapper. For trees smaller than this it is necessary to ‘mediate’ with 
the villagers who tapped them. This 1.20 m threshold is repeated in the Log Book of regulations issued 
with each annual felling permit (Global Witness 2002). The need to ‘mediate’ with the tapper is 
presumably the legal provision that allows tappers to demand (and sometimes receive) compensation 
for felled trees.   
 A number of legal documents relating to resin trees have been issued since the review of 
White and Case (1998). Most significantly there was a series of three official letters on 26 April, 29 
May and an uncertain date in July 2001 all ordering a moratorium on the felling of tapped trees until 
the economic impacts on tappers could be studied and prevented. These orders remain in force at the 
time of writing. Since all concessions are currently preparing revised management plans and 
environmental/social impact assessments there is a more general reason why no logging of resin trees 
(or any other species) should be occurring during 2002. Nonetheless, extensive illegal logging of resin 
trees has gone on in many parts of the country since April 2001 (Global Witness 2002).  

The draft Forestry Law establishes protection and responsibilities for resin-tappers. The 
protection appears to be quite strong for resin trees in active use, as shown by Appendix 4. However, 
some key aspects do not appear to be fully defined and may be used to restrict the activities of resin-
tappers in the future. In particular these are: 

• how much sale or barter is allowed before the harvest ceases to be at a customary subsistence 
level (e.g. Articles 40 C5, 44b, 25b). 

• how long does a practice have to have been carried out before it becomes treated as 
traditional/customary?  

• what is the situation in a concession that has already been granted – will the new law remove 
any contractual rights the concessionaire may have been granted to fell resin trees? 

 
There are also responsibilities for both the community and the Forest Administration to ensure 
sustainability of harvest (Appendix 4). The mechanism for ensuring this is not clear in the case of 
customary use rights since no management plans or monitoring are required. 

A second new set of laws, the forthcoming Sub-decree on Community Forestry, is less well-
advanced and is also less immediately relevant to the situation in southern Mondulkiri. It will only 
cover sites that are the subject of formal forest management agreements between local communities 
and the authorities. Such agreements are probably several years in the future for this area so the law is 
not analysed here, but it may have a significant role to play in long term management there. 
 

4.6 The resin collection system in the study area 
 
4.6.1   Tapping practices 

 
Tapping practices were very similar between the four studied villages. They are also very similar in at 
least some other parts of Mondulkiri (e.g. the Bu Sra area, HM pers. obs.) and match closely with 
descriptions from elsewhere (e.g. in Malaysia, Gianno 1986, Laos, Ankarfjard and Kegl 1998 and 
India/Burma, Shiva and Jantan 1998). The key points noted for the study area are detailed below. 
 
History of tapping 

• resin-tapping before 1970 in the study area involved only 1-2 trees per family, since there was 
no commercial trade in this area. At that time tapping provided oil for making torches to light 
the family home and individual trees were tapped les often than they are today. 

• when the villagers began to reoccupy the villages after 1989 large-scale tapping expanded 
rapidly since a strong market already existed. 
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Target species 
• most tapped trees are Dipterocarpus alatus (local name chhouteal tuk). A smaller proportion 

are D. intricatus (traich) and a very small number are D. turbinatus (probably chhouteal
masao). See Appendix 3 for notes on the identification and biology of these species and 
Section 0 for details of tree numbers. 

 

• the resin from these three species is of similar quality and is mixed together during collecting 
trips. 

• trees over 40-50 cm diameter are preferred; bigger trees give more resin. 
• all healthy trees of suitable size in these species are tapped – the differing proportions reflect 

differences in the natural abundance and sizes of the three species. 
 
Ownership 

• the first person to find and mark a tree is considered by village custom to be the owner of that 
tree. The owner typically starts tapping the tree straight away, but he doesn’t have to. Other 
people may tap it only with permission of the owner. 

• this ownership does not have a clear basis in national law but it is recognized by other village 
members and makes it possible for trees to be sold, bought, given or inherited within or 
between the villages. 

• people from neighbouring villages also respect customary ownership. We were not told of any 
disputes over tree ownership, although there is a small amount of opportunistic theft of resin 
by other forest users. 

• the trees grow in more or less well-defined groups, separated by areas of apparently suitable 
habitat where few, if any, grow. All the trees in one group tend to be found by the same person 
and so the group of trees is the natural unit to talk about when discussing tree locations. 

• a family usually owns 1-5 groups of trees, often in widely separated areas that have to be 
visited on different days. 

• almost 80% of groups of trees are tapped by the family that first found them, 11% are tapped 
by people who have bought the trees and the remainder by people who inherited the trees or 
were given them by relatives. 

• the owner of a group of trees is also considered to own those trees in the group which are not 
being actively tapped, either because they are too young or they are being held in reserve. 
Exhausted resin trees are also owned in the sense that other people may not tap them, but the 
owner is also unlikely to use them again.  

• other species mixed with the resin trees are not owned under this customary law. 

• other forest products occurring amongst the resin trees are not owned by the owner of the trees 
– anybody is free to e.g. hunt, fish or collect rattan amongst the resin trees. 

• a few groups are owned jointly between two families (because they found them jointly). They 
may take turns to visit the trees or go together and share the resin. 

• trees are usually tapped by their owners in most parts of the study area, but the owner may 
occasionally let another person tap his trees, for example to pay off a debt, or to help a relative 
in need of extra cash. In Ph. Roka Thmei one or two tree owners actually live in Memong and 
employ a relative to tap the trees in return for a share of the resin. 

• the trees in one area near Ph. Roka Thmei (1) are shared between six families. Each of these 
families has other groups of trees elsewhere which they own exclusively. Tapping of trees in 
the shared area is decided informally and is usually done by the family most in need of extra 
income that week. 

 
Tapping techniques 

• a backwards-sloping pit about 20-30 cm deep is cut in the tree at about waist height to collect 
the resin. 

• the yield is reportedly best if the pit is directly below one of the tree’s major boughs; pits on 
the underside of sloping trees are also preferred, because they collect less rain. 

• the resin floats on water so if rainwater fills the pit, the resin is lost. Some tappers put roofs of 
bark above holes that are likely to collect water, but the majority do not, for reasons that are 
not clear. 

• not all trees of suitable size produce resin when first tapped. Sometimes this is because the tree 
is sick or has a hole in the centre; at other times there is no obvious reason. 

• trees are usually visited about once a week but the cycle may range from 5 days to 2 weeks. 
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• at each visit resin is scooped from the pit and then a fire is briefly set in the pit to stimulate 
further resin flow. This fire is put out before the tapper moves on to the next tree. 

• usually a team of two people does the resin collecting – one to scoop and one (often a child) to 
put out the fires and help with minor tasks. 

• the owner sometimes keeps the base of the tree free of fallen leaves, to reduce the risk that 
passing forest fires will damage its productivity 

• individual pits may eventually stop giving resin but it is usually possible to start a fresh tap on 
another side of the same trunk. This can be done more than once. 

• one man stated that he was able to revive exhausted holes by enlarging them, instead of 
starting a new hole. He wasn’t sure why no-one else used this technique. 

 
Current yield  and seasonality s

• trees are tapped year-round except when persistent heavy rain or flooding streams prevent 
access. 

• wet season yields are reportedly higher than in the dry season but prices are lower. The reason 
for lower prices was said by the villagers to be reduced quality, but traders also hinted at 
seasonal changes further up the marketing chain. 

• in very broad terms most families have 10-100 trees which reportedly yield around 0.5-1.0 
l/tree/weekly visit and very approximately 30-40 litres per year per tree. This is discussed in 
more detail in Section 0. 

• the reported months of high and low prices and high and low yields differed widely between 
villages. This is discussed in more detail in Section 0.  

• long terms trends are discussed in Section 0. 
 
4.6.2   Resin trade 

 
The collectors carry out no processing of the resin – they sell it all to traders in its crude state. 
Marketing opportunities vary depending on a collector’s access to transport and whether or not traders 
visit the village.  

Some people sell their resin to a trader resident in their village; these are often people without 
their own transport. They are often in debt to the trader, having borrowed money or rice on credit. They 
are trapped in a relationship with a single buyer, placing them in a weak bargaining position. 

Other people have some form of transport and are able to take their resin to a larger village 
where they can choose between several different traders. These people rarely have debt problems and 
can shop around for the best price each week. 

In some settlements several traders visit each week. This enables the sellers to find a good 
price without having to own a vehicle. 

The first-stage traders vary between villages. In Ph. Kati they only take resin as far as Keo 
Seimaa and they only have a small mark-up. In Ph. Roka Thmei there are two traders (one serving Ph 
Roka Thmei/O Reang, the other Dam Sway and Ph. O Khtong) and both have a larger mark-up since 
they carry resin all the way to Sen Monorom town.  

Table 8 summarises marketing behaviour in the study area. 
 

Table 8 Resin marketing in the four study villages 

Seller type All 

villages 

Ph. Pu 
Char 

Ph. Kati Ph. Andong   
Krolung 

Ph. Roka 
Thmei 

No vehicle, sell to 
resident trader, debt 
problems common 

some few some (10 
families?) 

0? many 

Vehicle, travel to 
sell in other 
settlements, debt 
problems rare 

many most most some? few 

Vehicle not needed, 
several traders come 
to settlement, debt 
problems rare 

some - - most? - 
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Ph. Roka Thmei is thought to be the village with the largest impact from low access to traders and high 
debt problems. 

Resin from the study area is traded in two directions (Figure 6) – east towards the Dak Dam 
border post beyond Sen Monorom and west towards various border crossings near to Snuol, Memot 
and possibly elsewhere. Trade from Ph. Roka Thmei goes east and from the other three villagers west.  

 

Figure 6 General trade routes for resin collected in the study villages 
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The westward trade route through Keo Seimaa and Labake is used by a wide variety of 
traders. We had reports of at least ten operating in this area, two on a larger scale and the others on a 
smaller scale. To get a general idea of the situation we interviewed both larger traders and one of the 
smaller traders. The main points from these interviews are as follows: 

• the three market along different routes – one sells at the Vietnamese border directly south of 
Lapake, one is visited by a buyer from Snuol and the third drives his resin to Memot District. 

• all filter the resin with simple sieves but do no other processing. 

• there are high export taxes and some additional costs at internal checkpoints. 

• the price they receive for high quality resin was reported to increase in the rainy season (1 
person), decrease in the rainy season (1 person) or remain steady except for decreases in 
February and April (1 person).  

• villagers tend to supply poorer quality resin in the rainy season due to contamination of poorly 
protected taps by rainwater. In at least two (and probably all three) cases the traders do not 
attempt to remove this water before selling on. The water makes the resin cloudy. 

• typical prices paid to villagers are 21-27,000 R/30 litre container for high quality/dry season 
resin and 19-22,000 R/30 litre container for lower quality/wet season resin. These were 
slightly higher ranges than those reported to us in the relevant villages (Table 10). 

• all the resin is apparently destined for Vietnam and possibly third countries after that. All three 
traders knew that one end-use was waterproofing boats, one reported other uses for low grade 
parts of the heavy fraction but none knew of end-uses for the lighter fraction of the resin. 

 
Reportedly, 2-3 years ago one trader from Snuol bought monopoly rights from the Keo Seimaa district 
authorities to buy resin there. This monopoly did not survive, apparently because of protests by the 
villagers and their representatives over the lower prices they received for their resin; protests from 
other traders may also have played a part. 

4.7 Resin-collecting areas 
 
4.7.1   Shape and boundaries of resin use areas 

 
Figure 7 shows a set of data collected throughout the core area as part of a wildlife survey and another 
set collected during the current study. For the wildlife survey 80 randomly placed, square, 4 km 
transects were surveyed; in each of these a note was taken of human activities visible at the four 
corners of the plot and additional records of human use were taken whenever wildlife was seen (see 
Clements in prep. for detailed methodology). Any transect where tapped resin trees were noted is 
highlighted on Figure 7.  
 

Figure 7 Resin-tapping areas used by the study villages and their neighbours 
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It can be seen that the study area (coloured hatching) covers a large part of the main resin-tapping area 
but tapping also occurs in most neighbouring areas. South and west of the Ph. Roka Thmei area the 
forest is extensively tapped by people from P. Pu Kong, Ph. Pu Char and Ph. Pu Chra. North of Ph. 
Andong Krolung there is extensive tapping which we suspect is conducted by people from Ph. Raola 
and the district town of Ph. O Reang, but this is unconfirmed. In the northern third of the core area 
resin-tapping is much more patchy, as suitable forest types are scarcer. Ph. O Khtong is known to 
produce a lot of resin, and other villages also do some tapping. 

Little resin collection takes place in the southern quarter of the core area, between the study 
area and the Vietnamese border. Although this area was once rich in resin trees these have now been 
almost entirely logged. The few tappers who still have trees in this area are thought to travel in by 
motorbike from the Lapake area.  
 To provide a better understanding of tapping patterns, resin-collecting areas were mapped in 
detail during the current study for three villages and some information was gathered on the collecting 
areas of six of the neighbouring villages (Figure 7). Note that the figure does not show every group of 
trees in each village; it shows a random sample of groups plus additional groups selected specifically 
because they were at the outside edge of the area used by the village (Section 0). This level of detail is 
enough to make the following general points: 
  
1) People travel moderately large distances from their homes to collect resin.  

Many families have trees up to 6 km from their homes, and in an extreme case people from Ph. 
Tanglang travel south >12 km by elephant to tap resin close to Ph. Roka Thmei. In interviews 
about 10% of groups of trees were said to require overnight trips to harvest them, the rest can be 
done as daytrips. 

2) Resin collection areas do not overlap significantly in many cases.  
 In the three villages studied thoroughly the overlap is small. There is a little overlap between Ph. 

Andong Krolung and Ph. O Reang and this may be slightly larger than shown because systematic 
surveys were not done in Ph. O Reang. Furthermore, two or more families based in Keo Seimaa 
town have trees within the Ph. Kati collecting area (not mapped), forming a second example of 
minor overlap. 

3) Non-overlapping resin-collection areas usually meet each other – there are no gaps. 
For example, the Ph. Roka Thmei collection area was found to meet those of at least four other 
villages. The implication of this, supported by villagers’ reports, is that few or no stands of 
untapped trees are likely to remain between current tapping areas. 

4) Resin collection areas of some other villages are reported to overlap much more.  
This is especially true of Ph. Pu Char, Ph. Pu Chrar and Ph. Pu Kong which apparently have a 
wide area of overlap in the area north-east of these three villages. This is partly due to people 
moving house to neighbouring villages after finding their resin trees, and partly due to the 
position of the three villages close together but outside the area supporting most of the resin trees. 

 
The way these patterns have developed, and their implications for community perceptions of forest 
tenure, are discussed in more detail in Section 0. 
 
4.7.2   Habitats where resin trees occur 

 
Some general remarks can be made, based on the broad habitat classes recognised throughout southern 
Indochina (Rundel in prep.). Resin trees of all species were very rare or absent in areas of Deciduous 
Dipterocarp Forest. In the study area Dipterocarpus alatus occurs mainly in areas of mature Semi-
evergreen or Evergreen Forest, characterised by a closed canopy with many evergreen tree species, a 
diverse shady understorey of evergreen woody plants and very limited amounts of bamboo or grass. It 
also occurs in a more open formation, with a higher proportion of deciduous canopy trees and a much 
more open and fire-prone understorey with small bamboos, patches of grass and, along seasonal 
watercourses, belts of evergreen shrubs. This habitat might be considered a transitional type between 
Mixed Deciduous and Semi-evergreen Forest, the presence of evergreen D. alatus being one of the key 
features setting it apart from pure Mixed Deciduous Forest.  

This transitional habitat also supports many of the D. intricatu  individuals large enough to 
tap, although some also occurred in Semi-evergreen Forest and in purer Mixed Deciduous forest. D. 
turbinatus was only found in Evergreen/Semi-evergreen Forest, but too few were seen to assess habitat 
preferences confidently. 

s
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4.8 Economics of resin-tapping at the village level 
 
4.8.1   Resin tree ownership 

 
Table 9 presents key figures describing resin-tapping in each village. 

Table 9 Comparison of resin-tapping statistics between villages 

Measure All 

villages 

Ph. Pu 
Char 

Ph. Kati Ph. Andong 
Krolung 

Ph. Roka 
Thmei 

% of families owning resin trees 86 78 95 86 86 

Average number of trees per 
family1 

77 60 52 76 135 

Average number of groups of 
trees per family1 

1.5 1.4 1.6 1.5 1.2 

Average number of trees per 
group 

53 44 32 52 106 

% of trees of species D. alatus 
reported 

92 87 93 95 92 

Estimated total number of trees 
used by village 

17000 2900 42005 5600 4300 

Estimated size of resin 
collection area (ha)2,3 

32100
4
 - 7800 12600 11700 

Estimated density of actively 
harvested resin trees (trees/ha) 2 

0.44
4
 - 0.54 0.44 0.37 

1 Excludes families with no trees. 
2 Ignoring small areas of overlap between villages. 
3 Calculated from Figure 7 in ArcView using the extension ‘Points to Polygon Version 1.2’. 
4 Covers three villages, not four. 
5 Excludes two groups of trees in the area owned by people from other villagers; including these is 
estimated to increase the number of trees and the density by about 2.5%. 
 
The table shows great similarities between the four villages. Ph. Roka Thmei is slightly unusual in 
having fewer, but much larger groups of resin trees per family, resulting in a much higher total 
ownership of trees per head. Interestingly this is cancelled out by lower resin prices so that family 
incomes are much more similar (Table 11). 
 The great majority of trees tapped are Dipterocarpus alatus; reports suggest about 92%. 
However, direct tree counts from randomly selected groups of trees suggest that the other main species, 
D. intricatus, was heavily over-reported in interviews (189 reported, 83 counted), making the likely true 
percentage of D. alatus even higher (Table 13). 
 A large total number of trees is in use by each village. However, these are spread over great 
areas of land, so that on average there are only 0.44 tapped trees/ha. Note that this includes large areas 
of Deciduous Dipterocarp Forest with almost no resin trees so densities in more evergreen forests are 
markedly higher than this figure. 
 The forest visits allow a cross-check on the accuracy of tree counts reported in interviews. 
Across 55 randomly selected groups of trees the difference between the number of trees reported and 
the number of trees counted was only 1%, indicating that the interviews give very good information 
overall. However, analysis of individual reports shows that these were often unreliable, with errors 
increasing rapidly in size as the number of trees increased. For groups of more than 70, errors were 
especially large, and a mixture of both under- and over-estimates. Therefore data for individual groups 
or families should be treated very carefully. 
 The forest visits also allow a partial cross-check on the dates of first tapping reported in 
formal interviews. Forest visits were often carried out several days after the interview covering the 
same group of trees. In 63% of cases the informant gave a different estimate of year of first tapping, in 
32% of cases the difference was more than two years in either direction and in 7% of cases (four 
groups) the difference was +/-8-10 years! The mean date from formal interviews was almost one year 
earlier than reported during forest visits. Clearly one or both sets of data are unreliable. We consider 
that the answers provided on forest visits are more reliable, because the informant had much more time 
to consider his answer and he was less likely to feel under pressure than during the formal interview. 
Therefore we reject the larger dataset from interviews as being too inaccurate for useful analysis and 
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suggest that other workers treat estimates of tapping duration from formal interviews with similar 
caution. Clearly it is possible that our estimates from the forest visits are also in error, and so any 
analysis involving duration of tapping as a variable should be interpreted cautiously. 
 

4.8.2   Income from resin trees 
 

Table 10 shows the prices reported during interviews in each village.  

Table 10 Seasonal variation in reported prices (Riel) for a standard 30 litre resin container 

 Dry season Wet season 

Village Duration Price Duration Price 

Ph. Pu Char January-March 23,000 April-
December 

8,000-18,000 

Ph. Kati November-June 
 

21,000 July-October 15,000-18,000 

Ph. Andong Krolung December-May  22,000 June-
November 

18,000 

Ph. Roka Thmei November-February 
March-April 

9,000-10,000 
13,000 

May-October 9,000-10,000 

 
Rainy season prices are lower, probably due to lower resin quality and poor road conditions, but there 
is a complicated pattern of variation. For example, the period of high prices ranges from 2 to 8 months 
amongst these four villages. The prices achieved also vary widely between villages at a given season. 
One reason is probably differing transport costs (e.g. Ph. Roka Thmei is more remote and people there 
achieve much lower prices) but levels of formal and informal taxation may also differ depending on the 
trader and trade route involved. A third point is that in Ph. Roka Thmei many people are in debt to the 
traders after receiving credit in the form of rice; this may also lower their ability to bargain for a fair 
price. 
 Reported average dry season yields were cross-checked in Ph. Kati by observing the yield 
from single visits to 12 groups of trees. The total expected from reports was 320 litres; the total 
observed was 332.5 litres, a difference of less than 4%. Therefore the reported yields are believed to be 
an accurate reflection of the true figures, at least for the dry season. None of the wet season forest visits 
coincided with resin collection days so there is no independent cross check of the reported figures 

Many people report slightly increased resin yields during the rainy season. However, for the 
55 randomly selected groups of trees average reported yields per counted tree only rose from 0.72 
litres/visit in the dry season to 0.74 litres/visit in the wet season. This seems to be a negligible increase, 
but may be an underestimate of the difference in output by the trees because some rainy season resin is 
lost through tap flooding and so not counted and several groups of trees are not tapped at all when 
rivers are swollen. 

Combining reported median price, season length, frequency of collection and average yield 
allows the annual income to be estimated for each family (means in Table 11). The calculations here do 
not take account of the slightly lower prices earned by tappers who are not able to transport their own 
resin out of the village to market, nor of the ‘hidden income’ that results from traders deducting money 
from the selling price to take account of the sellers’ debts.  

Table 11 Mean estimated incomes from resin in the four study villages 

 All 

villages 

Ph. Pu 
Char 

Ph. 
Kati 

Ph. Andong 
Krolung 

Ph. Roka 
Thmei 

Number of tapping 
families1 

181 38 38 73 32 

Mean income per family 
that taps resin ($/year) 

338 299 314 377 329 

Total village income 
from resin ($/year)1 

61200 11300 11900 27500 10500 

Mean income from resin 
per area ($/ha/year) 1,2 

1.9
3
 - 1.54 2.2 0.9 

Mean income from resin 
per tree ($/tree/year) 

3.6 3.9 2.8 4.9 2.4 

Mean income from resin 
per tree (Riel/tree/year) 

 14000 15000 11000 19000 9000 
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1 Includes an estimate for families not interviewed, assuming they are uniform with those interviewed. 
2Areas (from Table 11) include significant areas of deciduous forest unsuitable for resin trees. 
3Covers three villages, not four. 
4 Excludes the two groups owned by outsiders; these would add approximately 2.5% to the income/ha. 
 
The mean income per family is markedly similar from village to village. However, the mean annual 
income per tree and per hectare vary more, with the highest rates in Ph. Andong Krolung and the 
lowest in Ph. Roka Thmei. This is because Ph. Andong Krolung reports the highest yields, medium 
densities and high prices per litre.  

The income per tree per year should not be compared directly to the timber value of the tree 
for several reasons. Firstly the resin income can be obtained for many years, whilst the timber income 
is a one-off. Secondly, the income from felling a tree would mainly be received by already-rich 
outsiders, whereas the resin income is received by rural people with few other sources of income. 
Thirdly, the cash income from timber takes no account of the significant losses society incurs due to 
environmental damage; by contrast the resin collection appears to have almost no environmental cost 
(Section 0). 

 

Figure 8 Distribution of estimated family income from resin in each village 

 
 

The distribution of incomes in $100 classes (Figure 8) is similar in shape in each village, with 
most of the families clustered from $100-$400 and a long, low tail of families with much higher 
earnings (more than $2000 in one or two cases). 
These figures could only be directly cross-checked by long term income diary methods. However, one 
partial cross-check can be made with existing data, because much of the gross income listed here has to 
be spent directly on rice. Rice needs can be calculated since family sizes and the reported average 
annual rice deficit for each family are known. Helmers (1997), citing an unspecified MAFF study, 
suggests a national average consumption of over 250 kilos of unmilled rice per person; since in our 
study site diet is less diverse and physical demands are greater than average we have used an estimate 
of 300 kg. With rice priced locally at $10/50 kg bag this gives a cost of $5/person/month of rice 
bought. The distribution of estimated net incomes (i.e. resin-rice, before other costs) is shown in 
Figure 9  
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Figure 9 Distribution of net incomes (resin income minus rice needs)  

 
 
Most families are estimated to have a net income of $1-200 from resin-tapping after allowing for their 
family rice requirements. Many families also have some additional minor sources of income (see Table 
7) whose cash value cannot be calculated with the available data. This level of wealth is more or less 
consistent with the current conditions in the study villages. The fact that a significant minority are 
estimated to have deficits may indicate that the method is not very accurate, or that these families 
depend heavily on other types of income, credit or support from relatives to break even. 
 

4.9 The effects of logging 
 
4.9.1   Locations and scale of logging 

 
Large Dipterocarpus trees are among those favoured by loggers, and this often includes trees actively 
tapped for resin. Felling stops resin production and the trees do not resprout. Felling of resin trees was 
widely reported in three of the study villages, the great majority occurring in 1998-99. Appendix 5 lists 
the main areas where felling was reported; descriptions in interviews were quite general and field visits 
were not made to check exact locations. The whole area falls within the Samling International 
concession but some of the logging was reported to be done by other parties, not always identified. In 
1998-99 the only part of the study area where the concessionaire could legally fell timber was Coupes 
2a and 3 (for Coupe boundaries see Figure 10); reports suggest that logging by various parties also 
occurred widely in Coupe 5.  
 

Figure 10 Logging coupe boundaries 
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Table 12 shows the reported amount of logging of resin trees since the reoccupation of the 

villages. 
 

Table 12 Reports of recent logging, and replacement trees found since logging took place 

 All 

villages 

Ph. Pu 
Char 

Ph. 
Kati 

Ph. Andong 
Krolung 

Ph. Roka 
Thmei 

Number of interviews 189 48 38 71 32 

Number of families 
reporting loss of some trees 

69 24 18 27 0 

Estimated total number of 
families losing some trees1 

82 31 19 32 0 

Range of number of trees 
lost (trees/family) 

2-300 2-70 2-200 7-300 - 

Total number of resin trees 
reported felled 

3073 547 692 1834 - 

Mean loss among resin-
tapping families (trees/per 
family) 

23 15 19 30 - 

Percentage loss of trees 
active in 19982,3 

27 20 26 30 - 

Number of trees marked for 
felling but then not cut 

195 0 155 0 40 

New trees tapped since time 
of felling3 

1029 232 0 797 - 

1 Assuming non-interviewed families are uniform with those interviewed. 
2 Covers three villages, not four. 
3 The number of trees estimated to be in use in 1998 is calculated as (number of trees in use in 2002 + 
corrected number of trees felled in 1998 – number of trees for which tapping reportedly started after 
1998). The corrected number of trees felled takes into account the possibility that reports of felled trees 
included some trees that had already ceased resin production. The percentages of such trees in 2002 in 
each village were used to estimate the percentage of felled trees likely to have been in the same 
category. This is likely to underestimate the true number and percentage of actively tapped trees that 
were felled. 
3 These trees were often reported to be much smaller than those felled. 
 

Three of the villages experienced substantial losses, but Ph. Roka Thmei has so far escaped logging of 
resin trees. The impact on individual families varies widely; some families lost no trees, other lost a 
few and some lost very many. The average current income from a standing tree is shown in Table 11 
but this may be a slight underestimate of the average value of felled trees. This is because the minimum 
felling limit for these trees is 60 cm dbh, somewhat larger than the size at which resin-tapping starts 
(Section 0) and so smaller trees will make up a larger proportion of the post-logging population. On 
average smaller trees are less productive than bigger ones (Section 0). 
 
 
4.9.2   Defence of trees by villagers 

 
Although the law appears to protect tapped trees it was not possible for tappers to prevent the felling of 
their trees in these three villages, since the loggers had extensive paperwork supporting their activities. 
One point sometimes mentioned to villagers was the regulations allowing tapped trees to be felled as 
long as compensation was paid. Several people reported being told that their trees would be felled 
anyway, so they may as well accept some compensation; low levels of compensation were offered 
(5000-10000 Riel/tree) and reportedly even this was sometimes not paid. 

 There was widespread unhappiness about the felling and related loss of income but the people 
had little political strength with which to defend their rights. Despite the risks to their safety, one man 
reported taking off the pre-felling tags fixed to his trees, members of another village wrote a formal 
letter of complaint to the district authorities and several villages sent delegations to the concessionaire’s 
office. However, these attempts were unsuccessful, except that they helped more people to get offers of 
compensation.  
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4.9.3   Livelihood changes in response to logging  
 

When faced with the loss of an average 20-30% of their resin income (and up to 100% for some 
families) people had few alternatives sources of income to turn to. Section 0 shows the limited range of 
livelihood options available in the study villages. No other quantified information was collected on this 
subject but extensive discussions were held, especially in Andong Krolung where tree losses were 
worst. The two main responses that people described were to increase the area of chamkar under 
cultivation and to seek casual wage labour. Some families that previously had no chamkar took it up; 
many others increased the area of land that they had under active cultivation although we were not able 
to quanitfy the increases. The increase only replaced a small part of the lost income, since labour is the 
main limiting factor to the area under cultivation. With fewer resin trees to visit, more time was 
available for agriculture, but typically only 1-2 extra days per week by one adult plus one child per 
family, because resin collection doesn’t take up much time. This means that the proportional increase 
in labour available for agriculture was quite small, especially in view of the low productivity of 
farmland in the area. 
 Wage labour was also limited; few opportunities exist and they are seasonal and poorly paid. 
There was formerly some work as guides or manual labourers with the logging crews but this kind of 
work has not been available since logging stopped in 1999. There were no reports of families or 
individuals moving away from the area to look for better incomes elsewhere. This would be seen as an 
extreme act of last resort by most interviewees because most members of the Phnong ethnic minority 
are inexperienced in urban life and have no support network of friends and relatives there.  
 It might have been expected that harvesting of other forest products would increase and this is 
probably true in a limited way. However, few local products currently have markets so the scope for 
expansion was limited. One exception is hunting. Commercial hunting of large mammals would 
probably have increased were it not for the mass confiscation of guns which coincidentally happened at 
about the same time, greatly reducing opportunities for hunting. Small-scale commercial hunting of 
smaller species with dogs is reported to have increased somewhat, despite declines in dog numbers due 
to disease; those families that do have dogs reportedly spend more time hunting now than they did 
before logging took place. 
 There were no consistent reports of major effects on the health or education status of the 
communities following logging, but these subjects were not examined in detail. The main effect of 
reduced income reported by people in the villages was greater difficulty in getting enough food. Many 
more families now have to supplement their diets with low quality foods such as forest tubers and 
bananas. The tubers, in particular, are very laborious to collect. They were reportedly a mainstay of the 
local diet in the years before 1970 when no resin was traded. 

4.10 Biological aspects of resin-tapping 
 

4.10.1   Characteristics of tapped trees 
 

Table 13 shows the characteristics of the randomly selected groups of trees studied in each village. 

Table 13 Characteristics of the randomly selected groups of trees studied in each village 

 All 

villages 

Ph. Pu 
Char 

Ph. 
Kati 

Ph. Andong 
Krolung 

Ph. Roka 
Thmei 

Number of groups studied 55 - 21 21 13 

Total number of trees 2555 - 722 867 966 

Total number of actively 
tapped trees 

2347 - 702 782 863 

Percentage of D. alatus 96 - 97 95 97 

Mean dbh of trees (cm) 82 - 81 83 83 

Mean basal area of trees (m2) 1 0.59 - 0.58 0.61 0.59 
1 Cross-sectional area of trunk at breast height; this is often a better guide than dbh to total tree size and 
other characteristics dependent on tree size, such as timber volume and fruit production. 
 

It is notable in the table above that the species composition and mean tree size (using two measures) are 
very similar in all three villages. In fact, no substantial differences were found between villages in any 
of the following analyses.  
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Tapping intensity is generally low. The mean number of active taps per tree is 1.14. In total 87.9% of 
trees have 1 active hole and 0-3 previous abandoned holes (usually 0). A further 11% have 2 active 
holes and 0-2 exhausted ones, leaving only 1% with more holes in either class. Usually only big trees 
(<70 cm dbh) have more than one hole and only very big trees (<100 cm) have more than two. There is 
no relationship between the number of active holes and the mean duration of tapping in that group. 
Mean duration is used because different trees in the group began to be tapped at different times. 
 Although the total number of taps in a tree (active plus exhausted) logically must increase over 
time this appears to be a slow and variable process. There is no statistically significant relationship at 
all between duration of tapping and total number of taps in our large data set. 
 
4.10.2   Trees ceasing to yield resin 

 
In some cases a tree will not provide usable quantities of resin, no matter how many taps are cut. This 
can happen in two ways. Some trees do produce resin from the first one or two taps but when this 
eventually runs dry none can be got from new taps. We call this an exhausted tree. Other trees never 
give resin in usable quantities, even from the first tap cut. We call these trees non-starters. Table 15 
show the proportions of trees in these two categories.  

Table 15 The proportion of trees observed that are exhausted or never started giving resin 

 All 

villages 

Ph. Pu 
Char 

Ph. Kati Ph. Andong 
Krolung 

Ph. Roka 
Thmei 

Total number of trees observed 2555 - 722 867 966 

Total number of non-starter trees 62 - 3 36 23 

Total number of exhausted trees 146 - 17 49 80 

Percentage of exhausted trees  6 - 2 6 8 

Percentage of non-starter trees  2 - <1 4 2 

 
The percentages in these two categories are low. For example, only 6% of trees have become exhausted 
over the first 5-10 years, and so this process is not a major current management concern for tappers. 
However, there is no information from trees tapped for longer than about ten years, since this is when 
most tapping began in the area. It cannot be assumed that the trends observed in the first decade will 
continue unchanged over the next ten years; the rates of exhaustion might rise or fall. 
 Therefore, it would be helpful to understand the processes that cause trees to cease giving 
resin if we wish to predict long term trends in resin production. Full statistical analysis of the data 
collected were beyond the scope of this report, but some preliminary conclusions are given here. 
 For non-starter trees a clear cause for the lack of resin is sometimes visible, invariably the fact 
that when the tap is cut the tree is found to be hollow. For other non-starters there is no obvious reason. 
For exhausted trees, nobody was able to suggest why some apparently healthy individuals became 
exhausted quickly whilst others continued giving resin for many years. Neither was any cause obvious 
to us when we inspected the trees, since they almost all appeared healthy. There was absolutely no 
evidence that these trees had become sick or badly damaged as a result of tapping and so ceased to 
produce resin. This point is discussed in more detail in the next section. 

The proportions of exhausted and non-starter trees in each group of trees are highly variable. 
Many groups have none in either category, some have quite large numbers in one or both. Figure 12 
shows the proportions of trees in each size class for each productive category. The use of percentages 
makes comparisons easy, but remember that the actual number of trees in the ‘active’ class is much 
greater than in the other two. The size distribution among exhausted trees is similar to that of active 
trees, suggesting that size is not a major factor influencing the likelihood of becoming exhausted. 
However, non-starter trees are mainly in the smaller size classes (30-60 cm), suggesting that many non-
starter were simply too small to be tapped. The wide variation in non-starter rates between tappers 
suggests that men vary widely in their ability to judge the potential of a small tree. 
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Figure 12 Size-class distributions for trees with different productive status 

 
 
 Too few D. intricatus trees were recorded to make a clear comparison between rates of 
exhaustion in the two species. 
 
4.10.3   Damage to trees 

 
Signs of direct damage were recorded for each tree. The four-point scale is given in Table 16. 
 

Table 16 Damage classes used to assess direct damage to trees  

Damage class Criteria 

1 Wood and bark fairly intact above tapping hole 

2 Bark burnt above tapping hole but wood fairly intact 

3 Wood burnt above tapping hole/dead branches above hole 

4 Tree dying 

 
Severe damage was very rarely recorded – in fact no trees were recorded in Class 4 and none of those 
in Class 3 had dead branches above the tap. Furthermore only four trees were seen that had formerly 
been tapped for resin but had since died. For two there was no obvious cause, but two had fallen over 
after forest fires weakened the base of the tree. A forest fire would be unlikely to harm an untapped 
tree. The deaths were probably due to the resin in an unattended tap catching light and burning for a 
long period. This can occasionally happen if leaves and twigs have accumulated at the base of the tree, 
something that careful tappers avoid by periodically clearing the debris away.  
 Minor damage was recorded more often (Table 17). On trees with more than one active tap we 
used the score for the most severely damaged active hole. 

Table 17 Proportion of trees showing each damage class 

Damage score Percentage of trees 

1 78 

2 15 

3 7 

Total 100 

 
The great majority of trees (93%) show only minor damage, classes 1 and 2. This included scorching at 
the mouth of the hole and, for class 2, some charring of the bark in an area 20-50 cm above the tap. 
There is also a large, unsightly sooty area on the surface of the bark but this should not be mistaken for 
damage to the tree. 
 Only 7% of tapped trees showed signs of slightly more serious damage, with an area of bark 
totally burnt through and the underlying wood becoming charred. This was usually confined to an area 
of only 10-30 cm wide and 5-30 cm high and can still be considered minor damage. Only on a tiny 
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handful of trees was extensive damage to the wood seen that extended more than 50 cm above the tap; 
this was probably caused by full taps catching light during forest fires, as mentioned above. Even these 
trees were clearly vigorous and able to fruit copiously during the study period 
 There is no statistically significant correlation between the mean number of years of tapping 
and the mean damage score. The data suggest a very weak progressive increase in damage score may 
take place, but this only represents a change in average damage score from 1.27 to 1.28 over ten years – 
a trivial change even if it could be proven. The fact that some groups of trees have relatively high 
damage scores is probably due to a factor other than the length of time they have been tapped, probably 
including the skill of the tapper. 
 Tappers appear to vary a little in the level of damage they cause to trees. A chart of the 
average damage score for each tapper (Figure ) shows that most are grouped at the lower end of the 
range, with mean scores of 1-1.5. For these tappers typically the majority of trees score 1 and few (at 
most 50%) score 2. Only one tapper had a mean score of more than 2 – many of his trees scored 3 
suggesting he was unusually careless. 
 

Figure 13 Variation in mean damage scores between tappers 

 
 
  
4.10.4   Factors affecting yield 

 
Many factors seem likely to affect the yield of a tree, including its size, tapping duration, skill of 
tapper, environment, health, genetic factors and annual or seasonal climatic effects. We are able to 
estimate the effect of the first two aspects using our data. We analyse data at a group level rather than 
an individual tree level because this is the level that reported yields were provided, and because lack of 
independence for trees within a group makes random sampling of individuals difficult. 
 Mean reported dry season yield per visit per observed tree (square root transformed to 
improve normality) was taken as the dependent variable and a General Linear Model was fitted, using 
mean basal area (square root transformed) and duration of tapping as covariates and village as a 
random effect. There were no significant interactions in the fully or partially crossed models so a 
reduced model was fitted using only main effects. Mean basal area was a significant predictor of yield 
(root mean yield = 0.384+0.554 root mean basal area, p=0.02) but village and duration of tapping were 
not. Figure  show this estimated relationship between yield and mean tree size. It is a steep relationship 
– sampled groups range from 0.29 to 1.09 m2 average basal area and the predicted average yield rises 
from 0.47 to 0.93 litres per tree over this range. However note that the observations show a great deal 
of scatter around this average relationship, suggesting that many other causes of variation are also 
important. 
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Figure 14 Relationship between yield per tree and average tree size 

 
 
Although duration of tapping was not shown to be an important factor by this test, this may be because 
the test was not accurate enough. Tappers usually report declining overall yields since they first tapped 
the trees, but it is not clear if these declines level off or will continue until every tree is exhausted. It is 
impossible to use most of the reports to analyse declines in yield because the number of trees being 
tapped in a group varies over the years due to logging, exhaustion and the delayed start to tapping some 
‘reserve’ trees. Fourteen of the 55 groups of trees suffer from none of these problems and a preliminary 
analysis based on these groups (Figure ) shows some decline in almost every case but no evidence of an 
inevitable long term decline.  
 

Figure 15  Preliminary analysis of the long term trend in resin yields 

 
 
 Some of the groups give only 35-65% of their initial reported yield, but others are doing 
better. Most notably, rather than yields dropping off towards zero with time they appear to be 
maintained or even partially recovered, after an initial drop. Increases are not impossible, since trees 
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may respond to continuous tapping by increasing their defensive resin production at the expense of 
other activities, such as growth or fruiting. However, great caution is needed here for two reasons: 

• the analysed sample has selectively excluded groups where reserve trees have been used – but 
these are probably the very groups where yields have declined most strongly 

• tappers’ memories of the initial yield may become less reliable with time, so the reports from 
longer ago may be biased in some way (e.g. reporting the yield a year or two after tapping 
began, after declines had occurred). 

 

For these reasons further study of this key question is necessary. Interview data are unlikely to be 
suitable for this purpose, unless tapping dates can be determined more reliably. 

4.11 Hunting practices 
 

Information collected on hunting was mostly anecdotal and so it is difficult to quantify the following 
conclusions. They are discussed here under two headings, followed by notes on electrofishing. Most 
data on hunting were collected during informal discussions, since it is widely known to be illegal and it 
might thus have distracted attention from resin-tapping during formal interviews, or changed 
interviewees' willingness to talk openly. 
 

4.11.1   Hunting of large-bodied mammals by specialist hunters 
 

This category has high impacts on threatened species, is economically important to only a few 
members of the community and has a high involvement by outsiders.  
 Hunted species include muntjacs, Sambar, Gaur, Banteng, bears and Tiger, with at least the 
first four of these still occurring in significant numbers around the study villages. Total volumes hunted 
are probably not very high, but they are thought to be very significant in comparison to the already 
reduced populations of some of these species. The balance of hunting pressure between locals and 
outsiders is not clear, but both are believed to be significant threats. To give an indication of general 
levels of hunting, in most areas gunshots are heard in the forest much less than daily during 2002 (from 
discussions with WCS field teams). Several hundred snares were confiscated by two patrol teams in 
their first three months of operation and snaring is believed to be on the increase (Men Soriyun 2002). 

Some outsiders visit the study area to set traps and snares or hunt with guns. Often they are 
soldiers or policemen from towns such as Keo Seimaa, Snuol, Sen Monorom, Memong and Kompong 
Cham and they may either camp in the forest or stay in villages whilst hunting. Most instances of 
hunting and snaring by outsiders that have been detected by patrol teams during 2002 have been in 
Coupes 2a and 3 (Men Soriyun 2002, Clements 2002, see Figure 10 for coupe boundaries). This is 
likely to be a real pattern, reflecting ease of access for hunters, but patrols in other area have been less 
intensive and so significant hunting in other coupes could also be occurring. Significant instances of 
hunting in areas north of Coupe 3 have been noted by Walston et al. (2001), Clements (in prep.) and the 
present survey (Appendix 6).  

Amongst local residents, guns are only legally held by members of the police (1-2 living in 
each village), military police (a guard post in Ph. Andong Krolung) and the regular army (varying 
activity in the area, currently not in areas close to the four study villages). These people may hunt 
directly but more often loan their guns to other local people to hunt on their behalf. Large ungulate 
meat is mostly sold, either locally or in the surrounding towns, and trophies are also sold if they are 
suitable. Meat and income from a kill are shared between hunter and gun owner, with some 
occasionally being shared with other people in the village. Due to the great skill involved, only a small 
number of local men are reported to take part in this kind of hunting, representing only 0-2 families per 
village, and their activities are well known to other members of the community. 

Hunting of pangolins in the study area requires special searches for scratches that indicate 
occupied trees or burrows. Pangolins were caught more in the past but are now very scarce and this is 
not a significant livelihood for anybody in the study area. However, the price of a single adult (over 
$50) is 15-20% of the average family’s annual resin income and so even occasional finds are valued. 
 Hunting trips by local residents are mostly done with that as the main purpose. Guns, bows 
and crossbows are very rarely carried on routine resin-tapping trips, according to our interviews, our 
observations in the field and discussions with other WCS field staff. The resin containers are bulky 
(and soon become heavy) so it would be inconvenient and inefficient to try to combine the two 
activities. We also saw very little evidence that resin-tapping was combined with the checking of snare 
lines. 
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One possible way that resin-tapping may contribute to increased hunting of large mammals is 
that it ensures regular observation of animal activity in remote areas, making it easier for hunters to 
find information on promising areas to search. A second way is that the minority of tree groups 
requiring overnight stays in the forest give the tapper more opportunity to hunt in remote areas. 
 

4.11.2   Hunting of small and large-bodied animals by non-specialist hunters 
 

This category mostly involves lower conservation impacts, is economically significant to more families 
and is mainly conducted by local residents. 
 Hunting of smaller species is conducted much less intensively than TDE has observed in many 
areas of Lao PDR. For example, ricefield rats and squirrels are rarely taken for food. However, there is 
targeted hunting of some animal groups. Much of this is for local consumption. HM spent much time in 
each village talking with adult women about the types of food they prepare and based on this work she 
has drawn the following general comparisons.  

Fish is the only common form of animal protein eaten, mainly in the form of small quantities 
of prahoc (fermented fish). Fresh fish is eaten less than daily. Fish greatly outweighs the various types 
of animal meat, all of which are eaten irregularly.  

Wild pig meat is probably the most important type of animal meat. It comes from animals 
snared occasionally around the chamkar fields and then shared out between neighbouring families.  

Wild monitors and occasional turtles or porcupines are caught with the help of dogs whilst 
walking in the forest. Many families report hunting monitors and turtles with dogs (Table 7) and those 
that have dogs always take them on resin-tapping trips. This is a significant link between tapping and 
one type of hunting. However, people also hunt with dogs when tapping is not being done, and reports 
suggest that this type of hunting actually increases after resin trees are logged (Section 0). Monitors are 
mostly caught during April-May, when they are easiest to find - a family may get several during this 
time and on one of our forest visits we observed three being caught by one man in a day. Population 
trends in these species were not discussed during the interview surveys but turtles at least are known to 
be highly vulnerable to harvesting due to their low reproductive rate. Some Brao communities in 
Ratanakiri report that their harvesting is causing declines amongst both monitors and turtles (I. Baird 
pers. comm. 2002). 
 The least significant source of meat is domestic animals (pigs, chickens, cows) which are only 
eaten very occasionally, almost always at festivals or when important guests are present. Importantly 
they also function as stores of wealth which can be sold quickly in case of need (P. Swift, pers. comm. 
2002). 
 The sale value of monitors and turtles is probably more significant than their food value. 
Although some are eaten a larger proportion is sent for sale as meat in nearby towns. The total income 
from this is likely to be moderate (e.g. a 5 kg monitor is worth about 15000 Riel or $3-4) but still 
significant to some families. 
 Extensive snaring of groundbirds and medium-sized mammals is not common in areas we 
visited. Only two brush-fence snarelines were seen, one active one near Ph. Kati (1) and one abandoned 
one near Ph. Roka Thmei (1). The Ph. Kati (1) site probably involved a Vietnamese man who has 
recently started to visit the village to snare jointly with some residents there. 
 Despite extensive discussions, little evidence was found of traditional controls on hunting 
either for resource management or religious reasons. The exception was that some families have taboos 
on eating particular types of animals, e.g. one family may avoid porcupine, another rabbits or softshell 
turtles. These taboos are hereditary and result from some ancestor of the family having a severe bad 
dream about this type of animal. By themselves, these taboos probably have little scope for 
development into more formalised protection measures. 
 

4.11.3   Electrofishing 
 

A brief note is needed here on fishing practices. These were not studied in detail, but in general most 
families catch small and medium sized fish from the various small streams in the area. These are 
usually caught with small-scale gear and eaten in the family, where they form an important part of the 
diet. Most people report no conflict over fish supplies – there is enough for everybody and it is fine for 
people from one village to visit the area of another village for fishing. However, commercial 
electrofishing is significant in two villages. In Ph. Pu Char this is conducted by people from Keo 
Seimaa and is causing significant hardship for people in the village. In Ph. Roka Thmei this is done by 
three of the richer families in the village; it did not appear to be a significant worry for other people in 
the village. 
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5 Discussion 

5.1 Interview methodology 
 
Unless used carefully, interviews can generate meaningless numerical data that appear detailed and 
accurate. Interviews were central to the present study, but many of the results could be cross-checked 
with other pieces of data. A brief discussion of the results may be helpful to others planning similar 
surveys. 
 Most of the interview data had adequate reliability for the purposes intended, but close 
examination revealed significant limits to the accuracy of the data. The main problem was that 
individual responses seemed to have a fairly high degree of random error. When these responses are 
aggregated the data closely approach the ‘true’ figure – for example the total reported number of trees 
across many groups of trees was very similar to the actual number (Section 0) and the total reported 
yield across many groups was very close to the actual observed yield (Section 0). However, for tree 
counts the responses for individual families were often different from the observed values by a large 
margin. This means that decisions or conclusions drawn from the unaggregated data have a high chance 
of being wrong. This does not imply a bias in responses, merely imprecision. 
 Estimates of total income seemed to give plausible results and a fairly reasonable distribution 
of values (Section 0), supporting our confidence in the various questionnaire answers that went into the 
estimate. Likewise, allowing for rice deficits gave a reasonable range of estimates for net income 
(Section 0). However, we would not be confident in using the estimates for individual families for 
making important individual-level decisions without additional cross-checking. 
 Forest visit information on dates that tapping began suggested that the answers from formal 
questionnaires were highly imprecise, and slightly biased, perhaps because they were less carefully 
considered (Section 0) so most of these data were discarded. Even the carefully-considered dates we do 
use are probably slightly imprecise, but fortunately this can be handled as just another source of error in 
statistical analyses. 
 

5.2 Demographic trends 
 
Trends amongst Phnong and non-Phnong communities are best treated separately. Very few non-
Phnong people live in the study area and their numbers are hardly growing. They mainly work as 
traders, soldiers or policemen. However, there is a major influx taking place just west of the study area, 
both along the main road and near the main district towns. This influx was not examined by the present 
study but is known to represent a potentially very great threat to habitats and wildlife if it spreads to the 
core area. It also has the potential to harm the Phnong communities if it results in land grabs, forest 
clearance, competition for forest products and felling of resin trees. 

By contrast the Phnong communities in the study area appear to be at the end of a period of 
rapid growth (Section 0). This has been due to return migration into ancestral territories after the forced 
emigration of 1970-1988. Centres of population have shifted slightly, with fewer villages along the 
road through Ph. Kati and around Buy Phlok than in the 1960s. Current population density is about 2.3 
persons/km2 over an area of 320 km2 around three of the studied villages (comparing Table 4 and Table 
9). This suggests at most a modest increase in density from the 1 person/km2 recorded in the same 
general area in the 1940s (Section 0). However, if we include the rapidly increasing populations just 
west of the study area, and the improved access, it seems fair to suggest that total human pressure on 
the resources of the study area is markedly higher now than at any time in the past century. 

Population growth by birth seems likely to accelerate and this will be a significant 
management problem in the medium to long term, although high infant mortality rates are currently 
thought to be keeping this growth fairly low (M. Guerin pers. comm. 2002). It seems unlikely that any 
of the presently established Phnong settlements will grow much by immigration over the next few 
years. Immigration to established villages has tailed off to very low levels in all cases (Figure 4), and 
although there are some who still wish to return to the area there are limited economic opportunities for 
newly arrived families. Some new settlements are likely to be established in the future (Figure 5) and 
these will be the focal points for any immigration that does occur. Where they occupy critical wildlife 
habitats these new settlements will cause conservation impacts. 

The availability of resin trees made it much easier for the families returning before about 2000 
to make a living. But this opportunity no longer exists – almost all suitable trees have been claimed and 
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incomers now have to buy resin trees if they want to become tappers. Future immigration is likely to 
depend much more on other economic activities. As far as we can understand, the main attraction for 
Phnong incomers at the moment is the availability of land suitable for paddy rice. This is quite limited 
in area because of the hilly landscape. Many of the suitable sites are already in use, but others exist and 
may be occupied in the future. These include the Srer Pleng wetlands, the plateau at Buy Phlok, the 
Trapeang Khlong area, and perhaps the trapeangs north of Ph. Roka Thmei.  

Once the available paddy land is occupied, further immigrants will need to find other types of 
income. If this occurs it is likely to involve some kind of cash-crop agriculture on upland sites, 
something that will attract both Phnong and non-Phnong families. If land policies permit it, rapid 
adoption of cashew cultivation or some other cash crop may take place in the next few years. This is 
likely to make a new wave of immigration possible, as well as causing direct damage to large areas of 
habitat. The uncertain future for the Samling concession suggests that opportunities for land-grabbing 
of this kind may rapidly become available in the near future. 

 

5.3 The significance of resin-tapping in the village economy 
 
Rice production has a central role in village life, despite the fact that ‘additional’ activities often 
provide for a greater share of the family’s needs, mathematically speaking. For most families of this 
socio-economic status, the daily challenge is to achieve basic sufficiency in rice, the staple food. 
Agriculture addresses this need directly, and, although harvests are low and erratic, they are still more 
dependable, year after year, than most other types of income. To abandon farming for, e.g. wage 
labour, is to abandon a key element of food security. 
 Poor soils, erratic rainfall and low-input agricultural methods lead to remarkably low yields of 
hill rice among most families (Table 5). The situation is somewhat better amongst paddy rice farmers, 
some 25% of whom have abandoned hill rice entirely in favour of paddy, but they still have large 
annual rice deficits (Table 5).  

To earn money to cover rice deficits most farmers have other livelihoods too, by far the most 
important being resin-tapping (Table 6). Mean incomes for tapping families are in the range $300-380 
per family per year depending on the village (Figure 8) and this is expected to cover the rice deficit 
with some to spare in most families (Figure9). Various supplementary incomes exist too, although 
hardly any have the potential to replace incomes that would be lost if resin-tapping stopped (Section 
4.3.2 If that happened, people in the villages would experience a sharp decline in their standard of 
living. 
 People have subsistence requirements other than rice and many of these are also gathered from 
the forest. These include protein (especially fish, but also wild animals), fruit, green vegetables, 
bamboo, rattan and some medicines. Overall this way of life is providing a moderate and dependable 
standard of living and although none of the villages can be described as wealthy, they are also less poor 
than many remote rural Cambodian villages (P. Swift and Hean Sokhom pers. comm. 2002). 
 Resin-tapping represents quite a low-intensity form of land-use – across the study area about 
0.44 trees/ha are tapped (including areas of unsuitable deciduous forest), yielding $1.9/ha/year (Table 
11). While adequate at present, the resin-tapping way of life has little potential for expansion or 
intensification to cater for larger populations, forest loss or increased material aspirations. Almost all 
suitable trees are being tapped and although no data exist, few tappers consider that the trees could be 
tapped much more intensively than they are now. Improved incomes are most likely to come from 
improved marketing systems (B. McKenney pers. comm. 2002) or from increased on-site processing, 
as currently happens amongst some Thai tapping communities (I. Baird pers. comm. 2002). 

5.4 Sustainability of resin-tapping 
 
5.4.1   Sustaining the yield 

 
Future yield trends are hard to predict because past trends are unclear (Section 0). Gradual declines 
over the past few years are often reported, and if genuine these might continue.  

The trend for individual taps is to give high initial yields which decline over a few years to the 
point where the tap is not viable and a new tap is made. The new tap again gives high yields, perhaps as 
high and for as long as the previous tap, but this has never been quantified. When a group of trees is 
first tapped every hole is fresh and yields are impressive, but thereafter the tapper has a mix of fresh 
and aging holes and the average yield might never regain that initial level. However, if successive holes 
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are as good as the first, a steady yield should be possible for many years. If the first hole has rested 
long enough to be tapped again by the time the tapper has gone right around the tree, tapping should be 
able to continue indefinitely. 
 Experience of high intensity tapping in Mondulkiri only goes back 8-12 years and so tappers 
have little idea what to expect during the second or third decades of tapping. Experiences from pre-Pol 
Pot times are not really relevant, since the intensity of tapping was so much lower. Data from 
elsewhere are not very helpful. Anecdotal reports from Laos (e.g. Enfield et al. 1998, Ankarfjard and 
Kegl 1998, J. Foppes and R. Dechaineux pers. comm. 2000) and Malaysia (Gianno 1986) suggest that 
trees can yield well for decades (figures of up to 80 years have been quoted), but the intensity and 
continuity of tapping is never known. A study is needed from an area of Cambodia where tapping has 
been carried out commercially and continuously since the early 1980s, or even earlier. 
 
5.4.2   Maintaining tree health 

 
Tapped trees show little sign of harm and we conclude that the practice of resin-tapping has had 
negligible effects on the size and health of the tree population at the study site. The taps or taps are 
relatively shallow and do not invite infection because of the coating of resin. The weekly burning to 
stimulate resin flow tends to cause very minor and localised damage, with only 7% of trees showing 
even minor burning of the wood below the bark (Section 0). A very small number of trees show more 
serious damage, with burnt wood up to a metre above the tap. This is probably caused by ignition of a 
full tap by a stray forest fire (Section 0). The more careful tappers carefully remove leaf litter from the 
foot of the tree to prevent this from happening. There is some variation in the levels of damage caused 
by different individuals but most cause low average levels of damage (Section 0). Some Brao 
communities in Ratanakiri have supported the idea of community-designed tapping rules to reduce the 
impacts of poor tapping (I Baird pers. comm. 2002) and this may be an appropriate measure for our 
study area too. 

Among over 2500 trees examined, death of tapped trees was only observed four times and 
only two these cases could be attributed directly to tapping (Section 0). Even if tapping is causing 
occasional weakening or death of trees, the percentage of the tree population affected after about ten 
years of tapping is so low that it can be ignored. Published mortality rates for untapped wild adult 
dipterocarps at Pasoh in Malaysia are typically 0.5-2.2 % per year for trees >5 cm dbh (Manokaran et 
al. 1992). The figures for tapped trees in the study site are much lower than this, but this is not 
surprising since tappers select only the healthy trees in the population so the trees they tap would be 
expected to show a lower mortality rate anyway. 
 It is sometimes suggested that resin-tapping contributes to forest fires but this seems very 
unlikely to us. The weekly burning of the tree is carefully controlled and there is little chance for the 
fire to escape. Forest fires are commonly set by people in the study area for many other reasons (e.g. to 
clear paths, to improve hunting or grazing, or by accident) but a tapper would always avoid setting a 
fire near to his trees, for fear of damaging them. 
 
5.4.3   Commercial and political sustainability 

 
Over the past few years tapping has provided a much more steady and predictable source of income 
than rice harvests, which fluctuate depending on the weather and only occur annually. Tapping has 
been the key element in the economies of hundreds of families in the study area, and this seems likely 
to remain true in coming years. 

However, resin-tappers are always going to be vulnerable to changes in the world market for 
their product. It has not been reported to fluctuate much in recent years but volatility is the norm for 
most raw materials of this kind and changes must be anticipated in the future. For example, continuing 
forest clearance elsewhere may reduce supply and increase demand; alternatively cheaper synthetic 
substitutes could be found and the market would then collapse. In the long term, tapping communities 
would be wise to diversify their economies.  

Prices are also affected by the national situation, especially policy and permit requirements. 
There are conceivable ways that policy could help tappers (e.g. by freeing the trade chain from 
unnecessary fees at checkpoints, B. McKenney pers. comm. 2002) but harmful policies may also be 
implemented. Officially sanctioned buyers’ monopolies are found in parts of Cambodia (e.g. Stung 
Treng, E. Galabru pers. comm.) and these usually result in lowered prices for the supplier. Likewise, 
aspects of the upcoming Forestry Law may be used to suppress tapping. This might be done by those 
wishing to use the trees for timber, or even by well-meaning foresters who believe they are preventing 
a damaging activity.  
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5.5 Logging impacts 
 

Logging during 1998-99 is reported to have caused major losses in three villages, ranging from 20 to 
30% of trees then in use and probably an even higher percentage of income, due to the disproportionate 
loss of larger trees (Section 0). If concession logging had proceeded as planned all trees >60 cm 
diameter would probably have been cut. This would leave only the smallest, least productive 22% of 
the current stock of resin trees (Section 0).  
 Table 12 suggests that although over 3000 trees were felled, new tapping has begun in groups 
totalling more than 1000 trees since logging. This has partially offset the losses. However, in terms of 
income these newer trees were poor replacements for those lost, since they are reportedly mainly 
smaller trees that produce smaller amounts of resin. This was also a one-time safety net since few trees 
remain untapped to compensate for any future losses. 
 Some direct compensation was also paid for some of the felled trees, although the amounts 
offered were small. A sum of 10000 Riel per tree is equivalent to only 6-12 months worth of resin 
income, depending on the trade price of resin in each village (Table 11); many people received only 
5000 Riel per tree.  
 Losses of resin income incurred so far are likely to have had significant effects on village 
prosperity, and various impacts have been reported. These include increased clearing of forest for 
shifting cultivation and increased hunting with dogs (Section 0). Declines in income amongst resin-
tappers are also likely to have depressed other parts of the village economy such as resin transportation 
and sales of produce and handicrafts. Four years after the logging occurred, peoples’ efforts to find 
replacement income have not been very successful and incomes are generally said to be at a markedly 
lower level than they were before logging. 
 Changed availability of other forest resources (e.g. fish, fruit, rattan) due to logging was not 
examined by this study.  
 

5.6 Interactions between hunting and resin-tapping 
 
Although some resin-tappers hunt, hunting is not an integral part of resin-tapping. A relatively small 
proportion of resin-tapping trips involves overnight stays in the forest, so there is only limited pressure 
to live off the land whilst tapping. Guns, crossbows and bows are rarely carried by tappers during their 
collecting trips. This is partly because guns are not readily available. Very few tappers appear to have 
snare lines that are visited as part of the tapping routine. Dogs are taken on a high proportion of trips to 
use for hunting of monitors, turtles and some other species, and this is a long-term conservation 
concern. However, hunting of the largest mammals, the type of hunting of most immediate 
conservation concern, is not directly connected to tapping. It is mostly done by specialists on dedicated 
hunting trips. Overall it seems feasible to stop or reduce hunting of vulnerable species whilst allowing 
resin-tapping to continue unaltered. 
 If resin-tapping was reduced it seems likely that hunting might increase, in an attempt to find 
substitute income.  
 

5.7 Tenure issues 
 
5.7.1   Tree and chamkar tenure 

 
Resin tree tenure is universally recognised by customary law in the study area, and it seems to be a 
simple, elegant and effective system. The situation in national law is currently much less in the tapper’s 
favour, since this customary ownership is not recognised. Once the right to fell has been granted to 
another party, the tapper can hope for nothing more than a little compensation. 
 The customary tenure does not extend to the land the trees stand on, nor to other forest 
products present in the area. Old fallows traditionally belong to the family that previously cultivated 
them, and they usually have the right to go back and recultivate them when they are ready. The 
ownership of resources growing on old fallows was not discussed. 
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5.7.2   Forest tenure 

 

Figure 7 suggests a neat division of the forest into exclusive use areas for each village, but this is 
misleading for three reasons. 
 1) Some other villages where mapping was not done were reported to have tapping areas that 
overlap widely with their neighbours (Section 0).  
 2) The observed patterns have developed without planning. They occur as a result of the 
haphazard way that trees were found and taken into ownership. The apparent ‘boundaries’ between 
village resin-collecting areas are not really boundaries at all. There was no decision on the part of any 
of the villages to stake a claim to a particular area of forest and exclude people from other villages. 
Instead people newly settled in an area began finding and tapping resin trees, first near to the 
settlement, later in more distant forest areas. Smaller outlying settlements were later established to 
allow exploitation of even more remote groups of trees (for example Ph. Pu Kong (3), Ph. O Reang and 
Ph. O Pour). However, eventually these searches would bring people to an area where members of 
another village had already found and tapped the trees, and the apparent boundary would accidentally 
have come into being. 

3) People tend to concentrate their other activities inside their own village’s resin use area but 
this is because most activities are naturally done close to home, not because there is a defined ‘village 
use area’. Phnong people in the study area do not consider themselves in any way confined to the 
village’s resin-collecting area for other forest-related activities such as fishing, hunting or rattan 
cutting, nor do they have a tradition of excluding people from other villages.  

Each village has a traditional range within which it has historically shifted from time to time, 
and which contains the main chamkar areas. Other villages would be expected not to build on or 
cultivate within this area, but given the large areas of land between villages in the study area there have 
probably been few occasions when this rule was seriously tested. Some new settlements in the 
customary use area of the village (e.g. by relatives) are probably welcomed, as long as they do not 
infringe on sacred sites. 

The only exception to this laissez-faire situation might be if there were attempts by non-
Phnong outsiders to establish new agricultural land, or settlements or extractive activities in the use 
area of the village. However, since this has yet to start happening it is impossible to say what the 
reaction of the communities will be. 

This pattern of land-use and tenure has a number of implications for any formal community-
based natural resource management activities that may be tried in the future. There are not defined 
village areas, but for practical purposes it is often easy to delineate an area that covers most of a 
village’s activities and where other villages require only occasional visiting rights. The most important 
forest resources are resin and fallow land and it seems that tenure issues for these have already been 
settled at the local level between villages; disputes over other resources such as fish are apparently few 
and minor, possibly because most are not currently in limited supply.  

We also suggest that the history of easy co-existence and plentiful forest land has left the 
study villages ill-prepared to deal with land grabs by outsiders or large scale colonisation by non-
Phnong. They do not have the experience, procedures or institutions to face this novel threat (as has 
also been the case for many ethnic groups in Ratanakiri, e.g. White 1996, ADB 2000) and it may have 
a large impact on them before they learn to tackle it successfully. 
 

5.8 Opportunities for co-operation, and divergent interests 
 
The interests of the resident communities partly overlap with the objectives of wildlife conservation, 
which provides opportunities for co-operation. However, there are also areas where these interests are 
divergent, and where compromises need to be found. It is essential to recognise honestly that while the 
resident communities have ancestral connection to this land and a good understanding of the forest this 
does not make them automatic conservationists.  
 
5.8.1   Co-operation 

 
Opportunities for co-operation exist because the Phnong are present at low densities and most of their 
current livelihood activities appear to have low or zero environmental impacts. Resin-tapping, for 
example, is having no detectable, significant harmful effect on the forest or its wildlife, either direct or 
indirect. It is sure to be having effects of some sort, but all the evidence suggests that these are of no 
conservation concern. In fact, the dependence of the Phnong on forest resources makes them potential 
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allies for forest conservation at present, as they have a strong motivation to resist land claims and forest 
destruction by outsiders.  
  
5.8.2   Divergent interests 

 
Areas where interests diverge include the following: 
 
Hunting 

Hunting of large mammals by these communities was common in the recent past. It is at a low level 
now only because guns are in short supply, but this happy situation seems unlikely to change in the 
near future. The fact that it is now done by relatively few families suggests that it can be phased out 
entirely without serious livelihood losses.  

Hunting of smaller animals is a much more widespread activity which is also probably having 
impacts on vulnerable groups (e.g. turtles). It has a role as both a supplementary dietary protein source 
and a supplementary source of income, although further work is needed to determine its exact 
significance. Negotiating a solution with communities on this issue will be necessary in the future.  
 
Population change 

Population changes of two kinds are expected among Phnong communities. Firstly, moderate levels of 
immigration by returning families will continue, and these have immediate impacts on critical wildlife 
habitats such as wetlands. Secondly, in the longer term Phnong populations will probably grow rapidly 
by birth, as is the case for most sectors of Cambodian society. This will have more widespread impacts. 
These two types of increase are probably both welcomed by existing communities, since they often 
involve friends, relatives or new children, and land is not currently perceived to be in short supply. 
Increased population density also brings benefits because larger markets attract more and cheaper 
services. Since stabilising the population at close to its current level is an important objective for 
conservation in the area, a negotiated compromise is also needed here. 
 
Developing new economic activities 

The resin-tapping lifestyle is providing a reasonable standard of living for current communities but has 
very limited scope for expansion, unless there is an unexpected rise in market prices. To satisfy 
increasing populations and increasing material aspirations, people will need to increase other activities 
that may be much more harmful to conservation aims. The current expansion of paddy land is one 
example; adoption of plantation cash crops is also expected. As well as leading to forest clearance, 
plantations are likely to stimulate immigration by migrant workers, increasing hunting, firewood 
collection etc. The challenge is to support economic activities that do not cause conservation problems, 
and to prevent adoption of harmful ones. 
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6 Recommendations 

6.1 Management recommendations 
 
These recommendations assume that most ongoing activities of the joint conservation team in the core 
area will continue, so they are not discussed in detail here. These activities include wildlife survey and 
monitoring work, regular patrols (currently targeting hunters and loggers not resident in the area), 
liaison with district and higher authorities, and investigation of the extent of immigration and land 
claims in the Keo Seimaa-Labake area. There are plans to expand many of these activities over the next 
few months and the urgent need for this is supported by the current study.  
 
6.1.1   Specific, urgent management problems 

 
A) Minimise or stop immigration and paddy expansion at critical sites (Figure 5 and Appendix 2) 

 
Liaise with the District governor with the aim of delaying, preventing or redirecting the establishment 
of a new village at Buy Phlok. 
 
Investigate the best way to slow, prevent or even reverse the establishment of new paddies at Trapeang 
Khlong and Trapeang Royiaw. 
 
Conduct research to find out when the old village of Ph. O Tamarr may be re-occupied, and exactly 
where it is. 
 
Try to clarify the future of Ph. O Pour, which the District authorities are apparently planning to move. 
 
Conduct rapid demographic surveys of the remaining unstudied villages in the core area to  

• identify which are currently growing 

• collect reports of plans to establish other villages 
 
B) Investigate and act on reports of hunting by outsiders in the Ph. Roka Thmei area 

 
This reportedly involves regular visits by soldiers or policemen from Memong. Investigation can be 
done by the area patrol teams. 
 
C) Investigate and act on reports of electrofishing in Ph. Pu Char and Ph. Roka Thmei 

 
This reportedly being done by outsiders in Ph. Pu Char and by local residents in Ph. Roka Thmei (1). 
Investigation can be done by the area patrol teams. 
 
A fourth recommendation will only be relevant if commercial logging by any party resumes in the area: 
 
D) Prevent or mitigate fully the impacts of commercial logging on local livelihoods and wildlife 

 
The key issue for local livelihoods will be loss of income from resin trees. Possible ways to reduce or 
mitigate this might include felling no resin trees, felling only some resin trees, creating genuine 
alternative livelihoods or providing adequate financial compensation. An assessment of and 
compensation for changed availability of other resources such as fish, fruit and clean water would also 
be needed. 
 
Impacts on wildlife would include direct damage to habitat, hunting by logging staff, improved access 
for other hunters/settlers and increased hunting/clearance by local communities deprived of resin 
income. These impacts would each require different preventative action. 
 
6.1.2   Longer-term community-based work 

 
It is proposed to start a range of activities in Phnong communities, aimed at developing a constructive 
long-term working relationship with them. The Phnong are likely to remain a permanent presence in 
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the area but there are overlaps and divergence between the goals of the communities and the objectives 
of long-term conservation (Section 0), so negotiated compromises will be needed. The exact approach 
will depend on the results of the introductory stages, but a general strategy is outlined below.  
 The first step should be for the current team to review successes and failures by other groups 
working in this field. Much grey literature is available, but the team should also meet as many people 
as possible and visit some field sites, particularly in parts of the northeast where comparable ethnic 
minorities are present. 

Most initial field activities should be at the village level, starting with one village to develop 
experience before expanding to more. Early activities should concentrate on confidence-building. 
Introductory meetings are required to present the conservation objectives the area and to learn about the 
communal and individual goals/problems of the people in the villages. A range of participatory 
techniques should be used to make sure that these meetings are not dominated by narrow sections of 
the village. These meetings should also help the team to learn about political realities in the village, and 
to form personal relationships. 

One or two problems that the conservation team may be able to assist with should be 
identified at this stage. The problems should be significant to the villagers but small enough that with 
the help of the team they can be resolved within a few weeks or months. Early positive results are 
essential in establishing confidence. These problems will be identified mainly by the villagers, but 
illustrative examples based on recent survey work include: destructive electrofishing by outsiders 
(Section 0); family debt problems (see Table 8); low resin prices due to a lack of access to a choice of 
traders (Table 8); livestock disease; and helping villages to establish a code of good practice to 
minimse damage to tapped trees. 

At the same stage there is the opportunity for the community to begin co-operating with 
conservation objectives in a modest way. One of the easiest and most valuable forms of help might be 
developing an information network to help reduce illegal hunting by outsiders. Joint monitoring of 
wildlife movements and numbers may also be worthwhile, both for the information it provides and as a 
starting place for building on whatever innate respect or love for wildlife exists in the community.  
 Later stages after this would aim to resolve progressively more serious concerns on both sides 
– on the side of the villagers this might include help establishing defensible tenure or use rights over 
parts of their ancestral lands, maintaining their current standard of living in the face of pressure from 
outside and perhaps diversifying their economy to reduce dependence on resin. On the side of 
conservation this might include reducing hunting by villagers, minimising damage to wetlands and 
saltlicks and addressing the issue of population growth. 
 Throughout the work it will be important to collaborate with Satrey Santepheap Daoembei 
Parethan (Women’s Peace Organisation for the Environment, SSDP), the other NGO active in forestry 
in the same region. They have different approaches, resources and objectives but there is much 
common ground between the two organisations. 

6.2 Further research 
 
The following topics would be useful to research in parallel with future practical conservation 
activities. The various questions will be need to be answered for management planning at some stage in 
the foreseeable future. 
 
6.2.1   Resin-tapping 

 
Is there any way that resin quality can be improved, and thus prices?  

 This requires research amongst traders to determine which aspects of quality are important for 
pricing, and work with tappers to find ways to improve that quality. Keeping rainwater out of taps with 
simple roofs may be a valuable step, but some research needs to be done to see why so few people are 
currently doing this. 
 
What are the long term trends in resin yield from tapped trees? 

 One-time interviews are unable to answer this question clearly, yet if yields decline in future 
this will have great impacts on the village economies. Selected families should be invited to keep 
tapping diaries that will reveal trends over several years. In the shorter term this method will provide a 
cross-check on estimates of yield and income from the current study.  
 
What are the opportunities for village-level processing to improve prices? 
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What are the trade routes and marketing constraints? 

 Survey work is currently underway on this subject in Mondulkiri, conducted by the 
Cambodian Development Research Institute. Hopefully this will identify interventions needed, or 
further research questions. 
 
 
6.2.2   Hunting 

 
What roles do wild meat and fish play in the diets of Phnong communities? 

 Building on the preliminary findings here (Section 0), more in-depth studies could be 
conducted. These would need to target both women (who prepare most food) and men (who catch 
much of it). Fisheries, wild animals and livestock should be included in the questions. To get reliable 
information group discussions, questionnaires and diary techniques will probably be needed. 
 
What are the cultural and medicinal roles of wild animals in Phnong culture? 

 Important uses of some animals may not be dictated by sale value or protein supply, and it 
would be helpful to understand these aspects. 
 
6.2.3   Agronomy 

 
What is the agricultural potential of the area? 

 An understanding of the potential of the area for various cash crops would help in predicting 
likely future pressures for forest clearance. It may also identify ways to improve rice yields from 
existing farmland. 
 
6.2.4   Forest fire 

 
What is the environmental impact of current forest fire regimes? 

 Some fire is probably beneficial in maintaining a habitat mosaic open grassy areas suitable for 
large ungulates, but excessive fires reduce biodiversity value. A study would need to clarify past fire 
histories, current patterns, trends and the effects of different groups of species. 
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8  Appendices 

Appendix 1 Family questionnaire used 
 
Village name: Head of household name:  Age: 
Code number of family: Informant name:   Family size: 
Year arrived in village: 
Amount of paddy field: Amount of chamkar:  Typical rice production (in months): 
Number of cows: buffalo:    motorbikes: 
 
Resin collecting areas 

Name of area     

Time to travel there     

Number of days to collect resin     

Frequency of visits     

Number of choteal tuk trees     

Number of traich trees     

Dry season resin yield     

Wet season resin yield     

How did you get the trees?     

What year did you get the trees     

How many trees have ceased to 
yield? 

    

What was the yield from these trees 
in the first year? (only asked in some 
families) 

    

 
Number of your resin trees cut down:  species:  when:   where: 
      who by: 
 
Number of your resin trees marked for future felling:  species:  where: 
 
Other sources of income? 
examples 
 malva nuts 
 rattan 
 bamboo 
 wage labour 
 sale of vegetables or rice 
 other 
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Appendix 2 Sites where immigration or emigration by Phnong 
households is expected 
 
See Section 0 and Figure 5. 
 
1. Ph. Andong Krolung 

• At Trapeang Royaaw two houses have been built and rice paddies have been planted, starting 
in 2000. These people have come from Ph. Pu Clair. If the paddies are successful they will 
stay and other families are likely to join them – some coming from outside the study area, 
others moving from within Andong Krolung. 

• At Ph. O Pour about six families have settled since 1998. They have been ordered by the 
District governor to move back to Ph. Pu Clair, because he wants to encourage people to live 
in larger villages where policing and provision of services is easier. So far they have not 
moved, but they may do so in the future. 

 
2. Ph. Roka Thmei 

• In Ph. Roka Thmei (1) a few more families (maybe 4-10) were said to be considering the 
move from Memong over the next few years. 

• At Dam Sway village seven families have returned from Memong over the past few years. 
They say that a few more families are considering doing the same thing. This village site held 
about 25 families before the Pol Pot era. In addition, existing families are planning to expand 
the rice paddies recently begun at Trapeang Khlong (c. 5 km south of the village). 

• In Dam Sway it was also reported that 2-3 families currently in Memong are thinking of 
settling at Buy Phlok in 2003. This was the provincial capital in the 1960s and had many 
houses plus an airstrip, but the area has now reverted to forest. The immigrants would plant 
paddy rice in the flat areas nearby, and if successful would probably be followed by other 
families. 

 
3. Ph. Puparr  

• Some families in Memong are reportedly planning to re-establish Ph. Puparr, a village 
somewhere half a days’ walk east of Ph. Roka Thmei at the source of the  O Toi. The exact 
site could not be confirmed. Ten families once lived there but since only 3 now survive they 
may choose to settle in a larger village elsewhere. 
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Appendix 3 Notes on the species of resin tree tapped in the 
study area 
 
Taps were found in three species of tree, as follows. Identification in the field was based on Smininand 
et al. (1980) and Gardner et al. (2001) and later confirmed from specimens by J. F. Maxwell. 
Specimens have been lodged with the Ministry of the Environment in Phnom Penh (contact person 
Khou Eanghourt) and duplicates have been placed at Chiang Mai University herbarium. 
 
Species 1 – Dipterocarpus alatus Roxb. ex G. Don 
This is the commonest species tapped. Identification on bark characteristics is quite easy once familiar 
with the tree; the presence of fallen fruits under most trees seen during March-May was also very 
helpful. The local name chhouteal tuk (or chhou tuk) appeared to be consistently and exclusively used 
for this species by all tappers in the study area. Voucher specimen T. Evans 82. 
 
Species 2 – Dipterocarpus intricatus Dyer 
This species was also widely observed. As one of the few deciduous Dipterocarpus species 
identification was easy; the bark is also quite different from D. alatus. The local name traich appears to 
be consistently and exclusively used for this species by all tappers in the study area. Voucher specimen 
T. Evans 81. 
 
Species 3 – Dipterocarpus turbinatus Gaertn. f. 
This species was only observed very occasionally. The dark brown, glossy fallen leaves are a 
distinctive feature. One tapped individual was seen near Ph. Roka Thmei (1) and a fruit was found in a 
stream near Ph. Pu Chu. In interviews people reported a tiny number of trees of a third species, 
chhouteal masao and it seems likely this is the local name for D. turbinatus. Unfortunately, the tree was 
not seen in the company of local informants so the local name could not be confirmed. Voucher 
specimen T. Evans 87. 
 
One other species of Dipterocarpus was commonly seen in the study area, the deciduous species D. 
tuberculatus Roxb. var uberculatus, which is not tapped. The local name khlong is used for this 
species. One or two trees beside Ph. Pu Char had small taps in but these were said to be made by small 
boys, for fun and for practice. Voucher specimen T. Evans 80. 

t
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Appendix 4 Provisions of the draft Forestry Law relevant to 
resin-tapping 
 
i) Articles providing protection to resin-tappers and their trees 
 

Article Content 

2c Consistent with other laws, the State ensures customary user rights of timber products and 
NTFPs for local communities and as further provided in this Law. 

4b/c b. Consistent with the Environmental Protection and Natural Resources Law, a Social and 
Environmental Impact Assessment ("SEIA") shall be prepared for any major forest 
ecosystem related activity or decision that may cause significant adverse social and 
environmental impact. A copy of the SEIA shall be made available for public comment.  
c. All final decisions by the Royal Government of Cambodia ("RGC") on major forest 
ecosystem related activities must consider the recommendations of the final SEIA and 
comments thereto and shall be publicly noticed. 
 
[note – given the high dependence of villages on resin, these provisions should in theory 
ensure that the social impact of resin-tree felling is addressed] 

15 Each concessionaire shall have the right to manage and conduct harvesting operations 
within the concession, while ensuring that the operation does not interfere with…..2. 
Customary access and user rights practiced by a community residing within, or adjacent to a 
forest concession. 

24b  Any individual, legal entity or community that intends to harvest timber products and 
NTFPs for commercial purposes must possess a harvest permit issued by the Forest 
Administration. A permit shall not be required for members of a local community 
harvesting an amount of timber products and/or NTFPs equal to or below customary 
subsistence use defined in Chapter 9 of this Law [article 40, below].  

29 Unless authorized by MAFF for specific exceptions (e.g. a weather emergency or trees 
removed for previously authorized forest feeder roads or other conditions proposed by the 
Forest Administration), it shall be prohibited to harvest the following anywhere within the 
Permanent Forest Estate…. 3. Trees within a species that local communities have tapped to 
extract resin for customary use…. 

40 b/c b. For communities living within or near the Permanent Forest Reserve that do not own land 
by community title, the State shall recognize and ensure their customary user rights for the 
purpose of traditions, customs, religious and subsistence use as defined in this Law. 
c. The customary user rights of a local community for timber products and NTFPs shall not 
require a permit and include the following:   
  1. The collection and use of dead wood, wild fruit, products from bee hive or comb, resin, 
and other NTFPs; ….. 
  5. The ability to barter or sell NTFPs to a third party where the means or amount is 
consistent with customary community practice. [this point seems to be crucial for the 
concept of customary use – it shows that customary use is not synonymous with household 
use, since sale is permitted] 

44b [In areas with Community Forest Agreements] The customary user rights shall include the 
right to barter or sell NTFPs without a permit provided such sale does not threaten the 
sustainability of the community forest.  

53b MAFF shall waive the royalties for any timber products or NTFPs or premiums collected 
from the State forest by local communities under customary user rights as defined in 
Chapter 9 of this Law. 
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ii) Articles providing responsibilities 
 

Article Responsibility 

7(1,2) the Forest Administration shall perform the following duties: 
…Issue regulations governing forest activities to ensure the sustainable management of 
the Permanent Forest Estate. 
Collect data on all forests regarding scientific, economic, social and environmental factors 
in order to set a sustainable production level…. 

9 (part) [the National Forestry Management Plan shall] develop programs to:… assist stakeholders 
in management and use of the Permanent Forest Estate. 
 

40d …customary user rights shall… respect the natural balance and sustainability of forest 
resources 

44b (repeated) The customary user rights shall include the right to barter or sell NTFPs without a permit 
provided such sale does not threaten the sustainability of the community forest. [here 
specifically in a Community Forest, but presumably this is a more general requirement 
too] 
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Appendix 5 Sites where logging of resin trees was reported to 
have occurred around the study villages 
 

Village Sites reported 

Ph. Pu Char Near the village 
North of the village 
West of the village 
Mount Chout 
O Chrar 
O Kamong 
O Kao 
O Mhoach 
O Pour 
O Tear 
Sre Tonsay 
Toul Krek 

Ph. Kati O Chlong 
O Chra 
O Khnong 
O Piup 
O Rlok 
O Tron 
Trapeang Tlang 

Ph. Andong Krolung km 1501 
km 170 
O Chlong 
O Houch 
O Kor 
O Ngeuy 
O Pam 

1a notable but real outlier from the rest of the areas used by the village 
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Appendix 6 Instances of hunting of large mammals observed 
by or reported to the survey team 
 
Specific instances are listed; village residents who are ‘known hunters’ are not detailed here. Hunting 
observations by patrol and wildlife survey teams are not given here  
 

Ph. Pu Char 

 
None. 
 
Ph. Kati 

 
Antlers from recently killed Sambar drying outside a house. 
Meat from two other Sambar offered to team whilst conducting survey. 
Meat said to be from a Gaur killed by people from Ph. Kati seen being transported through Ph. Andong 
Krolung. 
 
Ph. Andong Kralung 

 
Members of the Military police post said to hunt muntjacs quite often. 
 

Ph. Roka Thmei 

 
Drying rack and a large bone found in the forest south of Ph. O Reang said to be used by people from 
Ph. Pu Kong to prepare meat from a Gaur they killed in 2001. 
 
Police and soldiers from Memong said to visit quite frequently to hunt around the village. 
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